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CAMPUS CROWD

A look back at the

semester behind us. ·
...:....sEEA2

~welcome

Enrollment could put UCF- among
: th!! nation's biggest schools.
' -SEEA2

back,

now·pay.up

Rising costs are
just ~ hint of
what's to come
PATRICIA XAVIER ·
Staff Writer '

Students teturningto classes have
noted the increase in their tuition fees
this fall. Fbr many, this increase is a
familiar, if unwelcome, sight. UCF's
rates have risen steadily for several
years, but this past summer, due to a
sharp drop in state support, UCF
drove the cost of a college education
higher than many students expected.
In June the Florida Legislature cut
the requested funding for Florida's
state univeraities by $40 million and
mandated an 8.5 percent tuitiop.
increase for all students. In their plan
the legislature left open the option of
an additional inci·ease in tuition for
all out-Of-state undergraduates and
all graduate students. The UCF
Board of Trustee~ subsequently met
via conference call and, in an 8-1 vote,
increased tuition an additional 6.5
_ percent. Every Florida university
made a similar vote, allowing for
tuition ·increases of a maximum 15
percent for all students except instate undergraduates.
The increase means that undergraduate out-of-state studep.ts are
paying apout $400 per credit hour
this fall, while graduate students are
paying about $776 per credit hour.
- Trustee Conrad Santiago said the
tuition was raised for out-of- state
and graduate students because the
cost of education in those programs is
higher and UCF was priced below comparable universities.
"We had the issue of rising
expenses and on the other side
tuition expenses tp.at were lower to

BEN BAIRD/ Cem!At FLORIDA fUIURE

Those who favor U..S. flags in UCF classrooms showed up at an SGA Senate meeting in July. ·

, B~oad stripes and
·bright stars may By
.
. .
"

')

{

.

$10,000.

With cost to UCF

The measure, which has been
dubbed by ROC~ "Project
Freedom," calls for arow:id 200
flags to be bought and placed in
' those clas8room8.
"T.lps )s · ~ ·public university
paid for' by AIDerican tax dolla.rS
•
'
and defended .by our military;"
1
said ROCK ·
.
BEN BAIRD. .
- President
Contibuting Writer
Heather
Smith. "This
Adebate about placing flags in is the least we
, . . 'all UCF classrooms could come to can do for our
.an end Thursday, wb~m the SGA men
and
Senate will decide, whether to women overseas."
devote $3,140 to the display.
During the spring. semester,
Smith said
and then more prominently in 1 in addition to
Jupe, the campus organization promoting patriotism at UCF, the
> Rebuilding on a Conservative I flags would also 'ruld a decorative
Kornerstone (ROCK) unfurled 'a touch. "It is the responsibility of
· plan that would see a U.S. flag the university to mi:tintain an
displayed in evecy classroom at
·
:>
UCF anq_ a cost . of around
PlEASESEE PRIVATE ON A12

slashed, flag

b{lS~~tS, Will get
ans\Ver Thlirs~y··

Fratefruty kicked out after
two. apartments

,

,

CENTRAL FLORIDA f~RI fllf PHOTO

The Pi Kappa Phi fraternity was evicted from its house one year before the lease expired
due to damage caused ~efore and after a June 24 fire .sent ~esidents into the yard, abov~ . .

DANA DELAPI

Contributing Writ~r

- It all started with a fire and
ended with thousands of dollars fu
damage and a fraternity with no
home. On June 24, fire sparked in
the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity hi;mse,
loeated in the ,University
Apartments complex off of
Alafaya Trail. ·The absence of a
·water heater cap caused the
l;>iaze, with damage estimated at
$13,000. Most of the damage catne
from clouds of smoke permeating
the apartment and the efforts of
Orange County F'ire and Rescµe .·

BUDGET ON A?

Former professor faces deportation

FIRE ·AFTERMATH

fir~ ~ined

PLEASE SEE

officers to reach and extipguish
the fire. No one was injured; but
the aftermath has left the UCF
chapter of the fraternjty homeless.
Within a month of the fire,
University Apartments terminated their three-year lease with Pi
Kappa . Phi. Wesley Davis,
' University Apartments property
m~r, says the move was justified by a lease which allow8 eviotion if ·"excessive damages are
incurred." Fbr insurance reasons
- the ~aternitywas claimed to be
a hazard - Davis was forced to
PLEASE SEE

FIRE ON Al-

associated with Jubara, Richard
Condon, Roger Scott Jr., arid
Jubara's present attorney
Former UCF Professor R.Patrick Phillips, the actual
Hussam Jubara pleaded guilty · charges against Jubara stem
Thursday in response to a fed- from something relatively
eral indictment. He faces certain minor. The first charges
deportation for his plea, and_ involved the misspelling of
possibly months more of jail 'J ubara's name on Immigration
time. Jubara was charged with and Naturalization papers.
immigration violations
in However, each' attorney emphaMarch, a charge he had fought sized that a variation of name
before.
spelling is -an imnlaterial basis
The comthat has brought dev8$tating
puter engi- ,
turmoil to the Jubara houseneering prohold.
-:-RICHARD CONDON
fessor co-'
According
to
Condon,
FRIEND AND.FORMER JUBARA.ATTORNEY
founded a
"Certain Arabic sounds and
Tampa-area'
words don't translate perfectly
charity
into English, and can lead to a
organiza,variety of spellings."
'
meilt's demand that he leave the overthrow of [Jordaniari] King
tion
susAbdullah's U.S. friendly governAccording. to the Orlando United States.
pected
of Jubara
Sentinel, Jubara· has previously
· :scott, one of .f our attorneys ment. Therefore, Jubara's intent
terrorism
identified himself as Hussam who ,provided Jubara counsel to travel to Jordan may be hamties.
Abujbara, Hosam Jobara and' , during the pa.st foiir months, per~ by that government's leerWhile still considering a plea, Hussam Abou Jbara.
- said Jubara faces political insta- iness to accept him as a citizen."
Jubara's part-time teaching
The other charge involved bility and a Middle East compli- .
With limited options, Jubara
contract went unrenewed~ by Jubara's undocumented mar- cated by American inte:rVention may be forced to settle in Sudan
UCF, effeclively ending his time riage to a college sweetheart. in Iraq.
or Somalia, both countries sufas a UCF professor.
According to Jubara himself this
Jubara, a native Palestiilian, fering from economic and literal
Separated from his family for charge is truthful. However, the plans to immigrate to Jordan starvation.
·
four months, Jubara will spend. significance of these charges once deported, but Jordan m@:it
The two · countries hardly
the rest of his time fu the United remains dwarfed by the effects. riot want him.
mirror the comfortable: wellStates in jail, separated from his thf:lse proceedings have had on
''.As a result of ¥icreasingten- educated atmosphere that
' wife and five children, who rely his family's livelihood.
sions in the Middle East, cou- Jubara and bis family are
on Jubara's income for survival.
Jubara: was arrested in pled with the building of a barri- accustomed to ·in America. 'lb
As the nightmare for this family
March 2003 on three counts of er.wall between ISrael and the compound the pressure of losunfolds and the reality begins to falsified information pn immi- West Bank, a heavy migration ing their father and husband,
settle in, the future of Jubara's gration fornis. He was rearrest- ha.s begun to occur into Jordan,"· Jubara's family deals with more
family remains as uncertain as ed in May on the same charges. Scott said. "This influx may than . the bleak pro_spects of
his.
The complexity of his present eventually create a .h ostile enviPLEASE SEE PROFESSOR'S ON A12
According to three attorneys situation centers on the govern- ronment that could lead to the

.MATTHEW WILT
.Contributing Writer

,"At one point, Jubara was being
held in a jail that served_rancid
food. Ironically however, once
Jubara was held as a federal
.criminal, his clothing and food .
·. conditions improved."
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President Hitt dishes it out
Students who Wan.t fo

meet~

Fbr the benefit of ,'incoming
freshmen and returning students
who weren't around campus during the summer, The Future presents a look back at the biggest
stories from , around UCF and
around the country;

the campus' top adIJliniStratois:
and get in their
;.., ~
licks can take
:
advantage of
the annual ice
cream social
that
takes
place
from
noon to 1 p.m.
· today on the
·first floor of ·
·Millican Hall.
Scoops will be .served up p~
President John Hitt and othey~
top administrators~ ".
· : :• i

Let the rivalry begin

,. Mars on view at UCF observatocy;,~

BRANDON HARDIN
· · Contributing Writer

.

Beginning in .2005, the UCF
. Golden Knights will see a lot more
Bull on their football schedule.
UCF Athletic Director· Steve
Orsini 'reached an agreement
with USF Athletic Director Lee
Roy Selmon to begin a two-game
series that will start in ~005. The
Golden Knights will play at
, Raymond James Stadittm on
. ~pt 17, 2005, and the USF. Bulls
1will be herded into the Citrus
:Bowl on Sept. 16, 2006. After that,
the schools will alternately visit
one another.each year.

.

.
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"It's a real positive thing'," Orsinisaid. "He's deserved it. We're payKruczek gets three-year extension . ing him back for his loyalty and
Athletic Director Steve Orsini dedication for over 19 years here .
: rewarded UCF football coach at UCF."
Mike Kruczek with a three-year
, Earlier -iii the year, ·the
contract extension in early May; · Kentucky ·Wtlc;lcats .and the·
; at tb.e san;ie time USF agreed to Louisville Cardina,ls tempted
play UCF on the football field.. Kruczek with six-figure con· The extension · ensures that tracts. Kruczek declined in o~er
.. Kruczek will ct>ach the Golden to continue coaching the Knights.
, ~ts through at least 2008.
.ll
' .
·
'

.

.
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UCFdelivers on draft day
Fbur Knights were drafted on
the second day of the 2003 NFL
draft, setting a l!CF record,.
Corneroack Asante Samuel went
fo the New Engtand Patriots as
the 12oth pick in the fourth round.
In the fifth round, the Oal\land
Raiders selected wide receiver
.Doug Gabriel In round seven,
Center Mike Marby went to the
Baltimore ·Ravens and defensive

.

·; ~

••

p.IIL .

lineman Elton Patterson was ' guard Taylor Robertson was
taken by th~ Cincinnati Bengals. selected by the ~hiladelphia
After the draft, five more Knights Eagles.
were picked up as free agents.
The Miami Dolphins signed wide Law dass seat posted on eBay
receiver · Jilrimy Fryzel. 'l;'he
· Fbrmer UCF ~tud~nt Ryan
Green Bay Packers picked up Vescio offered'his ·s eat in a constioffensive tackle Brian Huff. The tutional law class on eBay: as a
New Orleans Saints signed tight joke - anq ended up with a $225
end Mario Jackson. Punter Ryan offer. Vescio, l'l- first-year law stuFlinn was picked up -By the
PLEASE SEE KNIGHTS ON A10 - .
Seattle .Sealilawks., and offensive

Eight-month narcotics"
stffig nets UGF students

.

..

ij'he UCF Astronomfeai~
Society invites all students, f~
· ulty,: s~aff, and friends to th~
UCF observatory to view Mai's~
- at its clos~st approach to in anz
· estimated 50,000 years. The~
Society will have t~leSCOpeg fQ,I'~ / e
vieW:i,ng and imaging purf>oses.~
·' Guests are welcome to brUig~
their .own telescopes; thougii:.~
The ,viewing starts at 10 p.m..1 Monday ani;l lasts u.ritn 11:45l

Student Body President Brian Battles, second from left, met with UCF PresidentJohn Hitt, center, and the Board ofTrustee·s June 13 during a confer~nce call to discuss· tui~ion hikes. ·
-

:.:::

New York artist opens .1
gallery season

•

!:;

· ·~

· "Leemour .. Pelli: Paintings::
and Drawings,'" opens at 9 a.inJ
Tuesday at the UCF Art Gall~rYl
and continues throu~ Oct. ; ll.~
The show includes recent. pai.r\l1
ingS and works on paper. ~There)
wiI1 be a reception on Thursday,\
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-1.'.ARRYZWIEG
,METROPOLITAN BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

, The suspected leader of the organization, bodybuilder Giancarlo Forni, is
aceused 9f supplying GBL to Gaspar, a pre· A narcotics task force ended a local drug law major. Gaspar is accused of manufacring crackdown called operation "Whafs turing GHB at his apartment. According 't o
MBI, the organization distributed the GHB
up, G?" with 15 arrests; including 4
to area nightclubs, .UCF students,
UCF studen,ts on A~g. 4. The·group
and other lower level distributors.
was charge~ witl;!. nia.nufac~uring
"This organizati6n was nofyour
' and selling GHB, commonly called
typical drug dealer or~ation
the date rape drug."
·
that has criminal history and
Students'
Ale:xander
things like that," Zwieg said. "This
· Bacogiannis, John Gaspar, Allan
organization was college stuMecjina and Kennetp. Pugiiesi were
dents." He added that _d rug dealers
among those arrested, along vfilth
come from all walks of life; it
UCF graduate Kristin Cabrera.
BACOGIANNIS
dep_e nds c;m the situation and the
GHB was the main drug confis.type of drug..
cated in the eight month narcotics
Cocaine, ecstasy and prescripinvestigation, involving ten law
. tion-type drugs were. also being
enforcement agencies, ~llectively
. manufactured. "Whatever drugs
· known as the Metropolitan Bureau
you wanted, they had ,a source."for '
of Investig-atlon, or 'MEI. . ·
.
it," Zwieg.s.aid,.
The agencies seized 21 kiloBecause of the amount of drugs
grams of Gamma Butyrlactone,
confiscated, the accused will face ,
GBL, which is the base product of
mandatory minimum sentences of
mm mixed with sodium hydroxide,
15 years if convicated.
which can be found in lye. Narcotics MEDIN~
Officers estimated the street
Commander of MBI Larry Zwieg
value of the drugs confiscated at
said the drug has a siniilar effect to
$405,000.
.
the combinatjon of ecstasy and .alcoThe .15 accused are.beingprosehol. "If you take too much of GHB it.
cuted by state puosecutors in , the
could put you in a. real deep ~leep I
Orange Count)' Jail. The four UCF
for three to four hours. That's why
students have had a bond hearing.
they call it date rape drug," he
Forni is still, in the Orange County . ,
said.
Jail,
I
'
'
.
'·
Originally GHB was marketed
Ac~rding to Zwieg, some of the
for weight lifters and body builders. GASPAR.
UCF stUdents have had previous
They would go to the· gym, lift
misdemeanor arrests. The org'alliweights, and- then at night they
zation had been involved in drug ·
would go home and get a good sleep,
dealings for the past 18 months
With GHB. Once it was realized how
producing 30 gallons of GIIB a
addictive the drug is·and how it was
week, according to MBI. "'
developing into a date rape drug, it
Before the arrests of Aug. 4, the
became illegal.
,
'UCF Police were made aware of .
The drug ·is commonly used at
operation "What's up·, G?" by the
clubs and rave_s, and mainly affects
MBI and ot:tier agencies.
college students. Zwieg added that
MEI anticipates more arrests
it could be found "just about anyPUGLIESI
involved in the organization. "'l'hey
where there'. s •a social g-athering."
[15 from the organization] are
GIIB is a clear liquid generally
taken orally, usually in one to two gram cooperating and we are picking 4p the rest .
doses that are sold for $10-$15. It is often of the organization as soon as possible."
Operation "What's up, G?" has bee.rt a
carried in'.to nightclubs and rave parties in
water bottles and eye droppers.
'
· success, according to -Zwieg. "We put a
- 'The;re are no Ie@l uses for 0-HB, and, th~ maj0r impact' on the availabilityofGHB," he
said . . _ ,
·
usin& the drug with·alcohol can be fatal.
• Con~buting Writer

I.

'.if

: Jllii.onfrient may fut 42, 15 5,
:~OPtinuill.g' record growth
f:

J

BEN BAIRD

Conui~ting·Writer

~· i
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·
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UCF expects 142,155 students to

.:start the fall semester, the largest

" The numbers
aren't finali
butUCF
,projects an
increase of
:more than
1~,ooo· students
. above last fall's

, : class in its history. The projection
.,.is . subject to changes in head~ .
counts · during the weeklong late
: 'registration period. ·
: . Enrollment for fall 2003 rose by
: 3,360 students from fall 2002's
• 38, 795. In four years, UCF' s enroll' ment -has risen by more than
. 10,000 students. '
.
.
ii
·' According to :th~ Univer~ity, 0f
·'Florlda, the eighth, ninth and tenth
. largest universities iii the nation
.: had fewer students last fall than
..UCF will now.
',
.
:~ A,long with a boost in i;i.a'.tional
··ran)dng, UCF will be the second
_largest schoo1 in the Southeast,
-behind the University of Florida's
prclj,ected 48,850 students. · ,
, ; The Office ·6f Univei'sit:y
··Relations said 215 new full-time
~owever, parking concerns ·
professors were hired both to han: dle the increase"in e~o'llment and have not been addressed as -the
.uniyersitY continues to use tlie .
: replace retiring teac~ers:
' Also helping fo ease the influx currently existing' 12,000 student
: of, students, the College of parking spaces, which were in use
,.
· Business Administration has last- fall.
University
, According · to
: ppeµed a 'new $10.3 million dollar
'. building to hous~ the Department Relations~ the incoming freshman
: of Economics, the Department of class had an average high school
average SAT .
. Marketing, and the Department of GPA of 3.8 and
' Sports Business Management as score of 1176. Afs0, 33 of the uni· weP.: a~ ·the, Nati~nal Cons?rttum versity's 4,tOO incoming freshmen
are National Merit Scholars.
··
; for-A9adem'ics and ~ports. 1 •
I~

~
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and critic Pa'id Gibson will giv.:e:
a free lecture about Pelli's work.~
Influenced by the writings ofl
Samuel Beckett, Pelli ea1ls he!-'.
figures "sfudies of the nature of:
the self in relation to various'
social, psychological; visual, ~~
emotional states, whether reali
or imagined." The gallery in ttie:
Visual Arts Building is open !)1
a.ril.-4 p.m. Monday-Friday an~:
1 p.m.- 5 p.m. Sunday. The;
gallery will not be open A\lg. 31;;
and Sept. 1 due,to the Labor1Day':
1

1

holiday. l Freetoursareav~~l~

-

•

~~\!!0C::. ~~~o~l~~~~ -.,,

I

"This organization was n~t your fypical
drug de~ler organization that has.
·
·criminal"historY ~nd things li~ke that ...
This organization was c~llege
st~dents."
~.t!
I

•

"""

orgarnz4~,

for classes or other
tions.

,~

l

Peace protest at Student Union' ~ ; · •'

. Campus Pea.Ce Action, a li~'
eral UCF student group, wiI1j
hold an anti-Iraq-war rally out~
side ·the Student Union from 12
1noon to 2 p.m. ~ursday. The
group held protes:ts throughout
the spring term as momentum ~
1
'- l)uilt uy for war; tite- .4! tests
;::: , Continued as Anierica:m:.troops .
,_ took control ()f," Irrul; 'fani:l ' sus:. .,
tained ~u~ties.
~ , i..
·

Odd black st~I to adorn Ho~ors
College lawn for a year -.
Sculptor David Hayes has
loaned five sculptures to UCF
for a year-long exhl"bit: The per:
,· son-sized
'
sculptures,
'' from
the'
"Screen," 'series
that the artist
initiated in the
1970s, went on
display June , 1 .
and.will remain
on the campus·
· uhjil June 1,
~
.
2004. The pieces are sited
around the Burnett Honors
College, located next . to the
Visual Arts Building.
_. ,1
The blac).{-pamted sculptures
are cut from ste_el using ari
acetylene .torch, and refleet the
shape of patterns th~ artist ha.$
found in nature. These- shape~
are then individually welded
together. until they take theiiform ·a s a sculpture.
· 1\
Prior to the UCF e:Xhibitio:ri,· .
-the sculptures were the inaugu~
ral exhibition for, • the Burt
, Reynolds . Mu~eum in Jupite~,
. Fla.
·.
-o;

: New director for Social Work
The School of Social Work
has appointe~ R. Raul Mrudeii.
director of the school. He has ·
been a member of the school's
, facul.t y 1since 1999 and i§ ~
licensed clklical social worker·
with more than ,25 · years 6.f, ·
national and international exp&
rience in social work and educa:.
tion.
· ~·
As director, Mii.iden Wm over', see the school's academic pro'.grams in social work, particip~
tion in the College of Health and
Public Affairs' doctoral prograll;i
in public affairs, and 15 faculty .
· members who are eng-aged ·m
research and COIJllJlupity-bas~
projects. He will also continue to
direcf~he school's study abroad.
program in South Africa. . . "
Previously, Maiden developeM
and coordinated the .graduatlil
certificate pr.ogram in addic~
tions ~d served as .gradu~t~
coordinator of the master's in
.. i;lOCial WOf~~ogram.
, •
'

4 '

-r'

'f

·Why lea.ye

Running late. 1here's just
. enough time before c lass to stop
by Einst~in Bros. Bagels for a
yvarm bagel .and a cup of fres~ly
brewed gourme~ coffee.

.),

)·

campus ..

· Visit one of seven great UCF Dining
Services locljtions campus-wide:
'I

.

Chick-fil-A®.

in tlie John T. Washi~ gton Center
Mon.-Thurs. 7:30 a.rn.-6 p.m,
Fri: 7:30 a.m.-3 p-111. ·

Einstein Bros. Bagels® ·
in the Education Complex
Mon.-Thurs. 7:30 a.m.-4:30 p'.rn.
Fri. 7:30 a.m. -2:30 p.rn.

Island Gri,11
in ~he Jonn T. Was.hington C:e nfer
Mon. ~Thurs. 10:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
, Fri. 10:30 a.rn.-2 (J.m.

Java City®
in the Business Ad min." Bh;tg.-1 st Floor
Mon.-Thurs. 7:45 a.iTI.-7:45 p.rn ~
Fri. 7:45 a.m.-2 p.m.
·

Knightstop Convenience Stam
in the Student Union
Mort-Thurs. 7;30 a.m.-9 p.m.
Fr~. ?:30 !'l·in,-6 p.m.,
·
Sat. 11 ac1n.-5 p.ni.
Sun. Noon-9 p.m.

Marketph1ce featuring RFoC
at the Student Resource Center
Mon.-Thurs, 7 a,m. -Mid.night
Fri. 7 a.m.-8 p.JTJ.
· Sat & Sun. 10:30 a.m.-8 p m.

1

'Retrections
the outdoor klos~ near Millican.Hall

' Mon.~Thu'rs. 7:45 a.n:i.-8 .p.m,
Fri. 7:~5 a.m.-.3 p.m.

Early mor'ning o,r late r:iight,

d ine~in or grab 'n' go, four-course or ~hips and a drink. UCF Dining Se-r- ·

vices i~ · all about choice, and with a variety of locations campus-wide there's certainly·an option
that fits your schedule, lo;ation or appetite . As the university's officia l food s~rvice operator, we're
'committed to provid ing uncompromised quality and service, in addition to always· looking for better

:n~::::7;;::£'.~::~o:~~~~~:": "'ii.e,<e;_ in~ :1by;,ph~=:51,
;Ti
:

loc.ated i'n the

Ma rketplac~.

\;.;j) ~

SERVICES
£ .

I

D,I SCOUNT
FOR STlil;>ENTS.
&FACULTY
· *w/valid UCF ID. Discount applies to
salon s~rvices only. Not valid with any
other offers or promotions _

Around the nation·
Viral meningitis on rise
Viral meningitis .cases, which
peak in late summer and hospitalize
tens of thousands of people each
year, are on the rise, the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention
warned Aug. 14. The peak comes
just as students head to college, a
· time when they should .consider gettingvaccinated against a more deadly form of the disease - bacterial
meningitis.
It also coincides with the height of
the season for mosquito-borne diseases such as West Nile virus, which
can cause meningitis, too. "There is some opportunity to
potentially confuse what the cause of
illness is," said Stephen Ostroff,
deputy director of the CDC's
· National Center for Infectious
·
Diseases.
Meningitis is an inflammation of
the lining around the brain and
spinal cord that can be caused by
viruses or several kindS of bacteria. .
The viral forms are usually inilder,
''but they're' still quite important,"
causing 26,000 to 42;000 hospitaliza:
tions each year in the United States,
Ostroff said. ·

'

· .

·

PHOTOS BY HEISSAM J!BAllEY / (EHTIIAL FLORIDA fuTURli

Students can watch multiple TV channels and listen to music while burning calories in the Recr~ation and Wellness Center, above. Freshman Caitlan Franks, belovi. uses the rowing machine frequently as part of her workout routine. 1

'ltec and wellriess .Center offers free gym·

meth~ds to maintafu that health.
' The centerpiece of the office is the
Comprehensive Health Assessment
Every'semester at UCF, students ·and Motivation Program. C.HA.M.P.
get charged a ,health _tee as part of is.a free service, assisting students
their tuition. Students who don't through their program of choice and
know what these lees· are for miss ,helping them combat the difficulties
out while paying for progi-an1s that of trying to maintain focus on goals.
should save them money. IQ.eluded , . An added incentive f0r those who
with tuition comes ah assortment of complete the program is a discountfree and 'discounted serViees avail- ed blood test, as well as one fre~
able at the Recreation and Wellness meeting with a certified personal
Center, desig'Iied to keep students' trainer. Otherwise, the cost for acerbodies and minds healthy.
tified personal trailler varies from
As two separa~e entities, the $15 to $20. per hour depending on
Recreation Center and the Wellness whether you attend once or twice a
Center both specialize ill student ' week.
After workouts, students can ecret
health interests. Fbr studept§ look- ,
ing to iimprove their physic'a'.l fitness a massage ·fyom a licensed ·
and enhance· their well-being, the masseuse for $30 per hour.
_by
the
The Wellness Center also offers
activities · provided
Recreation Center are an avenue for programs to help students man;::i.ge
testing and impr oving physical their stress levels during the semesendurance. The Recreation Center ter. "Biofeedback," a free service
offers over 15 free exercise.classes conducted in sessions over six
thl-oughout the week. There is also
weeks, helps students by focusing
UQF Outdoor Adventure Program on reducing physical strains that
Approach of Mars has Earth looking up
that provides students with the stress puts on them, said Andrea
HACKENSACK, N.J. - On Aug.
chance to experience excitement in Taylor, a biofeedback therapy spe27, Mars will swing nearer to.Earth
nature's surroundings. Fbr a small cialist.
than it has . been in · almost 60,000
fee, students participate in creative
The Wellness Center is also holdyears, affording a rare,. close-up ,
. outings like swimming with mana~ ing a "5K Fun Run and Walk" on
peek at our colorful next-door neightees , and sea kayaking.' Special Sept. 5, which is free for students.
"Qor.
'
Fbr students who want to live
accommodations for ~tudents with
"It's the closest we'll be to Mars,
healtb1er but need help quitting
disabilities are available.
until we send people there," said
The Recr-eation and Wellness smoking, the Wellness Cent er offers
Contursi, part of an international
Center also contains an assortment a free "Kick Butt" sei-vice, which
group that wants , mankind to
of in-house equipment and facilities. r egistered nurse Terd 1 Langforf).
explore - and· even ·inhabit --:- the
The one-eighth-mile indoor running said helped 12 o t of 12 smokers
Red Planet.
,
trac!c and four indoor multipurpose quit their habin ast year.
Contursi. exJ)ects "fabulous
c 0 ur.ts keep athletes out ()f the hot,
They also offer~ sessions .of
views" of' Mats in the days before
··.. humid air. r.rhe center al~o offers Overeaters
Anonymous
and
and after Aug. 27, when· it comes
over 100 pieces of work-out equip-' Alcpholics Anonymous, along with
within a scant 34.6 million miles of
ment from !free weights and rowing CPR training and Yoga classes.
Earth; and on Aug. 28, when the two .
machines to treadmills and stairStudents can access the center
planets are in "direct opposition."
climbing machines. A heated pool is during spring and fan semesters for
This occurs when Earth passes
available when t e weather isn't free with their UCF ID card, and can
between Mars and the sun, and the
stormy. An indoor rock'..climbing bring three guests per semester.
three bodies are perfectly aligned
wall provides a challenge for the Non-student memberships are $64
opposite each other. ,
adventurous.
,
per semester. ·
.
On Aug: 27, Earth and· Mars The Recreation Center offers
The Wellness Center also sells
tllte third and fourth. planets, respecover 20 intramural sports during the gift certificates for their services
. tfyely; from the sun·- will be closest
that non-students can purchase .
fall 'semester.
.
to each othe,r at 5:51 am. '
'
The Wellness Center otters pro- Pb.arliiacy prescriptions are $Upgrams to .boost .students' under- - plied to students as well, by th~ in- COMPILED BY ALEX BABCOCK
stariding of their health,,and teaches house pharmacy "Knight Aid".

Law school applications up - again

Hordes of college graduates are
rushing to ~w school to escape a
struggling economy. Some are mov-.
ing right from unde~uate stints.
Others are bailing out from a dismal
job market to add a stro:µg degi-ee to
·
their resumes.
The Law School Admissions
Council reports that 90,853 people
·submitted applications to American
Bar Association-accredited law
schools last year - an increase of
more than 17 percent over those Who
applied for admission in 2001.
,
The University of Florida's Levin
College of Law set records the last
two years: 2,558 applied fQr fall 2002,
and 3,356 for fall 2003.And it's not ·
just limited to Florida.
" ,
H~ting'S received '· nearly 7,000
applications this·year, a record that
easily topped last yea.r's · previous
high of 6,059. The year before that,
only 4,800 applicants tried to get in.

MATTHEW WILT
Cotributing Writer

a

FREE LEGAL SERVICES

MOVING IN? SECURE YOUR DEPOSIT!
Losing your security deposit or being overcharged for damages at. rentals .
around UCF is quite common. H~re are s steps to help secure your chance
of getting some or all of your deposit back and not being _overcharged when
you move o.ut:
./ READ TH~ ~EASE!
o Look at your lease carefully ..Most state that you must inspect the
unit at the ti'me of move...:in. If there is a deadline for giving a list
of problems back to the landlord, ·make sure yqu·get it back to the
landlord by the deadline., '
.
INSPECT EVERYTHING!
o The landlord may provide you with a m~ve-in inspection sheet.
If not, make your own list, statirig existing problems within
each·room of the unit. Be very spe~ific - ~ote everything major
and minor, such as carpet stains or tears, conditio.p. of mattress,
furniture, wa)ls, blinds, countertops, EVERYTHING! .
.
j

BEFORE giving i:t back to the landlord. Keep it in a safe place
during the auration of your lease.
.
./ TAKE PICTURES!
o To further protect yourself from being charged for damages
exi~ting ~hen you move in, take photos ot'all common. areas,
your room, and bathrqom. Photograph any current probl~;rns
with the condition of the flooring, carpet!ng, furniture, and the
. lawn/landscape (if you are responsible for lawn upkeep). Take ·
morn picture~ when you move out. Printthe photos with dat~s!
./ INCkEAsE YOUR CHANCES!.
o By taking these steps, yoti should not be charged for pre.-ex1sting
damage when you move out. And you wi11 be able- to prove which
damages were there at the time you moved iri, if the damages
claimed against your .deposit ate disputed ~,

MAKE A COPY!
Be sure to make a·c opy 0f the completed inspection sheet
0
I

If you have any questions or problems with your lease, call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit Student Resource Center room 155 Monday - Friday 8am-5pm.
\r\Tc assist with selected areas of law, inlcuding landlord/tenant, consunwr, criminal, traffic, & more . Qualified students can recieve free consultation & representation.
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Virnderf IHJ
1\ ssociatio11
. Acti1•1t1;
. 8. Sc'l'l'ic ·e f-'<'<' thrmt(/h
. the!{ .'-itwlent (;01•cr11mc11t
,.

Ci} Flagler/Sumter Halls

The numbered stops include:

(j).The Burnett Honors Coll~~e ..

. (Student Union, Classroom B.uilding,
Visual Arts Building, and Colbourn ·
. Hall).

1

Ci) AcademicVill~ge 1 (Nike , ·
commuflity).

Ci) Lake Cl~ire Apartments (Greek.

·

'

(j) .

Park, and the Communication
Building).
··

UCFAr~na (Arena Lot Parking
Areas, Athletk"fiE~lds, and the new
Wayne Densch.Building).

@.

.@

(Residential Halls, Student Health
Center, and Bjological Sciences
1
Building). ·
\

El Parking Lot (Health & Public

Affairs B_u ilding, Engineering 1
Buildings, BusinessAdm'i nistration
Buildings, and CREOL). -,,.

•

Hercules Drive .(Recreation & .
· Wellness Center, Pool, and ROTC
Building).

~ (j)Acad~micVilla~e2

(Hercules

community).

Ci)& (fW

&

Millican Hall (Math
Physics Building, Library, Teaching ·
Academy/Educatidn Buildin_gs, and
+-toward Philli s all). ' ·~

Wednesday, August 27 at noon

on the Wackadoos Patio
· With .25 cent p'o st rally ·specia-ls
'rmust be wearing UCF apparel) '
at Wackadoos,
appearances by
UCF football players ,
.a nd cheerleaders,
and prom·o tional glveaways!

Virginia·Tech·Viewing PartyCome watch the UCF Golden Knights t~ke on
· Virginia
Tech Hokies
at Wackacloos
.
.
I
Sunday August 31st ~ame time .3pm

<:>~s~s . ~o1~

·_

.. ·

<t~ "' ~ .
I

12440 Golden Knight Circle
Orlando, FL 32817
407.380.5807

~

·Are you hat1git1g aro.utld

·~~..-.

·UCF between classes? -

' .

We have

studen~

\

. 2635 College Knight Court
Orlando, FL 32826
1
407384.6800' .

.

employment opportunities available im"'.'ediately .for:

Telecounselinu
Customer Service
Clerical Positions
If you are eligible for Colleg~ Work Study, please make certain you have th~ · ·
appropriate paperwork from ~he Office of Student Financial Assistance. ·
Fqr more information, please contact the Office of Undergraduat.e Admissipns at ·
sphrampu@mail.ucf~edu . -·
-

.

·. strtlction of the fifth. He said the
m.~ney · will .go-· into ,projects
. aimediat easing fu.affic problems.
in: the Wiiversity.
, : ,
.
.Materials· and supply fee~. "":
now as_bigb. as\$f_l5, are"lii:ttit~d :
by the school's co~t ____:the school'
cannot c,harge a markup over the"
price it pays for the $uppl:i'.e13 stu- .
dents use. ..,. , · · •
While .UCF ,may bet going
through w:fu"at, many see· 'as a
budgBt 9risis~ offic~a.1$ say they
are tcying to reduce•the ,effects of

"

-~·

;,, ~

'~club stiowca~e -~"·

. $,tudent,.. Unio;n Pati~
1 OAM:.4PM .
•

'

.

·I

.

~

crub 'Showcase,
··student _O nion Pa~io

,

~OAM-'<IPM .

I'

·• ,i!· terminate the lease·a year earl~ .
· .J:i No. c:rinllnal charges. were filed, ·
"11·. but the case is still ,open.

After t9e fraternity 'left the
' '
.,. building, property management
· c:lisct:l'vered.damage unrelated to
·"ii tlie fire, wb:ich 1they 8ay was
. ~ lI).iide bythe fraternityresic;l.ents .
• ~i 'Davis estimated the worst of it at
"": $2,000 in dam$s .and. repairs
to a singie apaiitment, including .
~ .:r, painted wans, .~polled carpets,
' , j_ hreken fixtures anq · removed '
I«'. appliances. ,
• :
Pi Kappa Phi Pr~sident Chr,is
~ . Kle!Jk said the majority of _the .
"more e~nsive claims should
, ·~ b,ave been t~en care of long
'Ii .; ago. It is said that complaint,s
~ about air ;conditioaj:ng, lll)its not ··
""" working properly throughout , ·
· ~ the summer w'ere . never
: ' addr~ssed,..
'· .
~ . Although the lease was. ter- · .
minated .
by .
Uniyersity
!Ii!' Apartments, fraternicy brothers·
,.... ·did not contest the eviction.
' ,Kle;nk said lli~ parting w~ "a
"mumai·. agreement." He said
~ res~dents <;>f the ap~nt were
~. unhappy and the fraternity was
"!' ready to m0ve on. ·
~
"[The fraternity] oould not fill
' $ the bouse~" Klenk said. "W~
~
,
ISAAC BABCOCK/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE '
,.... were paying $60,000 a year in
Da;nage to the apartm;nt <:~me mostly train smoke ~nd the forced entry offirefight~ rent for ·a pJ.ac"e that was not sat~ . ers. The.buiiding manager susp~cts some damage occurred b~fore~the fire
' .
.
'
• ' isfyID.gus .. Itwas m;>1origer in 0U:r
Conversely;' . . 'University h<'>pes to _place new residents in
:: best interf;lst . . . it just was~'t
Apartments is.now left with the the btlild.b;ig beginni:Ilg iq. spring
:,; ineari.t to be."
· · ·
,... ·· W,ith a strong financial back~ · kmg and expe:q.sive task of 2004.
'
I
~ i,ng, additional funding, negotia- . .r ebollltling from tho~ands Qf
When asked if the oomplex
:Z" tions with alumni and the Eta dollars iri repairs. With applloxi- would ever rent to another:'fra·; Psi Housing Corp,, Pl I\:appa Phi mately six to eight months of ternify agrun.; Davis saici:" ''No.' · ·
steady work needed fo remodel Bottom line, no. The money just
'II' i.S- curi:ent1y loo~ for another
. all ~igbt · aP,~ments, Davis wasn't wort.ti. it." .
~ Jocation t0 .house it~ broth~rs. ·
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Stu~ents ll!USf:apply with a faculty,mentor . . . ">\+' ~;:A,,'
Students must b~ 0Uuni9r-stqnding.at.the time of appli~ation (have successfolly"c~nipleted" no less t~an '60 hours and n6 '
more than 9Q hours)
.
•
.
,
•
1
Students must dem.onstmte one·or mQre criteria of populations ·
. tradlti~nally under-represented )n graduate school: . . · · ·
. • ·minority status · . .
. ,.,
financially.ne~dy , · .
..
, • · first in their family to attend .college
StudentS viusf..have a GPA at the time of.appli~ation
. Studen~ ·m~st be in good standing·with the:university
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Students ·will earn $8 an hour fo~ q maxi.mum of .l5 hours per wee,k
. for 14.weeks in the fall 2003.
and 15·weeks
.in Spdng 2004 · ·
1:
.
semester
·
· ., ·stud~nts wiil be monitored by afaculty member .on a researcb·
, project of· the faculty me~ber's choosing
Stodents will participate in 8 workshops during the academic year
. de~igned to give them inforntation.aboot,graduate education . ;
·StudentS will_participate iil the l:lnd~rgraducite .~eseareh Showcase
in April of.200~
l

~

, .. Obligations: · Students .will complete all req.ulred application forms; attend men- ·
· toring workshops, complete any assigned homework and eyaluatio·n bistruments;
· provide res~arch assistance tO' facQlty members; participate in year-end .showca~e
, a.nd submit final evaluations ~n,d report. Filling 'out time cords and submitting them
.'oQ ti~e is also a·responsibility of the student.
·

·MultiCulfilral Stildent Center ~.a program"'.
.ming hub for students ntm).Y. cultu.thl o~- '
. tion anchored by 5 oE the University~. largest·,

cwtural QJ:ganizatiqµS, the Affican-American

Stutlent~ssociation, Hispanic Amerie,ati
·stncrent Msociatlon~ the Caribtieaw Stuoent

Associat:,iort,
SANGAM and the
Elements.
. ..
I

The Who's Who at UCF publicati~n·- tbis .
. i§ a scho14fghip program that awards $50,00l
.to UCFs 100 tbp students. Amagazine is also
created annually that featu¢s'the Top 100
stµdents;md.tllographies that is ffi.stnbuted to ·
Forn;me 500 companies, local and regional

bu8inesses, ,gradUate scfiools, and to local, stat~,
, ~d ~onally elected officials.,. .1
,I. .
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.SGA TiCket Center ·- located'in the:Stuaent
Union, the.SGA ~cket (;entef qffers discount
ticketS 'for Qrlati~ attq¢qns and movies.
Tbese"tick:ets iridude admission to Universfil
Studios, Sea World, Medieval Tunes and Regal
Cinemas, an at discounted prices. The Ticket
. .cente~alSO disttibµtes :free Safe Ride voucliers.~

-;'Student Advocacy Office - lf you need help
with spidep,t ap~ or campus concems, visit
Stµdent Government
' ··
,
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Knights drafted by professional football,
.

how much a student learned during their time at the university.
dent at ·Nova Soqtheastern Should the test be created, stu· University, says he didn't expect dents will not have to pass it to
anyone to bid on the seat. '.graduate.
Though he was not punisned for
his actions, university adminis- Comment still corralled
trators told him to remove the
' Efforts to expand the free
seat from eBay.
speech zones on campus failed
when UCF's Vice President for
Women paid.their worth at UCF
Student Development and
·While inany ·colleg"es under- Enrollment
Services 'I'<,>m
pay their female faculty, UCF has Huddleston rejected the proreached relative parity in posed expansion.
'
s·alaries, according to two recent
The administration expressed
· sur\reys. A study of both the 1999 concern that a campus-wide freeand 2000 faculty salary data gpeech zone could cause disturshowed that women are paid bances on campus - blocking
equally at UCF, and axe actually sidewru.ks, prohibiting entrance
paid more than men as lecturers. to buildings, and other acts that
"There are 'n.o g"ender inequali- . could undermine. UCF's educaties. I think we're in pretty- good tion8l focus.
shape," said Debra R. Reinhart,
.
professor and associate dean in · Gays still feel hostility on camp~s
the Colleg"e of Engineering and
According to a recent study,
Computer Science. ·
more than one-third of homosexual on ..colleg"e campuses ·were
MlV makes cheap
harassed withill the past year.
concerts available
The study, done by the National,
Throughout the scorching Gay and Lesbian TaskFbrce, sursummer, MN offered up seven veyed more than 1,600 homosexcool concerts fpr only ·$f0 at ual students, faculty, and adminOrlando's Hard Rock Live. istrators. Members of UCF's gay
Running a gRIDUt of mu.sical community agree, with some saystyles, bands and artists rang"ed ing that the figures were too low.
from the The Used to Se~ Paul While the city of Orlando passed·
to Evanescence to Queens of tl;le1 an anti-discrimination la:w. proStone Ag"e. MN recorded the tecting gRys and lesbians, UCF
shows, and begRn airing them in affords them no protection since
mid-July.
it exists outside of Orlando city
..
limits.

fashion that does not iniring-e
upon the rights of other non- ·
minority students. Chang"es in
puQJic university admissions policies across the United States are
eXpected to follow, but little is
expected to chang"e at UCF.

FRoMA2

Kruaek's .remark makes ruckus
UCF Coach Mike Kruczek
stirred up ire in June when, at a
·booster rally at . the do"'.Iltown
• bar SlingRpour's, he said, "We
want to represent our university
in
the
' [Mid-Anierican
Conference] and show all those
rednecks up · in West Virginia
wl).at we're all about!"
His comment quickly found its
way to West Vrrginia, where it
was · met with both ·ang"er anq
amusement. Kruczek later
issued a formal apology, stating,
"I was .joking like fans do when
they refer to their rivals and didn't intend .to insult anyone. I
know better than that, and I
shouldn't have said it."

~udget cuts force tuition hike

On May 27, the Florida
Legislature finally approvec;l the
·year's budg'et., Coming in at a
scant · $53.5 billion, the budg"et
denied university presidents an
additional $40 million that Tuey
were seeking; recommended·an
8.5-percent tuition increase, and
allowed schools to raise tuition ·
by an extra 6.5 percent [see pag"e
A1). Even so, the limits on higher
education spending were less
severe that . originally proposed.
'Th cover the gRp between UCF's
budg"et and the new state budg"et,
the UCF Board of Trustees voted
8-1 .tO' increase tuition. In-state
tuition was raised by 8.5 percent
for undergraduates. Out-of ;.state
and graduate . student tuition
went up 15 percent more per
credit hour. Fbr a student taking ·
12 credj.t hours, averaging in~
state .tuition will increase by
about $90. Out-of-state- graduate
students will pay about $1,200
more. The discretionary 6.5 percent increase is _expected to g"enerate $1 million for UCF. A committee 'of students, faculty and
staff will decide how the money
shollld be used.
·

FCAT-style test for · ,
college students?
.
There'is a possibility that college students will g"et a visit from
an old friend from their past- the
FCAT. The Florida Board of
Governors, which manag"es the
state's universities, is·•currently
studying Whether or not a standardiied test for colleg"e students
should be implemented. The test
would be administered near
graduation, and would assess

bas~ball

I

'crevlcoachleavesteam neartop
His teams have won the Dad
Vail RegRtta 17 times. The prize ·
for it, the I\ami'ad Trophy, is
named after him. And after 30
years, UCF Head Coach Dennis
Kamrad retired from coaching
crew, leaving behind a long legRcy of victories. Though he is leaving the team, he has high hopes
for their co:µtinued s~ccess. "I'm
proud of the kids," said Kamrad. ,
'Tm proud of the staff and the
direction that things are going. I
think right now the staff is going
to take it to another level."

Four Uff baseball players drafted

:U(f.BLOOD DRIVE

'

'UCF considers new writing test

.

Give blood, Get the T-shirt!

Fbllowing the example set by
the University of Florida, UCF
officials said they are lik~ly .
going to adopt an admissions
writing test for prospective students. Officials hope the test will
raise the academic standards of
UCF. If used, the test woUld first
be used on a trial basis, and not
required for admission, according to Tom Huddleston, UCF's
vi~ president of · Student
Development and Enrollment
Services.

Monday, August 25th
Student Union, 'Honors College,
·visual Arts, and Wellness·Center ·

Tuesday, August 26th .
Student Union

RIAA forces colleges tq ID pirates
In ·an effort to stop music
piracy, the Recording Industry
Ass0ciation of America begRn
subpoenaing universities for the
names of students who download music files. Using the
Digital Millennium Copyright
Act,' the RIAA has been able to
obtain the names of students
from several universities and
take them to court, suing them
for damag"es:

_Wed~esday, August 27~h
'

Student Union

Friday,- August 28th
Student Union

' Fbur UCF . baseball players Senior is first black Miss Florida
earned their way into the Major
· Senior
Ericka
Dunlap
Leagues in .June. The Anaheim became the first black Miss
Ang'els draftaj. pitcher Von :Qavid Florida, and will soon head to
Stertzbach. Ryan Bear became Atlantic City, N.J., to compete for
the first draft pick from UCF ever the title of Miss America. After
to go to the Florida Marlins. The graduation, she plans on becomNew York Mets selected David ing a sports and 'entertainment
Torres. Finally, pitcher Mark · lawyer. She said she's always
Michael was chosen by the hact two long term goals; one is
Pittsburgh Pirates .a nd sent to to be Miss America, the other is
tlieir minor league complex in to become an attorney. The Miss
Bradenton.
America pag"eant will air 8 p.m.
Sept. 20 on ABC.

All. donors receive oFREE T·Shirt
· PLUS
' Free Donatos Pizza and o coupon

for o FREE Chick-Iii-a sandwich

New Provost Hickey _settles in

After serving for 10 years as UCF soldiers return to campus
UQi"s provost,.Gary Whitehouse
Several members of the UCF
stepped down from office. Du:fing community returned after their
his tenure, Whitehouse increased tours of duty · in Iraq 'and
the power of the provost's posi- Afghanistan, and plan on immetion, and helped UCF's growth. diately resuming their studies.
He plans on returning to UCF i11 First Lt. Christopher Byrne, 24,
spring of 2004 in a 1 different of Delta Troop 10th U.S. Cavalry,
capacity - as a teacher. Taking is set to begin his senior year at
Whitehouse's place is. new UCF after returning' on July 16.
Provost Terry Hickey. Fbrmerly Jle' was one of 66 UCF stirdents
the provost of the University of and faculty who went to Iraq by
Akron, Hickey will chair the UCF , July. Capt Kevin Gochie
budget committee and handle returned in May after spending
daily 'reports from large portions two and a half months in the
25 GPA for student.
leaders stays put
of the campus.
Iraqi desert. Now that he's back,
~spite lobbying•by students,
Cqchie plans on . shifting his
UCF's Vice President for Stude,n t Presidents' raises capped
I
activities from fighting the
Development and Enrollment
Beginning in July, university Saddam Hussein regime to
Services Tom Huddleston upheld pr~sidents in Florida cannot studying industrial engineering
a new policy requiring student count on truglayers to support as a UCV graduate student.
leaders to maintain at least a 2.5 their pay raises. The Florida
GPA. The Golden Rule Review ·Legisli.tture set a cap of $225,000 · Nader urges activism
Committee originally recom-.1 -on university presidents' salaries
Ralph . Nader encouraged
mended the change. However, 1 after eight of the state's 11 presi- activism on college campuses
after the chang"e went into effect, . dents, including UCF's John Hitt, during the first annual Florida
the committee v9ted agRin to 1 received pay raises of over ·College Activist ' Conference;
lower. the standard back to 2.3, $50,000 thiS year. The law does held Aug. 1-3 at UCF. More than
and also approved a recommen- 1not apply· to those presidents 200 students gRtner~d to ·hear
dation for SGA exemption of the receiving more now. However, it Nader speak on the final day of
requirement, allowing them to will apply to them once they sign the conference. The event,,spon~
set their own GPA stancla'rds.
new contracts or extend their ' sored , by ~ the Progressive
current ones.
Council, included not only a
The cap does not mean that variety of speakers but also
Court gives mi~ed sign~I on race
In the most significant affir- presidents ·cannot be pa,td more workshops ~hat focused on how \
mative action case to reach the. . than $225,000. Instead, it means to start activist groups and
Supreme Court in a g"eneration, that the. state will contribute only · learn how student government
the coi.irt ruled that colleg"es are that much toward the salary; . and politics work. Aside from
allowed to use race when consid- those schools that want to pay activism, Nader also spoke of
erillg collegiate admissions. The more must g"enerate the addition- the dang"ers of corporations and
ruling, which was ma,de on July al dollars on iheir own, presum- ,the need to 'p ut civic values back
· 23, emphasized race can be used, ably "through private fund-raiS- .into a society where cori:unercial
but it must be used in a narrow ing.
values have taken root..

BASIC COMPUTER TRAINING
&

IT CERTIFICATION

UCF

./ Word Basic, Intermediate and Advanced
./ Excel Basic and Advan.c ed ·
./ Access Intro and Advanced
V PowerPoint
./ Internet Marketing and Web Page design
./ Introduction and Advanced HTML
./_ A+ Certification
./ Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE)
.
· ./ Certified Internet W~bmaster (CIW) 1.
1
1
./ Microsoft Certified I)atabase Adininistrator
(MCDBA)
./ Microsoft Certified.Solution Develop~r (MCSD)

~.•
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8-week Test Review Course- $350
· UCF Researom .Pavilion: Sep 16 - Nov 4, 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
UCF Breyard: Sep 16- Nov 4, 6 P-~- - 9 p,m.

Main office: Phillips Hall, Room 113
Address: PO Box 163115
Orland~>,

4- week Test Review' Course - $250 '

il;

FL 32816-3115

Email: sarc@mail.ucf.edu

, GMAT Test Preparatfon Course

·

· Web Page:

www.sarc.sdes.ucf.edu·

8-week Test Review Course - $350

UCF Re~earch Pavilion; Sep 15 - Nov 3, 6 p.m.,- 9 p.m.
UCF·Research Pavilion: Oct 15'- Dec 12, 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

•

I

' *"'

'

Check out our web page for•information on our services!

4- week Test Review Course"'. $250

.

UCF Research Pavilion: Nov l - Nov 22, 1 p.m.- 5 p.m.

'i

'

·· Math Review.for Standardized Tests
UCF Main Campus: Oct 13 -Nov 17, 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

•

*$199 for those enrolled in concurrent test pi;ep classes

•

4-week Test Review Course- $299

•1

· ·Phone: 407 823-5130

UCF Research Pavilion: Nov' 1 - Nov 22, 8 a.m.- noon

UCF Rt;search Pavilion: Sep 9- Sep 30, 6 p-. m. to 10 p.m.

'

I"committed to Academic EXcetlence" .,

GRE Test Preparation Course .

6-week Test Review Course- $299*

i')

Student Academic .R esource Center

LSAT Test Preparation Course

Discounts available for UCF students, faculty and staff
Additional tuition assistance also available

.

~UCF

ANNOUNCING NEW CLASSES
FOR
CONTINUING
TEST . PREPARATION
EDUCATION

at'

Classes are offered our Research .P avilion Facility,
located h~lf a mile from UCF's main campus, and in .
the Maitland area. Courses also available online.

.

'

.

SARC Offers~ •. .
Free tutoring in a variety of subjects-, see
w~bsite for ·current 1 ~torial schedule
Supplemental histruction sessions in
· historically difficulf courses- for a complete
listing of.SI courses, see the SARC websit~

Free Academic Success Workshopsimprove your learning skills! See website for
schedules and specific information
• TestingAdministration- standardized state
and national exams - see website for. details, stop
by Phillips Hall 106, or call 407 823-5109 for
' registration information
:
• Academic Advising- for College Achievement
Program and Pega:sus Succe.s s Program students

•

I

UCF Continuing Education offers high-quality, cost-effective educational programs ,and services_for professionals and
private citizens in tbe' Centra~ Florida area._ Additional programs and services are available in the following areas:

<

Business Continui'ty · Certified Financial Planner · Conference and Meeting Planning Services · Construction
Customized Training · Engineering · Frau~ Detection · Health Care Management · HIPPA · Hospitality
Man~gement · Insuran~e .' Language Training · Legal Nurse Consulting · Medical Coding and Transcription
ORBIT Executive Briefing '. Professional Human Resom::ce M~nagement Project Management · Re~I Estate
·
Ri* Mapagement Licensing· UCF.Leadership Edge

''

·F~r more.i~f9rmation, please call (407) 882-0260 or visit 'our web.site at www.ce.ucf.edu
l

-

~

.,

~

*

University of Central Florijla
Unit of Academic,Development anil Retention
Division of Student Development and Enrollment Services

w.
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.• THE FLORIDA STORE~

,Your gift with any
Clinique purchase
of . 1950 or more
')

Your 7~piece gift includes:
. •Colour Surge Lipstick in Red Drama
• Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion .
· •Advanced Stop Signs.
·. · •Lash Doubling Mascara in Black
• Makeup Quad including Eyeshadow Duo in
' Bronze Satin and Ivory Bisque, Soft-pressed ·
Powder Blusher in Nude Nude, Colour Surge
lipstick Mini in Pure 1Posh
•Long Last Soft S~ine Lipstick Mini
in Honey Gloss ,
•Signature Teal Cosmetics Bag
One per cu~omer while supplies last
Offer valid August 27-September 14, 2003.

Introducing Clir:)ique Simply
A sheer, vibrant fragrance tflat st1rrounds you With
unexpected warmth and surprising deptfl.
A nice place to be - live simply.
Pertume Spray: 1.7 fl. O?., 39.50.
3.4 fl. oz.. 53.50.

100% fragrance free.
Allergy tested.

-

Private funds could hoist flags
students may not like the idea of

FROM Al

attractive appearance, and there
is no more attractive landscape
in a university than the
American flag."
The measure has been
approved by the UCF administration. It also has been
endorsed by the UCF Physical
Plant, which has · agreed to
absorb the cost of the flags'
installation.
"The flags are supported by
the student government president, the students, the administration and the alumni," said
Smith. "It costs less than onetenth of 1 percent of this year's
[student government budget]
and there is nothing wrong with
the American flag. There is no
good reason to be opposed to
this bill."
However, the proposal was
met immediately with controversy, as questions arose about high
cost, and whether or not the
flags should be displayed due to
concerns that some students
would find them offensive.
The most immediate opposition to the bill came from
Progressive Council leader
Emily Ruff, who sent an e-mail to
Smith cautioning her that some

flags in every classroom. The

council is an umbrella organization for liberal groups on campus.
In a previous interview with
The Future, Ruff stated that her
e-mail was meant to remind
ROCK to consider everyone's
opm1on,
and
that
the
Progressive Council had not
taken an official stance on the
matter.
In the following weeks ROCK
pushed t_heir bill through the
SGA Senate, and garnered support for their cause by· inviting
patriotic organizations such as a
group of children and earlyteens called "Teens for Troops"
to attend the senate meetings.
ROCK also invited and attracted
the attention of several media
outlets.
With the added attention and
publicity, many SGA senators
balked at the idea of discussing
the bill in front of cameras and
onlookers at the July 10 SGA
Senate meeting.
Citing the concern that some
senators might not speak their
mind in subsequent senate meetings with still more increased
scrutiny, many senators waited

for the ROCK supporters to
leave to discuss the bill more
freely in a portion of the senate
meeting known as "Senate
Forum."

Sen. Sammy Mandami chastised his colleagues for cowering. "The media will be there," he
said. "Don't let cameras or
reporters keep you from speaking your mind. Speaking your
mind is what you're here for."
The cameras and reporters
have followed the meetings,
though, to the dismay of some
senators. The story has since
risen to national prominence
through cable news channels,
radio stations and newspapers.
Since its initial proposal,
ROCK has slashed the cost for
the project down to $3,140.
"We researched quotes from
numerous flag distributors and
found one benevolent flag distributor who will donate their
profit on the flags and sell the
flags to us at cost," Smith said.
However, some students say
the cost is still too high to ·be
funded by student activity fees.
Smith said the U.S. Marine
Corps has offered to donate
money to help pay for the project, and ROCK is actively seek-

THE BARBER ZONE
FADES, FLATTOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS

ing private donors.
If the funding measure is
approved, UCF will be the sec-

ond school in Florida to embrace
such a display. The first was the
University of Florida. However,
due to mismanagement of the
situation, the flags at UF were
never installed, said Freedom
Foundation
leader Adam
Guillette, who has been as~isting
ROCK with its bill.
This information led some
SGA senators, including Sens.
Edmundson,
Merolle
and
Amores, to request written confirmation from the UCF administration and Physical Plant that
the flags would be allowed, and
were able to be installed.
"The reason I voted against
the bill is that I do not trust the
[campus] administration without anything in writing," Merolle
said. "If you get that by the next
senate meeting, that will change
my vote."
Said Smith: "The flag is a
symbol of freedom and liberty
that our ancestors, fathers and
peers have fought for. We believe
that American flags should be
prominently and properly placed
in every classroom at the
· University of Central Florida." .

BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!
M-F 9-5:30 I SAT 9-4:30 I SUN CLOSED

407-681-671 S · ,

10038 UNIVERSITY BLVD., ORLANDO

CRES'IWOOD
SUITES
H

0

T

E

•

L
• liik under 18 stay free
• Free lod pi. calls & voice md

Affordable Spacious
Suites With the
Comforts of Home•••

•

• Aaess " filMSs renter
(some loalilolisl

• On-site laundry facility

c

• llllerior corridor · Kay am! acce~

• Recltning love seats ·

\)

• Daily rotes aYoilable

• Weekly housekeeping
• Pets Welcome

Professor's family facing uncertain future
FROM Al

Jubara's future conditions. They
must also awaken daily to uncertainty about Jubara's present living conditions.
Over the last four months,
Jubara has been moved from
Orange County to Seminole
County due to jail overcrowding.
Condon, a trusted friend and
attorney who has known Jubara
since 1998, provided testimony
during the trial, and has been in
contact with Jubara throughout
the case.
According to Condon, "the
time Jubara has spent behind
bars contained its fair share of
hard treatment. During Jubara's
detainment in March, when he
was held by immigration agents

at the Bradenton facility as a citizen detainee, Jubara was
denied c9mmunal prayer," he
said. ''.At one point, Jubara was
being held in a jail that served
rancid food. Ironically however,
once Jubara was held as a federal criminal, his clothing and food
conditions improved."
Unfortunately, the same is
hardly true for Jubara's family.
"Collectively the family is
amazed and .appalled at the
same time," Condon said, but
that the traditional Muslim family is·used to loss - Jubara's wife,
also a Palestinian; saw the decay
of her homeland, and eventually
left it behind.
While enduring separation,
Jubara's wife has suffered
beneath a media spotlight that

issued a restraining order by
police for trespassing and sticking canieras in her windows."
The family refused an interview request.
The combination of worry and
uncertainty has been somewhat
dulled by the supj>ort of the local
Muslim community. In Jubara's
absence, his 15-year-old son has
taken a leadership role, steering
their fate.
Since all Jubara's children
were born within the United
States, including his six-month-:- RICHARD CONDON
old newborn son, they have the
FRIEND AND FORMER
same rights as any other
JUBARA AITORNEY
American citizen.
If they want to embrace their
wasn't always warm, Condon. father again, though, they may
said. "Fox news reporters were have to leave the country to do
escorted off her property and so.

"Collectively
the family is
amazed and
appalled at
the same
time."

4EVER KNIGHTS wants to welcome all UCF
students to a new semeste,r!
Start the semester out right and be part from
the start. 4EVER KNIGHTS is a great way to
get involved. As a student member of the
Alumni Association you can begin making
connections with UCF Alumni & fellow UCF
students today. Membership also includes a
free 4EVER KNIGHTS T-SHIRT
& over 60 member-only benefits!

For more
information visit
www.ucfalumni.com
or call
(407) UCF-ALUM

WHERE: Be1ween Classroom Building I and the
Health and Public Affairs Building

WHEN: Friday, August 29, l Oam - 2pm
at the UCF Welcome Expo

PRIZES: One (l) $5,000 Grand Prize Winner
FOOD,

(statewide)*
Fourteen ( 14) $500 Winners
(one per branch)*

FUN AND FREEBIES IN STORE FOR

UCF STUDENTS
Publix at Suncrest Village
10115 University Blvd.
Orlando

Just bring a photo capturing
one of life's better moments to
the R-G Crown Bank Booth.

Publix at University of
Palms Shopping Center
4250 Alafaya Trail
Oviedo

,,

Or visit any ~rown Bank
location and enter by 9 /19 /03

-

Monday, August 25
5 - 8 p.m.

C)

A cool cookout sponsored by Coca-Cola®.
Oodles of orientation organizations,
giveaways, games, general merriment,
cheerleaders and the UCF Golden Knight.

Better ~y all accounts.

1-877-MYBANK2

,,

www.rgcrownbank.com

Member FDIC

EQUAL ffOUllNG

LENDER

*Some restrictions may apply. for additional contest rules and
information .please contact 1 -877-MYB~NK2.
(

.,

RESEARC-H OPPORTUNITIES ·
·OPEN TO ALL QUALIFIED UCF
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

Student - Mentor·
Academic Research Teams

SMART (Student-Mentor Academic Research Teams)
~The SMART Program pairs undergraduate sttidents with a faculty mentor

· to work in a research area . of shared interest. Frequently,' SMART
;students work as lab assistants on ongoing factllty projects; however,
other students develop their own independent research projects under the
·supervision oftheir faculty ment9r as are appropriate to their disciplines.
The Burnett Honors College maintains an online directory of faculty who
'have expressed an interest in mentoring undergraduates on research .
. Students and faculty in the a:rts and humanities are encouraged to apply. ·

·Qualifications
, Sophomore o~ first semester Junior standing.
~ An interest in research and willingness to work on a faculty project. ·

~

..

A Ihnit~d number of SMA·R T grants are available to students on a competitive basis. The application deadlin~ for a SMART grant is
.'October 20, '2003.
.
, ·
. ·
·
,
· :
For more information about the SMART·program, please consult the Burnett Honors College website at w.ww.honors.ucf.edu or ,
...contact Mr. Eric Drew Cooper, Director of Undergraduate Research, The Burnett Honors College, BHC 102A, (407) 823-6402, or
,ecooper@mail.ucf.edu.
'
l
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CAREER RESOURCE·CENTER
407-823-2361
crc@mail.ucf.edu ·
Student Resource Center
Building 7~, Room # 227

Career Planning * Career Information Library * Career CotJnseling·* .
, Online Resources * Alumni Mentoring * Mock Interviews *
R~sume Assistance * On'."Campus Interviews * Career Fairs ·and Expos *
Workshops* Internship an<l Job Listings
/

CRC Fall 2003 Events
Senior Day

··

COHPA Career Panel

September 4, 2003

October 22, 2003

EXPOMania ·

Internship Panel

September 12, 2003

November 12, 2003

Fall 2003 Career Expo
September 16, 2003

Graduate, Law & Professional
'
Schools :pay

Education Career Panel
· November 19_, 2003

For more info visit:
www.crc.ucf.edu

Fall 2003 Education Job Fair
November 20; ·2003

October 8, 2003 ·

l!niversity of·
·
Unit of Academic Development and Retention
.
' Division of Student Development
Enrollment Services

and

.,

Central
Florida
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AT&T Wireless mlife Local Plan

. ·-"·: s399(/ .m~nth
with a two-year Service agre~meni

• Unlimited Night &Weekend Minutes
·~ Nationwide Long Distance lnclu~~d
~ 600 ·Anytime .Minutes·
.,
(400. included & 200 additional Anytime Minutes) '
(Ask about our new #121 service)

,Siemens C56

s4.9~99
.Nokia 3560

Nokia 2260

s49.99
SS.o
_s40
~~ 540
_..

·Student,

Faculty

Discount
2yeor

rebate

An additional monthly Sl.75 Regulatory Program Fee will be added to your bill for each line of service to help fund AT&T Wireless compliance with various government mandated programs. This is not a tax or,a government required charge. Limited time offer. Requires new activ~tion on a qual.ified AT&T Wireless calling plan,
credit approval, .S36 activation lee, two-year agreement, a compatible device and a $17~ cancellation lee. May not be available for purchase or lise in all areas.
Usage is-.tounde'd up to the next full minute. Unused monthly minute allowances lost. Roaming, additional minute charges, other restrictions, charges, surcharges and
taxes apply. Subjectto·General Terms and Condittons anil calling plan brochure. May not be available with other offers. Signed two-year agreement.must be returned
within first 60 days or you will receive benefits ossociyted with one-year agreement. Night .and Weekend Minutes Promqtion: Available on 'calls plo1ed from the Home
Service Area. ~pplicoble long distance charges additional. Night and weekend airtime is from 9:00 p.m. to 5:59 a.m. Mqnday-Fridoy; and Friday 9:00 p.m. through
Monday 5:59-o.m. Addi!ionol Anytime Minutes: Available as lorig Ill your rat~ pion remains unchanged. All terms and conditions relating Include Anytime Minutes
apply. Nationwide; Long Distance: No wireless long d~tance charges apply' to calls placed from your Home Service Area to anywhere in the. U.S. Standard airtime
charges apply. Credjt car•calls,e~duded. ·fh~n..e Rebat.e: Ope reb9te pt!r octiva!iJmon colling plans $39.99 monthly.or mi(i'e. Phone must rernai_n·aclive,on AT&T
Wireless service for ot·least 30 day$ and when rebate is ptoeessed: The majorify·of youc'airtime usage must be on AT&Twireless network' fo be eligible for service.
Certain restrictions apply. See moil-in rebate coupon for details. Rebate expires 9/13/03. 2003 AT&T Wireless S,ervices. 'All rights reserved.

YOU

UCF Washington.Center
{On Campus next to the Bookstore)

Mon-Fri 9am - 6pm

407-497-0673

s99.99
_s40 ~e~~~:
S20

Student,

-

Faculty

Discount

s3·9_99

Oviedo Marketplace
(1700 Oviedo Marketplace Blvd.)

Mon-Fri 9am - 6pm

407-971-0771

, 'l>

••

www,~CFnews.coin

The Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968

GET OUT!

The Future's rechristened cultural calendar invites you to put up your dukes,

make time for laughs, crash a Korn concert or give a toast to Bob Marley.
-SEEB4

ROCK'N READ

·August 25, 2003

B

Student musicians learn to
. juggle their commitments.

...

-S~EBS

UCF:
The final

frontier
MIKE RIEGEL
Staff Writer

Who said attending UCF isn't
rocket scienee?
Well, for most people it's probably not. But that hasn't stopped
UCF from contributing to the space
program during the past 40 years.
In commemoration of those contrlbutions, UCF will host a series of
speakers this week who will elaborate on the University's role in the
Florida space program.
Ron Phillips of the Florida Space
Institute will kick off the discussions
11 a.m. Wednesday ill Room 501 of
the UCF Library. Phillips' foc;us will
~ be the past achievements regarding
,UCF's involvement with the space
program.
· At i;ioon· Thursqay;., Samuel
Durrance · from ·Florida's Space
Research Institute will discuss how
UCF is currently wor~g to·further
the field of space exploration. ·
.
The closing reception is 7 p.m.
Friday. Lori Walters will Visit from · the Florida Space Coast History
Projed, to speak about Florida,
_ space, . and how they've affected
popular culture.
In conjunction with the speakers,
the librarys Spec~al Collections
Department wW display different
pieces of space-related memorab;Iia, artifacts and documents.
The exhibits are collectively
known as "Liftoff Florida: A Look·at
Florida and Space."
· Orie of the exhibits in the libl'ary,
entitled "Space and Pqp Culture,"
will offer a tangible -look
the
ilp'ormatipn giveff 'by .V{at.ter.s. anP.
lier.fellow speakers. Witb all of the
.. Books;magazin~s, rp.oview&id teie.· ' vision 1>hows ~bout space-related
topics and science-fiction,·, there
shouldn't be any shortage of material to cover.
.·
: ·
· :
All of the displays, includ.ih_g
those devoted to John Glenn, Cape
Canaveral ·attifacts, the Kennedy
Space Center Cotnmunity, and the
Howard W~· space collection,
Wm remain available. the ·public
until Augr 31. · .,
· · .Fbr more information about the
spe;:tk:ers and the exhilllts, visit'
libr3.ry,ucf.edu.
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Students can get in· for $13.95 with a
valid student ID. Call the museum at
fl ......
888-0SC-4FUN for' information on
. Bill Gates probably has a vault full . hOl.Jl'S and exhibits. ~
"~
of $20 bills that he uses as a swimming
<
~· pool. George Lucas has made so much
4. Glaze Under- Fife, located in
::· money off of Ewoks that he on.iy h~ fo' . ~~tel' i:u-~ kn()WS ~ere's a little
,;15· make a sub-par sequel evety three· .f?~t of artist ·m everyone.
·
~ years. Ben.Affl.eCk is prob.ably out buy- · ~ With hµttdr~s of diff~rent ceramic
. , ing a ring for his new fiancee (what's and pottery optiQns fo~~ its customers,
..-;. her name?) that could feed a thlrd- · anyone can explore their creative side
~i world country for a month.
without exploring. their moneyless
~..+
N9n'e of.. the .. people mentioned sid~. Each· Saturday ~t from 7 p.m.
.,·• above are impoverishe.d college stu- m;itil 11 p.m., the studi~.- hosts Date
-s;i'" .d ents, but lithey were, tJiey'd probably Night where couples ~ive a reduced
lt•l ft find ~ iµ'ticle helpful. The following
stucJ!o fee. of 01:11~ ,$12 for two people.
• :is a listorno activities in Orlando that L.a dies Night IS eac\l '.fuesday. .and
" ..... cost Ies!'1 than $20. ·
.
· ·
lafties receive a r~ducaj q._,tudio f~ of . .'II
Millionaires don;t need to read any· $6. Pottery· pieces, wldch are not
~!I ~ii< ' further. .
·
'·
inCluded in the studio; fee, range from
$4-$60 per pi~. · 407-6\14-8088 is the
· ::
,f. Miss any 1µovies this sum'mer? · number to call.
1
Center in Longwood' offE;Jrs daily rates
• qoloniru Promenade C~eina 6
0 <!i~
•.· .bnngs them back to the big screen at a • ~ 5. Paddle into the:good times on of $15 for adults and $10 for students
·
·
where you can climb for one hour to
• "" · price not even Blockbuster can match. .Lake Eola.
Weekends frdm 11, a.m. to 9 p.m., five hours for the same low price. An
"' _; SUIIllI.l.er box-offi()e triumphs and·failwater lovers can rent one of Lake Eola additional $6 equipment fee is not
~ ., ~. , . ures ,a:Jik;e.ca:n. be seen for. only $. 75 on
"' ·'Tuesdays. Bargain pric~s don't stop . Park's 1elegant and graceful swan pad- included. UCF students who are danthroughout the week with movies cost- dle boats for $7 per half hour. The pie- gerously close to the edge of Brokeville
ing only $1.50 Monday- Thursday and turesque,~ew.and calming waters are can enjoy the. climbing tower at the
$2.50 for weekend shows. tl'b,e cineina. t~e P7rf~t, NVN to relax, stress-free, 1 &:c7eation aqd yvelh).~ss Center. Jor
is located· on East .Colonial Drive· ~e~ a l?ng~eek ~f classes ~d tests... free: Pl~~~~ 407-823-:2408 for
~ .b etween state Road. 436 af\d 'ihe· TlJ~,padW.-e ~atlra.i;e ~ a~a:J:lle fop bo"Qrs of operation. Cart -Aiguille~ lj
Fashion Square Mall. Call 407-888- re:nt.oµ wee°k<iays un:tn;6pmi Can' 407-·,.. ROc;tr c'Iifnbing 'centel,.·at 407332-1430.
·. .
•
• . 8224 for up-to-date information on new 839-8899 for more infor;mation.
j
'
· movies and show times.
. 6. · Welcome io tlie' jungle . . . a
9. Get in ·
of
miniature
golf
that
is.
,
~he·
game! ()[- ~jllngle
·;' 2. Antigua is the plaCe to be on
Congo
River
Golf
has
three
loeaatleast
get ill.
~ .;_, ':fhursday night for the ultimate
.tions where cheap college l,<ids get the door · for ·~
· College Night party. '
·.
·1
- ·
Each 'I'I!~sday startjng at 10 p.IIL, cheap thrills out ·of attempting the . great price: ..
higniy
coveted
hole-in--Onf.
Evok:41g
a
·Orlando
offers
two
great
sports
everyone 18 and up gets in free ·all
night longwj.th 'a valid; local college1ID. storybook Africa, the course is riddled · teams for sports fali.$: the Orlando·
Party animals ljlITiving early can par- with rivers and · boulders causing. Seals and 'the Orlando Rays. Baseball
take in the $1.50 drinks from·10 p.m.·to . _unpredictable _shots and a whole lot of lovers can wa:foh ·the{ Rays play at
midnight. Antigua is locateli in down~ 'aIQ.usement. _~ International Drive Disney's Wide World of'Sports for $5to-WU Orlando on Church Street. can and Kissimmee locationJ> offer 36 holes·" $8 a ticket, with eno~gh of the green
of entertainment for $11.50; , 18 for left over for 'an over-priced, but deli407-649-4270 for more info.
$7.95 and $3.95 for replays. In cious, hot dog. ·Watch hockey players ·
3. The Orlando Science Center is· Altamonte Springs try out the·18-hole slam into the boards when the
proof that learning doesn't lrilve to eourse for $7.50. International :Drive Orh:µ1do Seals come to the TD
407-3.52-0042, Kissimmee 407-396- Waterho(!se Centre. Score , big with
be.boring.
.
With tons of new interactive~ 6900, Altamonte Springs 407-682-4077. tickets in the lower and side-ends·for
only $8-$15. After. all, the real action
exhibits, planetarium shows · and
7.
College
takes
nearly
every
always
happens in the .back. For
events in the observatory; the Orlando
penny
of
a
paycheck,
1..augh
it
off
at
Orlando
Rays
tickets
call
Science Center is pretty far
Ticketmaster 407-839-3900. Orlando
from science class. All the Orlando Improv Comedy Club.
events, .,shows and · From big name com~diµns to small Seals fans call 407-999-7887 for tick·
. exhibits
. are time one-line masters, lmprov keeps ets.
included in the gt.!.ests rolling on the floor·with conta·gious laughter. Prices vazy from come10. Jn the words of Garth Brooks,
admission
dian to comedian, but tickets are avail- ·" They call the thing a rodeo."
price.
able for under $20. Check out Mike
Roundup some friends and rope in
Epps of the movie "Friday'' Aug. 29-31. a ·good .time at the·Kissimmee Sports
Fbr reservations and ticket informa- Arena. Each Friday night at 8
p.m. cowboys and c6wtion call 321-281:.SOOO.
girls can experience a
8. Climb ovei; the inoun- good ole time at the
tains of bills and rel>el rodeo. Florida residents 1
down to the fun
get in for $tO with a v8.tid ·
Rock climbillg iSrr't; j~st ID and there are plenty of
for those living riear" ' 'the other packa:ges including
' · Rockies. .Aiguille R~k Climtiing 8 ounce steak ~er for only

ti~

DANADELAPI
Staff Writer

:i

:t

.
/r

$9.95. Steer down to Hoagland
Boulevard in Kissimmee for the thrill
of a rodeo. Call 407-846-3330 for information.
11. Racing to the bank? No way!
The go-carts at Fun Depot Action
Park · make anyone feel like Mario
Andretti. Race around the four unique
tracks for only $3 a ride or get an
unlimited armband for $19.95. When
being a speedracer gets old, cruise
into the arcade for two levels of com- ·
petitive action. From simulators to
video and pinball g-ames, the arcade
offers tons of friendly fun. Fun Depot is
located at 5551 Del Verde Way in
Orlando. 'lb start the fun, call 407-363386'7.
.
'
12. WonderWorks is ~ the
world upside down.... literally.
This Pointe Orlando attraction is
filled with unbelievable interactive
experiences. Get blown away in the
hurricane simulator before exploring
three floors of hands-?n activities.
Face the ultimate competition with a

at

to

1

game of.
laser · tag for
only $4.95 a @me per
person. General admission
is $16.95 per person for all you can
handle. Can't·believe it? Call 407-3518800.
13. Some people can skate and
some people can't. Add .some ice to
the mix and the fun never stops.
Have a blast watching clumsy
skaters tumble to the ground taking
PLEASE SEE

FUN ON Bi

•l

'stuff. .

·

an

Contributing Writer

·The following interview is the first in
· • a series of life-stories frqm Central
Florida women. :nus series was born
by observing the divergent career
paths taken by ;young women at UCF,
and their reasons for making these
,
decisions.
The interviews, articles, and accompanying discussions will offer insight
into the different life experiences of the
female population. 'Everyone from
incoming freshmen to established professionals will be invited to share her
NASEeM Sown / C!ll!llAL FUlflloA FlituRe
story in the hopes of offering a more
Mary Wilson manages 65 employees at Barnes and Noble on East Colonial Drive, the retailer's largest local store.
complete picture of women in Central

.

COURTESY

NASA

UCF's involvement hi the space program·is the
subject of a three·day seminar this week, .

,

NASEEM SOWTI

J

.

That's not a misconception either;
she is Mary Wilson, the store manager
of the Barnes and Noble on East
Colonial. She waved me over, and conFlorida.
, Far from being some type of feminist tinued talking to her staff.
:With more than 6~ ;employees,
manifesto, this will be a forum for
. women to share the successes and fail- Wilson manages the largest store in tlie
ures froII,l their business and personal Central Florida area. While we were
walking to her office, she told me that
lives.
·
she had just found out that her store
Meet Mary Wllson.
She was speaking with ,a group of ranked third in the nation, amongst the
four or five employees and pointing at a 650 Barnes and Noble bookstores, in a
pile of 1/0oks on the ground. · She was five-week contest revolving ~ound the
wearing a simple black outfit, and her Frappuccino.
"[W"llson's] the top merchandiser in
brown hitir was pulled back into a pony·
tail. Something about her demeanor the company" says Chris.Kesler, one of [
.
1
d the way she was standing let every '
· passerby know that she's the boss.
PLEASE SEE UCF ON B2

LADIES FIRST SERIES

..,,.

UCF grad's recipe f9r success
She is not only "the boss" at makes her capable of being a start in their careers.
. "We see more and more
her store, but she's also is like a career mom is her ability to
the store's assistant managers. mother figure· to some of he.r multi-task. "That's why in many women choosing to have chilShe's responsible for corpo- employees. "I was fired from cases, women make better man- dren later in life. They are _
rate goals in sales, payroll, eval- the store, and I was homeless. I agers," said Wilson,. r~fe$g more .m ature and more responuations and promotions. She slept ill the streets. · One day 'I to a wom~·s ability to conduct sible and they won't feel the
financial crunch that they
spends a great amount of time was sitting in the cafe and Mary several' tasks at once.
would
when they got out of colapproached
me.
Once
·
she
dealing with the · human
resources regarding staffing, found out about my situation, , Q: How do you balance work . lege."
hiring, training, and corrective she hired me back," says Ben ·'and family? · .;.. ·
Sparks, who is .now the cafe ·
.
.
"
: Q. liVhat is your oovice 'fo~ the
actions.
manager.
·
·
·
'
·
"I
worked
the
night
hours
[while
'
,
youniJ college girls?
Wilson also oversees the
"She atso helped my room- rn,arried] so I could take care of
appearance of her store. "She's
"Stay dedicated and [try] difnot afraid to get her hands mate who ,was at the verge of the kids during th~ aaY. It wasditty;" Kesler says, ~hile becoming . homele,s s by hiring · . n't :rµuch of a guilt trip f01: me as ferent things. Clearly look at
explaining how Mary is involved her," said Sparks. "She's more , it is for a lot of career women ;theprespedthatit'.snoloilgera
in the stote's projects. "Some · like a moth~r than. a boss to · who .don't hav~ the opportrinity man's wo:rJd, [flud] there are .
to spend their days with their very suc.9essful women [that]
managers sit back in their office me:" .. •
Although Wilson is serious childten." Currently, her son don't have to play hardball to pe
and order people around, .but
Mary actually gets on the floor and focused while working, she spends most of his time at her at the top ofthe corj:>or~te sys-.
·
and does projects and tasks like is very approachable, and her ex-husband's residence and her t~m."
, .,.
the rest of .her employees. I employees feel the liberty to teenage ' ~aughter; is · very
Wilson also encourages stuthink that's one of the reasons drop by her office when they i'esponsibl!=l and seJI:-efficient, so ·
her store is, so successful," need something and know that she can focus on her. job with · ·dents to get as much education
they are not going to be'. ~ed , less worry.
. ,'
as possible: "In order to get
added Kessler.
,.
ahead, yo·u need to at least
Wtlson has memorized the away.
''Adopted"
children
aside,
Q.
Having
been
through
this,
obtain
a masters degree.
name of every one of her 65
Wilson is a singie mother of two; when do you thinlc'is a prO'fJ- Think long-term and remember
employ~es, and she knows
who's best equipped to handle a teenage girl and a four year er age for working women to- what's on the other side." .
After the interview she walks
each assignment. Kathleen old boy. The interview begins start having children?
with
a
question
that
seell,lS·
nat.
:
·
·
.
A
•
•
"
,
out
of her office and the. pile of
,
1
Carmody, · another assistant
, "I think it's a . good idea to books on ·the floor is gone. It's
manager, says "Mary doesn't. ural1 given the circumstances: ·
. hold off on having child.1,'en until 's. now-displayed nicely on a table,
'micromanage,' and this is a
Q:
How
do
you
mancige
to
do
' around the · ag~ of 30," say~ ' attracting the attention of cusmanagement trait that I really
all
of
these
things?
Wilson. She supports her opin~ tomers.
appreciate. She allows you to
ion by believing in the fact that
have responsibilities, ·and she
When describing her job, ,women are better prepared for
Naseem Sowti can be reached at
expects you to live up to that
naseem@ucfnews.com
responsibility and, do your work Wilson .s ays it entails "wearing motherhood at that age, and by
with comments or story ideas , · •
many h;ats." Sh~ says what t~en most ha-ye gotten a head
well... " said Carmody.
FROM

B1

CHROME

LOTUS
;· TATTOO
•15%
BODY PIERClllG

w/college ID
9914 E. Colo.n ial Drive

407-482-1081
"'

·
5 min. from campus on
the corner of Dean and Colonial

, "SIZE MATTERS

11

.

'.

15°/o OFF
w/student ID

Fun solutions·to tight budgets
B1 ·

r

I .

ALL DAY
EVERYDAY!'

•

through Water Mama are sure to . General admission is $14.95 per .
wash away any signs of ·bore- person for the .entire day.
dom. If the fun isn't enough to JungieLand Zoo is located on
U.S. Highway .192, just west of
enti~, the price.is. Admission is
$19.95 plus tax for a full day of Medieval Times. Call 407-396splish-splashin' fun. Call Water , 1012 for more infoPlllation.
Mania for more detays at 800.527-3092 .
.
20.
Fbrget about loan'
sharks for a while and become
18. Rock out at House of 1 a pool shark.
Blues. From punk and alterna- ·
Spatz in Winter Park is open
tive to R&B and soul, HOB until 2 a.m. and has pool tables
offers a wide array of musical open for everyone 18 and up. Let
talent.
·
the good times roll and challenge·
With different artists and friends to a game of pool ~t the
performers· dropping in each dollar tables or play for an hour
month, there is always some- at the $7 tables. Dart games are
thing for everyone. Prices vary also available for a round of
depending on the performer, but cricket. Whether it's the eigl\t
1
ti<'.kets can be purchased
$5- 1ball in the corner ·
$15. House of Blues is located in,, . pocket or a
Downtown Disney West Side. bull's . eye,
16. .4\,.~~ for ~i'night ou,tv, Callr the Itouse 'of Blues box" Spatz brings
. CravVI over to the Knight Out I office for ticke~s at 407-934'.: . on the' comPub, located off of Alafaya Trail, BLUE. .Performane(l listings can petitio.n.
and chill with. ·p>als. The pub be found on · the Internet at ' Call 407647-3354
boasts free Mmer Lite drafts , www.hob.com.
until
midnight
Monday,
, /
, for infor19. Get within 'six feet of mation.
Wednesday and Friday. There is
a $5 cover chaege .a t the door. some of the l~est and most
animals ' · at
and everyone ~8 and ~p is wel- dangerQus
\
come. Sit back, relax l:!Ild have a JungleLand ZOQ.
drihk. Call 407-275-3052 for . ·Animals do the · cra;e;iest
things and college students just · '
more details:
love to watch. See plenty Of hilar17. More than 36 acres of ious photo ops of birds, bears,
thrilling water slides, flumes lions and tigers while touring the
and pools will J;llilke mundane 7 acres of na;tural. ailimal habi- : .
tat. The zoo is open seven ,days a
college life disappear.
The gallons of water flowiiig week from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Saturdays. There is no· cover to
get in but wanna-be singers and
the best of skaters with them. patrons must be over 21 with a
·· The RDV Sportsplex Ipe Den · valid ID. Call 407-679-6600 for
· offers public skating for an hour details. ·
and 50 minutes seven days a
week Friday and Saturday.
15. Get-rich-quick schemes
nights are DJ Skate nights,· never work. But gambling
I
allowing for almost three hours be fun ap.d sometimes 'rewardof musical skating. General skat- ing.
'
ing admission is $5.50 and $7 on · Sterling Casino cruises· sail
DJ Skate nights. Skate rental is. out ofP ort Canaveral seven days
offered for $2. Fbr public skating a week, twice a day. Once the
times, call 407-916-2550.
boat is three :miles out, it's time
to gamble into, or out of, debt.
14. · Devaney's The best part is tha t little fourSports Pub is the letter word - free. Admissidl). iS
perfect place to free, drhiks are free, and enter··
sing away tainment is ·free. B~k a casino
the
cruise by calling 888-783-2212.
It's even toll-free.
FROM

STUDENT
DISCOUNT

HOURS: Mon-Thurs 11 am - Midnight· Fri 11 am - 2am ·Sat Noon - 2am

12219 university Blyd. I.
Orlando, FL 3~817

407-i207-0 BE.c.5,
~

can

broke
.,
blues.
Each Tuesday and Saturday
night, Devaney's, located on
University Boulevard, hosts
·karaoke Dight for people looking
to sing t,l:~.eir hearts out. Drink
specials include $2 domestic
pitchers on Tuesdays and $4 on

tor

•

Orlando's 1st exclusive
Airbrush Tanning Salon
....

Receive a Beautiful Bronze .
Tan ·in Just 'ONE SESSION'
'

First SO·Readers r~ceive

. a "FREE~'Ai'rfJtusit tan' \
E-Mail us your name, addr.ess and phone number at
floridair~,!Ushtan@adelphia.net

Dermatoligist test
100% FDA approved
1555

SEMORAN 'soulEvARd

STE.

fl. }2792
4}6/ Howdl BRANcl-t RoAd

WiNTER PARk,
CORNE~ of

1091

407-478-TANS

:Photo by Eric Lopez

'

i·
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z

·cd:

1--1

CHOICE OF O~:

. CHOICE OF O.NE: .

Spicy Chicken Lemon
Grass Soup

Salmon.Ginger Scallion

or

Chicken Spring ·Roll

Rack of Lamb w/Green
Curry Cream Sauce

or

' or ·

Small Mixed Salad

Shrimp Pad Thai

I

1'

'

1

1

or

863 N. Alafaya Trail ...
. Waterford Lake& Town Center

407-382-8201

...

. University of central·Florida ·

·Transgortat1on
. · Services ·-·. ·
.

'

·· Permit .Regulations

Apermit is required for all. motor
vehides p~rked .on.campus..
Permits MUST be ordered onliile; ·

· and can be picked·up at the South
Garage or mailed to your home.

paily peirmits are available.

.~

··Vehicle .assistance offered·
by Par~n.g Services ··
. . • Jumpstart your car
• Call a tow truck .
· -~ Inflate tires .

.,.

·Give directions
I

·.·Transportation,Services!" ·
')Cf offers shuttles to and from ofl campus
apartment complexes in~ud~ng:
. • Pegasus Pointe . .

• Peg~sus Landing
• J.efferson Commo~s
• ViHage at Alafay~ Club
• Village at Science Drive
• University House· ·
• Boardwalk . . · .

l

' Pa.~ng services Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a~m.. -6 p. m..
Friday; 7:30 a. m. . .s P~m. · .

~'

.

• ArbOr Apartments.
··Collegiate Village Inn

· • Nortbgatelakes
• River:wind

· • Tivoli · .

'

•Aw.id the lmes.·Piy online with Credit Card ·and '
~f yourperlnit Qlidledt.o ~u~ . - .
· ·
~ Payooline and opt mpick up yow permit .
·Pay With pe~ dJeck,<ash,or Credit Card at ·
Padcing SelvkesOftke.
.

.
.

~.

" Research·Park
·.·College Station

.

'

Yo.u r permit must be ordered onlinef'

W\VW;.parkhlg.ud.edu
~

- For info call: (407) s23~ss·12
Student Escott Petrol Service (S.E.~S.) . '
provided by the UCF Police Departme~ ·
. Escorts for students on campus at oighL
Call (407) 823-2424

-

· 2003-04 parking permits will be·avolloble Ju,~· 14, 2003_

Look for a taste of what's worth
seeing and doing around town
every issue here in Get Out!
'"

.: Monday, AuguSt 25

. If Christina can be a fighter
than so can I! Monday bring'S
"Night at the Fights" to Roxy
nightclub where anyone can
jump in the ring and become a
cllamp. Roxy is the only club
~ open on Monday nights with a
" lmock-down-drag-out
good
:i ; time. Registration is at 8 p.m.
: and fights begin at 10 p.m.
• Ladies drink free from 9 p.m. to
; 10 p.m. Can't iorget the guys • $2 beers for all the studs in the
: house. Everyone 21 and up is
invited to get your fre* on and
' join in on.the action-ifyou've
: got the guts. Roxy is .open until 3
. am. 407-89S4004.
.
,

· ,
•
•
•

.

:. ·Tuesday, August 26
.
:
•
.•

.

Why do people take thing-s so
seriously? Sometimes you just
need a good laugh. SAK Comedy
Lab has been churning out
comedic genh1ses for years. On.

Tuesdays,
LabRats, is an·
improvised stage show which
features the ~st student' improv
comics at SAK University.
Guaranteed to make you laugh,
these comedians are engineers,
aspiring actors, and even workingniothers looking for that gen- ·
uine giggie only great one-liners
can bring. LabRats takes the
stage at 9 p.ni'. on Tuesdays and
tickets are $5 at the door. 407. 648-0001.

Wednesday, August 27
Are you tired, depressed, or
possibly very lonely? Do people
generally characterize you !;IS
negative or mad at the world?
Tiien you'll feel right at b.ome at
the Hard Rock Live tomght with
Korn. The multi-platinum, but
plenty pissed-off, super group
will be taping the show for
MTV's concert series. It is sold
out, but that doesn't mean peo-

ple won't be loitering outside the
door: selling ticl\.ets before ~e .
event. Dqors open at 7:30 p.rri., •
and the show is tentatively
scheduled to start at 9 p.m., but '
who knows what time that is in.
roCk star ,horn::s.

Thursday, August 28
Let's get together and feel all
right. The final Thursday of

the

Jamaican
· Independence
Celebration happen~ today featuring live reggae· music,
authentic Jamaican food and .
great beer specials. Admission
is fu;le until 8· p.m. when the '
price goes to $5. Tickets can be
purchased the day of the event ;
at the Bob Marley-A Tribute to 1
Freedom ' host stand.' Grab a '
case of Red Stripe lager and
chill out at Universal CityWaJk .
where we all be jammin'. 407224-2691.
' ..
-CO_MPILED BY DANA DELAPI
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,.' C~ssettes

'69¢ .
2 for$1 .

·299
2 .f~r$5

* Music and Videos specially pric~d as shown.

Town Center
865 N. Alafaya Trail
407-207-2002

www.planetbeach.com

3 FREE!
I

SESSIONS i
Must present coupon. First-time guest.
One per customer. Local residents only.

:
I

_ !'!t~~~L_!!~s...T~w.!! S,e,!:!t;,: ~~!!2~O_!:!I~ _ J

State-of-the-An ETS 10, 15 & 20 Minute Beds • Stand Up Beds
Facial/Shoulder Tanners • Free Skin Jvpe Analvsis
All Beds Air Conditioned with CD/Radio

5401 W. Colonial Drive

1
•

(between Pine Hills & Kirkman)

407--2 96-2202'
* Based on our cus'l:orner comments.

HOURS: Mon.,Tue·.,Thur, Fri. 9am-7pr:n; Wed. & Sot. 9am-8pm;.Sun.11am-5pm.

,.

)

' !!}.

• •II> " '

.

~

fS~dents study hard,

,

.

'

~rock

even harder

~Jli_OC.' l.z·nta E:ntdlz·c- T,.

practice (if you fitid a -space) to · socket could be purcp.ased to get
your room to class and it makes power for all the amps, and a
·
,,,I"'
it a better creative environ- jam session could take place.
~ rter1,,0prefend
ment."
Sometimes bands will even
"Instead of working away hear each other practicing in the .
from each other, you're closer to same storage faeiµty at the
·:
work on new songs," said ·· same time. Some bands use ari
...
Cohen.
off-campus housing apartment
~
FRANK KOSHEL
Cohen knows that freshmen to play in, but that can be as
~
StaffWriter
musicians coming usually have ' tricky as playi:p.g :iri the dol'IDS.
·•
their own visions of what their Noise restrictions can be just as .
:- Become a professional rock music should sound like, but he strict there, but it is all depend~ musician, tour around the world thinks they should embrace the ent on the 'complaints of roo~~
.• anQ. make .millions of dollars differences of other musicians, . --~-----
.; doing what you love~ or, attend "Keep your mind open to any; UCF diligently and graduate thing. If you want to do speed
with a degree.
metal, but you find some guys
For·some, the choice between who want to play pullk: rock; try ·
:.'th9se two paths is simple. fyr it -out. You may never know
-; others, there is middle grbURd what can happen, and it never
.•that means keeping the music, hurts."
,
and keeping the parents happy.
Pllrita, 20, form~r keyboard
• · Such is life for numerous stu- player iµid backup vocalist for
·,
~· dents at UCF who continue to the band Angel Autopsy, is also
1
· express their musical talents in pursuit of an English degree.
~ and follow their dreams of star- He said, rather cryptically, "I ·
; dom. So how does one juggie met the great Spider, who not
·.their scholastic commitments only can play keyboard but eats
~with their musical ones? Will bugs."
·,,.becoming a stµ dent at UCF
Kerver, 19, is a hotel man~
~ stunt a band/s growth?
, · ment major and lead singer.and mate~ arid neighbor,s. · ·
:'; I~ it worth all the hassle?
bass player of the band Sweet ,
Kerver's band takes a slight:; Many first-year students will ' Dora, who sees the benefits for ly different approach. ''We would
. .:race serious adversity as a stu- UCF students looking to start a [go to] the 'Academic Village
.. dent-musician at UCF. Others, - band. "It's going to give [you] coln.IIlon center. It's kind of frus·.:like current students Adam resources and a fan base; every~ trating, but it's the best we can
'
~ Cohen, Chris Purita and Matt , body in [Sweet Dora] met d0. "
:_Kerver, ·have already been · through LEAD Scholars."
Studying hard and rocking
':'through ,these lean times. Like
The biggest problem facing a even harder is what it's all about
~· most musicians who have been ,group of musici~s at UCF is · for these student-musicians.
~· there and done that, they're
where to practice.
Almost every UCF band will par~ eager to share theii experience
, When neighbors in dorm ticipate in the UCF Battle of the
: with others.
rooms feel the vibrations from Bands this spring, either to
.,i
Cohen, 20, formerly the _the electric guitar or 'th~ kick of . impress and win, or to watch
~ singer and guitarist for the
a bass drum, there will more and dream about competing
- :~ defunct band MinclflUX; is cur- than likely be problems. There . next year.
:: rently enjoying life as a solo are severe noise restrictions
,Not every band sticks togethj artist while pursuing his educa- when living on campus, so find- er and becomes a success, but
tion in the fields of English and ing a place to practice outside you don't always . have to be a
: creative writing. "He· thinks it the sensitive ears of "the man" rock star to act like one.
·•benefits prospective musicians can be challenging.
As Piurita says, ·~ the Libra
' ~ }o live on campus. "You meet
One trick used by would-be Community Center Y,OU can play
,. other bands ~d musicians, and bands is to rent a· local storage · music and . . . say misog.Ynist
-; you're always there and easy t? space. Despite the lack 9f air- things to girls, so you can really
·:reach. You can easily go from a conditioning, a special light bulb feel like a rock star."

'

M

o

.

o/;j .JfJ

fO .

· "be cool in school

The biggest
problem facing
·a group.of, "
musicians at
UCF is where
to practice.

.

TICKETS AVAILABLE •AT THE UCF ARENA BOX OFFICE
.
. .AND TICKETMASTER.COM AND
ALL ticketrnaster .LOCATIONS INCLUDING
FYE. ALTAMONT.E MALL, AND INFINITE MUSHROOM.
CHARGE BY PHONE: 407.839.3900

next wednesday!
september 3•7pm

· ~UCF

All dates. acts and ticket prices are subtect to change without notice.
.A service charge Is added to each ticket price.

.·

ARENA

(WWW.FANTASMA.COM

'

The Dragon Court restaurants offer aselection of house specialties and .
traditional Chinese favorites to please any and all palates. We are proud to
serve the finest entree's using\the freshest meats, seafoodl and vegetables..

)

LOCATION: ACROSS FROM UCF BEHIND APPLEBEES
YouR "D1rr &
·DETOX HEADQUARTERS

Looking for anew job? Dragon Court is now hiring/
· Two great (ocations &fle~ible sch~dulesl
. . · Apply in·person at either location.

DELIVERING
TO THE UCF AREAi

401-380-2·333

401-381-2900 '

Mon - Fri ll om - 3om
. Sun llom - llpm

Mon - Fri.9om - 9pm, Sot l Oam - Bpm
S~n l 2pm - 6pm

www.oitapit.com
.
r--------------..

www.smoothiekinu.com·
Tusc~willa Bend Shopping Center

University Palms Shopping Plaza
4250 Alafaya Trail, Suite 200
Ovi~do, FL ·32765

2200 Winter -Springs Blvd, Suit~ 115
Oviedo, FL 32765
Dine-in and take-out available.
407-359-8085

Mon-Sat llam-lOpm, Sun 12P!11·9pm

-407-359-1888
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As usual, women's soccer ranks
number one in preseason.

Young and talented
Men's soccer looks to repeat championship season.

Women's volleyball sits atop the
A-Sun in preseason coach's poll,

-SEE,C3

-SEE,C8

-SEE,C4

)

ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

The lost
art of the

road trip

18000
The total square
footage of the old
Wayne Densch. center

Home isn't the only
place attendance counts

1000.0
The total square
footage of the new
Densch Center weight
center ,

$7

million
The cost of the new
Densch Center

·$110
tnillkm

.)

The amount that will
be spent over the
next ten years on •
athletic facilities

BRITT HART I CENTRAi. flllRIDA FUTURE

Briefs

1 The 10,000 square foot gym gives UCF

oqe.of the best facilities in the nation. It features a state-of-the-art strength and conditioning center along with a medical treatment area for all athletes.
.

I

$ 7 million facility
i".s 'Rey part @fpldn/ ~ "·· ·

.. football·
Junior linebacker
Stanford Rhule has
joined quarterback
~.
Ryan Schneider and
strong safety Atari
,Bigby as the third
· Knight named to a
prestigious award's
; preseason watch list.
•Rhule, who led UCF
' with 127tackles in
,leQ2 has bee!1
:.~forthe
~
•Butkus Award.
.:&tineider is on the
·Davey O'Brien Award
:list and Bigby has been
,named to the Bronco
~ · Nagurski watch list.

• 'i:.

I

Baseball
1

.

Radio
Centro/ Florida Future
•1 sports editor Ashley
, .Bllms will be making

his second appearance
on 'Riding the Bench
' with Gary Cope" this '
; Saturday in Virginia.
r The show has covered
~Yirginia Tech football
rtar the past seven
I years. Bums will be
!enlightening the Hokie
i faithful on what they
1 have to look forward to
on SUnday.The show
1 willairatllamonAM
I 1400 in Virginia.

BRITT Hm / CENTllAL fLOf!IDA FUTURE

Head coach Mike Kruaekhas used the new center to recruit high quality athletes.

i

:l

I
I

•

: Quotables
··w~ wanted to make
. a long term commitment to Jay based on
what he has meant to
1
this program. His
name is on the field
and we are very
• proud of Jay."
. -STEVE ORSINI,
ATHlETfC DIRECTOR

"We are continuing to
put in our game plan
for all three phases of
the game. Each day
· we continue to get
better and better." •
-HEAD COACH
· MIKEKRUaEK

ON THE TEAM'S
PREPARATION FOR'

VIRGINIA TECH

quarter ack Ryan Schneider. "It's
unbelievable. I wish I had it when I
Staff Writer
first got here. It;s a shame it couldn't
In the .ongoing war ·that .is college have been built before this."
'
football recruitment upF 'has added
Some of the key aspects of the new
iti;; bi~gest and ,1 1;phst 'impressive center include a ·10,000-square-foot
weapon yet. Const1i'UQtiofi. and the strength and conditioning center,
move-in pr~ss h~V.,e. ~n completed boasting brand. new weights and
on the new Wayh~ iDensch Sports machines with the UCF sports logo
Center.
1 . •• ~ '
emblazpned throughout. All 17 men's
At, more than 45,000 square feet, and W011'en's Sp9rts ~ have. access
tpe new- home of the Knights football to the weights. · · · ~ :
· ·
There is a 5,000-s@a'.re'.-foot-sports
program dwarfs the previous 18,000square-foot center on the opposite medicine hub that will be available to
sid~ of campus. The previous center every student athlete at UCF. Injured
will remain as office space for other players of all 8ports will be.able to utilize a Pool for hydrotlierapy purposes
atbletlc depa,rtJnent staff.
The new Wayne Densch Center as well as·two in-ground whirlpo'Ols.
comes as a relief to many of the forThe football team will e:i;i.joy· a
mer pccqpants as tt,ie office were very 4,000:-square-foot loeker room comsmall· and cramped. The ~apilities, pl€te with individual oak lockers, as ·
especially the .weight room; are old well as smaller metal lockers f?r val~
and outdated. The original Wayne ables. Players and coac?es alike will
Densch buil~was 17 years old. . · ·. ~able to strengthen then: ~e plans
TP.e players have _taken to the cen- ~th .a theat~r-so/le auditormm and .
ter an.d are voCal about their appreci- six different viewmg rooms~
ation.
'
. •
.
.
Players and coaching staff mem. . ''.Its like movirig from iinder· a "
PLEAsE SEE CENTER oN no
bridge to,. living in a '.penthouse,"
said
.
.

ASHLEY BURNS

Legendary UCf
rbaseball head coach
Jay Bergman has
· 1 agreed to a new
; contract extension that
I Will keep him in Black
; and Gold for the next
-i five years.Bergman's
· record with the Knights
' is827-474.
)

! .

Kill.ghts 6,n~y def~t~florida ~eather
ASHLEY BURNS
Staff Writer

Over the past few years, one
major problem has hindered the
Knights in their attempts to prepare for each. important· football
season. Until this summer, the constant and often depressing summer rainstorms have left the football team negi.ected of the important mid-afternoon sessions.
Thankfiiny the missed praotices beGa.rne a thirig of ~e past
this season when the Knights were
treated to the installation of six
new light polls at their practice
fields behind the new Wayne
Densch Center.
The Knights began their two-aday practiees over two weeks ago
and saw their fair share of ups and
downs.
·
Head Coach Mike Kruczek was
positive from the start~ noting, "I
thought the pace, attitude and
effort was very good 'Ille critical
tif_llg now is to maintain the ~
~d increase it as we go thro9."
· ~ Youth was the other main con-

cern of many heading into the ....upper body injury. Ulsh is still '
camps. With the losses ofkeyplay- ·questionable for the Vrrginia ·Tech
ers like Rashaad Jeantfy, Andreal opener on August 31st. Gilhuly
Gurry ru+d Alex Mendes, the l'.0turned to practice a few days
Knights had some young players lafor. ·
stepping into leadership roles preNo practice proved to be more
maturely. Along with these players harmful, however, than the
unexpected departures,' the evening of Tuesday the 12th. In
offense was still working to build one of the 'team's first practices
quarte])back Ryan Schneider's under the lights, promising wide
relationship with·yo~ receivers receiver Andre Sumpter went
Andre down for the season with. multiple
Brandon. · ·Marshall,
injuries, including his ACL.
Sumpter and Chris Na:rsesian.
As the ear~y practices of the Offensive lineman Norman Lewis
preseason proceeded, weather injured his ·upper body and is curconcerns of a different nature rently questionable for the season
became a major con~rn. With all opener.
Over the next few practices the
of the attention and ·cause for
alarm SWTOUilding recen,,t. prob- wi~ receiving corps wiis looking
lems with professional players in . more and more impressive as
Jacksonville, the team was taking Schneider conneeted repeatedly
strong measures to eJll?ure the with eight different receivers.
players didn't become too tired ·or Among his promising targets were
.. Marshall, Mike Walker and Al
dehydrated.
Day four proved to be a scary Peterson.
one as first string left guard Seth
Apparently with the sureess of
Ulsh had to leave with a lower · New Eng1and Patriots cornerback
Cincinnati
BRITT HART / CENTRAi. FLORIDA FUTURE
body injury. He was later joined~~·. Asante Samuel,
second string left guard Se
·
lit Brandon Marshall looks to fill the void at
Gilhuly, who· went out with
PLEASE SEE DEFENSE ON ClO
the receiver position.

Every year it's the same old song and
dance.
r
.
UCF pulls a heavy schedule of away
games and people complain that we
don't have any big schools coming into
Orlando. Why can't we. play Pel).ll State
. here? Why won't the Gators collie to.The
Citrus Bowi? , .
,
Who cares?
People Qf all ages have forgotten the
'few joys that make the fall '80 special.
. Fans have become lazy and apathetic to
the soiind of the road beckening a
, Wmnebago.
, · . .
'
Whete are ,the crazy road ·trips?
Where are the Stories of friends disappefiling and bail money being coJleeted?
Road trips are like mascots and
Qheap ·beer.· They ·are the iniportant
stitches in the fabric of college footb~.
There is a speeial joy that one gets
from squeezing into that three-person
seat with two fri~nds on an 18-hour busride to Marshall. The look onyour faces- ·
when that first smell leaks out of the
bathroom is monumental in a freindship.
When you make friends with complete strangers based merely on your
hatred of Marshall and your love of the
Waffle House, then you have discovered
the meaning of a road trip. A bus ride
isn't complete when you and your
friends can't come home and talk endlessly about the near pornographic'
-"tbing" that happened five rows in front
· of you as · you passed- . thro1:J.gh
Tepnessee.
.
t
.
: There isn't a better story for the next
Monday then how your buqay disap~and somehow man~ to get a
ride home from Michafl Gain¢s' family...
and theybougnthim dinner. ·
. " Wherryou can sleep.in the fetal posi'tion1With another mari'.~ :foot in your
'face, Ulen you have witnessed the magic
of a'road trip.
,
. If you Witness a drug deal and a prostitute sets up Cl:Uil.P outside of your
Wmnebagu while you Park at a Ho.Jo in
Decatur, Geoajii;t for the'Ilight,-then you
have seen the beauty of a road trip.
You get separated from'your friends
after a heartbreaking loss against
Clemson. You IJianage 'to find your fraternity house and.the poopl~ immediately inform you that your friend is being
chased by the FBI. That's w,hat a road
trip is about.
. ·
As it turns out, your normally macho
budey made a secret.phone call to his
mother and girlfriend that night in
Decatur, wishing them farewell as he
didn't think he'd make it thr0t~gh· the
night, At least you know that your friend
is loofilni out ~or you, though, when he
tells WS.,:mom tb 'eave you his baseball ·
cards ,.
. '•; ./• :;
Yo~ friend's ·m.o~ asks her U.S.
Marshall neighbor to put a call in
because she's frigb.~ned. You call your
· other friend crazy during the game
because lie swears.they're asking for
your friend over the interrom. Even that
polite Clemson fan.says he heard it too,
. but you threaten his life and force him to
· leave..
,
Later on, you bump into your buddy
at a bar down the street and he introduces you a·gii-1 that he knows only as
"Troll" You inform him and the other ·
members of the party that' the FBI is
looking for him. You know that you've
accomplished a successful road trip
only because he ~creams like a ~odeo
cowboy and orders ~othe.r ;..r(}\1Jid.
· That's the beauty of ll- !'dad. trip. ··
Storie8 like these can't be made up.
They have to be witriesse<I· a8 tl:i.ey
evolve as beautifully as the creation of
the universe. If yol,I. don't have ia story
·
like thiS then you've never lived.
Paint your face. Create a chant with
your friends. Wave your keys in the ail~
None of it matters. Get on the road
Road trips are where legends are born
and where the men are separated from
' the boys.
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· THE NEW LOOK OF PLAYBOY.
.

.

ENGAGING, ENTERTAINING AND
A LITTLE tJNEXPECTED. · .
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A-SUN PREVIEW
Florida Atlantic
The Owls figures to be
UCF main · competition
this year, they narrowly
avoided being ranked
number 1 in th~ preseason.polls. FAUhas a bevy
of first-t~ performers including Krista
Fine, Rhonda Joo.es, Julie Ferguson and .
Trina Maso de Moya. FAU begins it.s season
August 31st against the Hoosiers. The first .
showdown between FAU and UCF happens September 19th.

Jacksonville

.

,
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dunior Allison
Blangriff scored 9 goals in 2002.
.

Women's soccer
~favorite to win
jA-sun again
'

~

J,

I

[coaches predict repeat of
ilast year~ conference .title
I

1
t

FRITZ LORISTON
Staff Writer

• UCF wom~n's· soccer program yapped off last year's
icampaign with back-to-back A-Sun Conference titles.
':> }The Golden Knights posted a school best overall record
.of 18-5 and went 10-1 in conference play. ·
·~ Once again The Golden Knights, who returh 10 play. iers from iast year's squad, il).cluding seven starters, will
'be the team to beat in the coriference. They are the top .
·'ranked. team in the A-Sun 'conference, rece,iving 119
;votes in the Atlantic Sun Women's Soccer· preseason
ii> lcoaches poll._They will attempt to capture the conference title for the third consecutive year and their fifth in
•
·
;the past six seasons.
'. Head coach Amanda Krumwell has reshuffled the .
starting line-up due,to key losses from last year's grad~
,uation class.
·· •
: "The weakest part of our team is obviously qur inexwerience, there are about 3, or 4 freshman with the
:potential of' starting," said Krumwell. "Upp.erclassmen ·
!such as Jackie Van Looven will have to step up and pro~vide quality leadership in order for us to overcome the
1
)•
tougher-schedule."
1
Krumwell enters her fifth season at the helm of the
1
;women's program. She has amassed an overall record
~of 56-28-2, which includes four conference titles.
' ~ Among th~ key returning players for the Knights are
isophomore Jennifer Montgomery and junior Allison
~Blagriff.
.
1
I
·. ~ Leading the way will be Montgomery, who led the :A·Sun Conference with 46 points last year (46 goals and
,12 assists) en route to earning the A-Sun Conference
W'reshman of Tlie Year award and also being selected as
i) 'a Second.!J'eam Freshman All-America by Soccer Buzz.
!1 "There's a lot of pressure on us, but I think we're all
>very confident that we have a very good team," said
Montgomery in response to the team's top ranking. "We
}: hiave some very good freshmen coming in this year. r
tbelieve we'll do very;well this year."
J .
: For some players, earning such high accolades in the
"> :tJrst year might apply too much pressure. However, .
tAfontgomecy understands her importance to the team
, ias well as the unit as a whole.
· ' As for her awards, Montgomery admits, "I felt like it
1was a great job well done. It was just a ~ot of hard work
. ~haf paid off. It f~lt good getting it." '
.
·j "I do have a lot of pressure, but I have a lot of teammates who like to work together. That's what I like. We
'I f 'like to score goals as a team and not as individuals. Yes,
• want to score a lot of goals as an accomplishnient, but
my main goal is to be part of a team." ·
, .
i ~ · As a young leader on this team, her goals are simple:1
~"I just want to make it farther in the NCAA Thurnament.
~·m ·pleased with everythitig· I've seen in practice. '
!Everyone is working really hard and WE( have a lot of
'.people who are domg'reallywell."
.
,
Blagriff, who . accounted for nine goals and th.fee
1assists last year, will also have a: leadership role in this
I
,
.
,
year s campaign.
. .
• . "There's only a few of us upperclassmen so we have
. a lot of.young ones that we p.ave to basically train, but I ·
~eel comfortable."' Said Blagruf. ""There's a lot of pres,.sure on us, but I think we're all very copfident that we
~ve a very good team. We have some very; good fresh;men coming in this year. I believe we'll do very well this
jyear."
~ One of ·the A-Sun . conference's top midfielders,
Blagriff earned a spot on tJie conference's Allhburnament Team last season, en route to being name
~ournamentM'vP.
·
Blagriff shares Montgomery's views on the pres- .
·[Sures of being picked to win.
'
.
t "I jhink there's a lot of pressure on us," said Blagriff.
. We just have to keep on working our hardest and do
. 1he·best that we.can each practice to be that top team."
1
"I worked really hard thjs summer to do better at
~at I needed to do to fix the things I have weaknesses
-!in.That was my goal for the summer, just to come in at
;my top' shape and work very hard so I could help the
foam out that much more."
· Blagriff understands that she must not only keep
herself in shape physically; but also mentally. The midIDelder is one of only three juniors on the squad, ap.d
1stands behind only four seniors. She believes in herself
that she can handle the responsibility of leadin.g such a .
• ~o'ung team.
. .
.
·
.. · ' · "I definitely feel like I can do it," said Blagriff. "I feel
yery confident. We have a lot of hard-working, very dedJ~ated freshmen, and especially our sophomores
Montgomery, Courtney Baines and Summer Savage.
They're all great and the freshmen are just going to
. 'push us harder and harder."
: Joinin.gthe returningplayer.s will be a stronginoom4ig freshman class, including Monique Av.Iles, the second highest scorer in national high school history. Aviles
18 .a gifted offensive weapon that will most likely be
"j:hrown right into t e starting rot~tion, should sh~ be
cl fred :o.play. ..
1

1

The Dolphins rounds
out the dominant thtee
teams in the conference
thankS in no small part
to first teamer Hanni
· Wenzel and second
,
teamer Inge Heiremans of Belgium. If
Jacksonville hopes to compete for a championship all-freshman forward Ranveig.
Aas-Hanseen of ~orway needs to continue to improve. Jacksonville hosts F1U for'
their first game on the season August ·
29th. UCF must have their A game
October 17th. in Jacksonville.
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9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAa,
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· . , OR.LANDO, FL 32837
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Georgia State
· The Panthers are a
team with lot$ of potential starting with all;freshman
forward
Brooks Daniel. 2002 Asun second teamer Christy Walla anchors
the defense. GSU hosts Birmingham.
Southern August 29th. Georgia State
oomes to Orlando October 1oth to challenge the Kri.ights.

Campbell

,

This season will cer.tainly be one of iniprovement for Campbell. Allfreshman stars Lauren
Dittrich and Susan
Persson of Sweden ·are a dynamite forward 'tandem.
Campbell faces the
Dookies August 29th in Durham. The
Camels and UCF meet in Orlando head to
head September 25th.

Gardner- Webb
The Bulldogs faces·

8;11 uphill climb afte~ last .
seasons 5-12 showing.
The league's head .
coaches,
however,·
believe that Gardner-Webp is in for a .
decent season judgmg by the coaches'
preseason poll, maybe a winning season
ts in the cards,. Gardner-Webb.takes on
Army on August 31st. UCF tests the
coaches predictions September 27th in ·
Orlando.

H

Stetson ·

The Hatters are
counting on another
good season from
swedish second team
·
midfielder
· Emma
Astrom to ~elp improve their teams fortunes this year. The freshman are going
to have to step it up in' order to avoid
another losing season. Stetson starts the
season off at Vermont Au~st 30th.
Stetson plays UCF on· October 19th in
1
•
'
·
Orlando.

MON-WED
4PM- IAM
THURS- FRI
4PM - 2AM
SATURDAY
I I AM - l:OOAM
SUNDAY
llPM- IAM

Mercer
The Bears should
have a better 2003 season , unless they lose all
of their games this season. You would think
Mercer would have the worst J,'ecord in the
conference last' year at 1-16 but Belmont1
.finished 1-17, though Mercer's 1-10 record
within the conference was worst, beating
out Belmont's 1~9 record. Mercer will be
tied for the conference lead when the season starts October 29th, .when Mercer
hosts Northwestern State. If the Lady
·Knights take Mercei:, lightly October 12th
in Orlando there could be an.upset.

Jumbo Wings '

5 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) .................., .................. 3.49
10 (1 Flavor, 1 Rai;ich) ......... :........... .:........... .. 5.99
15 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ....... .. ............ ............. .. 8.49
20 (1 or 2 Flavors, 1 Ranch).................... ,, ... 1,P.99
30 (1 or 2 Flavors, 2 Ranch)......... .. ............... 15.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch) ...... ................24.99
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) ......................35.99
100 (Up to 4 Flavors; 5 Ranch) .. ..................45.99

:

Troy State

,·

'

'When a 146 team is
predicted
to finish better
, ~~ , ~....
thanyouin an upcoming
season you know yl!m're
in trouble. . It will be a
test of the resolve and fighting spirit of the
girls of Troy State to try and prove that
they are better than that this seaso~. The
Trojans.open at home against Mississippi
Valley State, alma mater of Jerry,Rice, on
August 29th. UCF storms the field at Troy
State October 24th.
,

,, ,

.,.::.:. ~

IOo_,.,,.w

;

'

.

Who will have a better
season the , Bruins or.
Mercer, one of the intriguing storylines headingfuto
thls A-Sun Women's
Soccer season. Belmont
hosts Mercer October 26th for bragging
rights. Belmont begins ihe season August .
29th at Sain.ford. UCF pla:YS Belm<;>nt october 3rd.
. ,

Lipscomb
The new girls in the
conference has much to
be excited about. A-Sun
Women's Soccer is great
entertainment ·and continues to get ~tter and
better. Lipscomb play~ ETSU 'i n their
opener August 29th. The ~~ns hosts ASun powerhouse UCF Octo~ 5th.

· -- - -

· ·----

J

Add Celery.:..... :.:..... ........ ........ ............ ..........; .49
Extra Bleu pheese or ~an ch...... ........ .. .......... .69
Add fries to any Wing order ...... :............ ...... ., 1.7:9

I
Fresh Chicken Salads
Pick .your Salad

•

,

.

Grilled Chicken Breast OR Fried Chicken Bre.ast

Pick your Flavor
Plain OR any one of our
25 flavors

Pick· your Dressing
Bleu Cheese, Ranch, Honey
Mustard, Lite Italian

. Chicken Fingers
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor
Dipped or On Side

Belmont

- ---- - - -

served w/Wedge Fries*$6
•substitutions av.a ilable 'for
an additional charge

•

99
•

Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, ·
Mustard, Mayo, Ketchup &
Pickle Spear o.n the side

Pick your S,a ndwich

,

. Grilled Chicken Breast• Fried Chii:ken Breast• 1/2 lb Burger

Pick ¥Our Flavor
'

.

Chicken Satidwiches
& 1/2 Pound Bargers

•

Pick your flavor .from the Flavor Zone

20 (Up to 2 Flavors) .................................... 17.99
50 (Up to 3 Flavors) ........... ................. .. ...... 44.99

·

5Fingers & Wedge Fries........ :........................ 6.99

~y.~::~.?' $9.99 /
(

Y

}

FU 1

Cheese or No Cheese
Jumbo Size Your .Fries for Additional $,99

Wedge Fries .,..............Regular 1.79
.. ....................................Jumbo2.99
Cheese Fries ................Regular 2.49
......................................Jumbo 3.99
Beer Battered Onion Rings ................. Regular 1.99
............................................................Jumbo 3.49
Mozzarella Sticks (5) .........................,...... :...... 3.99
Fried Mushrooms .......... .................................... 3.99
, Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery .........................99
Garden Salad ........... .............................:........ 4.49
Side Salad
................... :.............................. :.... 2.49

Kid'z Menu

·~J~P~~~~r~:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: : : : :::·: :;: J~!
Chicken Finger Basket

Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors

5 Wings & Wedge Fries.. .. ........................... .... 4.99
3 Chciken Fingers & Wedge Fries.... .... ...........4.99

Soft Drinks

,

Cans..... .................... .. ................ 89
2-Liter ...... ........ ,................... ....2.49

Dessert
. Cheesecake. ............. .. .'.... .... ... .. 2.49

101 off k:~

w/ pickup/carry out, Student ID, exp. 4/30/2004

$10 minimum o~der •SO<: Delivery charge if und~r $10
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UCFwomen:
won last two
volleyball titles
'

r

BRAND
NEW
-2003 50cc Scooters

All WORKED GUARANTEED ~Se.Hab/a

401-221-5100

948 N. SEMORAN BLVD. (436)
1/2 Block North of.Colonial Dr.

FROM C4

Miami (Ohio) and the University
ofDenver.ThetriptoDenverwill
in Arah's footsteps is freshman also be a homecommg for Jenny
Jana Mitchell. Mitchell along Frank an(l Kelly Klinkenborg.
with StoHtjesdyk are the tallest
"Being able to give our playplayers on the team measuring · ers a chance to play at home is
in at six feet one inch. The exciting for me as well,~' com- .
Minnesota native is an athletic ments Colado. "They work very
middl.e who will be a ·
hard, and we want to
player to watch this
share that with their
season.
families and friends."
':Jana has fantastic
The Knights also trav- .
court vision," says
el to Kalamazoo where
· Colado. "She absorb,s '
UCF will take on host
everything in practice,
Western Michigan, New
and will challenge to
Orleans, and Oakland.
enter the starting rota·There it will be a hometion this season."
coming for Lindsey
and Amanda
Whalen
Frank
RightSide ,
Stoutjesdyk.
With Watts moving from the
"I have got a big family,"
right side to outside hitter, this is Whalen says. "It's very special
the only position that has a for me. to get to play in front of
question mark commg into the both my family and friends."
season for the Golden Knights.
UCF opens the conference
However there are a
schedule on the road "in
couple of players from
Nashville
against
last year's squad
Atlantic Sun newcomer
ready to step up, and
Lipscomb on October
fill the void.
3rd. The Knights also
Junior
Michelle
travel to conference foes
Spaleta is a very verBelmont, Troy State,
satile player on the
Florida Atlantic and
roster who can play as
Jacksonville in· 2003.
many as three posi. UCF will welcome
tions. In 2002 Spaleta Jarvis
Campbell to UCF Arena
spent a majority of
for their 'A-Sun home
her time in the back row with opener Oct".- 17. Gardner-Webb,
Whalen as she recorded 239 Georgia State, Mercer and
digs.
Stetson are also on the home
"Michelle is a very hard slate in 2003.
worker," Colado said.
"Both Georgia State
"and a team player
and Florida Atlantic
that will do whatever it
have increased the talent
takes for the team to
on its rosters with forsucceed.;,
eign athletes," Colado
Looking to make a
said. ''We're ·anxious to
full recovery from a
defend our title."
knee injury in 2002 ~
The 2003 Atlantic
freshman ·
Kelly
Sun
Conference
~enborg.
Tourname~t returns to
KlinJrnnborg gives
UCF Arena for a sec,o nd
UCF a different look Whalen
consecutive season ion
as the only left-handNovember 21st and
ed player on·the :roster. In fact 22nd. Oliy the top six teams in
the last time the Golden Knights the conference qualify for the
had a ·southpaw on the roster tournament.
was in 1999, Colado's first sea"Hosting the conference tourson as head coach.
nament is a huge advantage for
Sophomore Erin DeBoy is us," says Colado. "We like the 1
another player who could see ' idea of being able to sleep in our
some playing time on the right o~ beds and ,M ve the comfortls
side of the line-up. As a fresh- of home."
man, DEiBoy saw limited action
in 16 matches at middle blocker. Around the A-Sun •
f
The Indiana native suffered a
In its 25th season of athletics
shoulder injury during the the Atlantic Sun Conference will
spring which caused her to have have a new look. The conference
off-sew;on surgery.
· lost two teams in Sanford and
"Erin will miss the beginning Jacksonville State from last seaof the season to ' recover from ' son. Lipscomb, located in
surgery," says Colado. "But we Nashville, joins the conference
look to her to . contribute once for its first season.
she comes back.''.
Georgia State is picked to finish right behind UCF in the eonThe 2003 schedule ·
ference standings. These two
This season the Golden teams hooked up in the conferKnights have a challenging out- ence championship last year
of conference schedule that fea- with the Golden Knights prevailtures four teams from last year's ing in the fifth game 17-15.
NCAA Tournament. On tap for
Florida Atlantic received
UCF are trips 'to :Qenver and . three first place votes from the
Western Michi@Jl in September. A-Sun coaches in the preseason
for tournament action. The poll, but ended up third overall.
Golden Knights will get to play The Owls have the mmd-set of
in-state opponents USF and unfinished business after being ·
Miami on the road while Florida knock~d out by Georgia State in
State makes a trip to UCFArena a very.close semifinal match last
on October 14th.
season.
"Our schedule is not easy at
One advantage that the Owls
all," states Colado. ''We'll get to have is that UCF apd Georgia
see right away how we respond State both have to pay visits to
against good competition."
FAU Arena. The Golden Knights
UCF opens the season Labor make the trip first to Boca Raton
Day weekena in Denver where on October 21st with Georgia
the Knights ·will match-up.with State following on November
Big XIl foe Colorado along with 1st. ·
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FULL' SIZE• STREET LEGAL

Reg. #MV-14363

DISCOUNT
WI STUDENT ID

COMPLm SERVICE ON:
• Complete A/C Service
·Axles & CV.Joints
·Belts and Hoses
•Cooling System Water Pumps
· & Heater Cores
•
• Complete Electrical 'Service
·GM.Computer Control

Hours:
Monday- Friday,
8am-6pm
Saturday
8am-4pm

80

EASY PARKING ,ON CAMPUS

·Oil Change & Oil Leaks
·Power Windows & Locks
~Timing Belts
·Tune-Ups
• Brake Service
·Steering Colun:ms

Compare Our Prices on C.V. Joints & Axles, Brakes Service & Cooling Service.
We wiH meet or beat most written prices!
'
r-------------~--,

r----------------,

1

:

Fu,~~~:~100 S6995 .· 1 : :~:::!f1~
Cleaning

Reg. $79.95

: :

S349.5. 1
Reg. $49.95

.:

I
Not Valid W/Any Other Offera
I I
Not Valid W/Any Other Offers
I
L-~------------~-~ L----------------~

r----------------,

CHECK
.r----------------------------------,
I

Most Cars
L1fetune Warranty

FREE D-ELIVERY
(W/IN S MILES OF UCF)

r~---------------, .

: CV AXLE s13995 :: A/c· s1495 :
: SPECIAL' .

MPG • FULLY. ASSEMB~ED

: 1 ·
I 1

Frean Extra

1
1

I
Not Valid W/Any Other Offers
I I
Not Valid W/Any Other Offers .
I
L------------~---~ L----------------~

VISIT OUll WEBPAGE
TO SEE PHOTOS

WWW.WORLDWfDEDISTRIBUTING.COM

l FREE BRAKE INSPECTION l 401-611-0330
I

..

Not Valid W/Any Other Offera

I

L-------------------------~--------~
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t:DLLE6~ SPECIA#.;I
U-Haur can Meet Your Summer
& Year-Round Needs.••

lB No Deposit -

Your student ID
·
lB' Charges don"t start
until you move in
l!t Access 7 days a w k

Is sufficient

(>

lB Convenient ~.options- .
Pay online or cndit-card
paynmnt plan
IB'All sizes of rooms

·IB'Low monthly rates

VISIT OUR COLLEGE CONNECTION'@uhaul.com
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A-SUN PREVIEW
Florida Atlantic: .
First team forward
Kristoffer Aarskog of
Norway leads The.
Owls' offense in what
should be a more successful year. All-freshman goalie Anders Granstad of Norway
· and second team midfielder Josh Garbe,e
make the prospects of a winning season
a very obtainable goal. FAU starts GUt at
USF on the 29th. Florida Atlantic nieets
it stiffest competition of the year in
Orlando October 12th.
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Accutane is an acne drug that has been prescribed to thousands,
and some users have experienced horrible side effects, including
damage to the liver, kidneys, nervous system, pancreas or
cardiovascular system.
, .
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, Jacksonville:

BRITT HART / CENTRAL fLORIOA FUTURE

Eric Vasquez dribbles doing a 2-0 victory over the University ofTampa.
'
.

.Men's soccer
aitns·for
second title
t,

.

t

Young team looks to build
on last seasons success
FRITZ LORISTON
Staff Writer

With success comes exp~tations and for the UCF
men's soccer program the expectations are awfully high
as the Knights enter the season as the Atlantic Sun
Conference favorite.
The reason for this preseason hype is a core of young, ·
talented returning players who picked up some huge
experience last season.
Despite playing with a number of underclassmen, the
men's team posted its best season since-playing at the ·
Division 1-A level back in 1984. The Knights posted an
overall record of 10-8-3 and 5-2-1 in A-Sun play. 2002 saw
the Knights win their first conference championship in
the team's 19 year history.
· ·
The Knights' first place selection placed them seven
points ahead of conferenee rtVal Mercer. Head coach Bob
Wmch recognizes the importance of focusing on the season and not the rankings.
"Being recognized by conference coaches as the preseason number one is a very nice compliment to our program," said Wmch. "But our goal is to prove without a
doubt that we are number one at the end of the season."
. Wmch is entering his 11th season as the head
coach of men's soccer at UCF. Wmch has earned several.
awards including two Coach of the Year nods from the
Central FlQrida Intercollegiate .Soccer Officials
Association: During his tenure
head coach, the
·
Knights have posted a record of 89-87-11.
While the age ratio of the team is somewhat balanced, the youth
of the team is what will determine Ithe .
,
squad's success. The maturation of last year's fresh1hen
combined with the ability of the new freshmen to adapt
quickly will make a µiajor difference. Two of the key
sophomores are Juan Pablo Giraudo and Ryan
McIIitosh.
Giraudo, a forward from Miami, led the Knights in
scoring in 2002 with nine goals on 41 shots. As a freshman, Giraudo finished sixth in the A-Sun in points and
fifth in goals. Giraudo was rewarded for his outstanding
performances last season when he was named to the AllAtlantic Sun Second Team and the All-Freshman Teain.
Giraudo made two game-wiilning goals during the season, thus allowing UCF to win the conference.
Mcintosh has quickly become one of the best goalkeepers in UCF men's soccer history. In only a year the
keeper has moved to eighth all-time at UCF in saves with
106, which puts him at fourth all-time for saves in a season. Mcintosh shut out conference rival Stetson 1-0 fu
.. the A-Sun Championship game. Fbr his efforts, the
Cooper City native was named to Second!feam All
Atlantic Sun and the A-Sun All Freshman team.
Mcintosh's exploits in the A-Sun.tournament also garnered him a spot on the A-Sun All.!l'ourname~t Team.
One of the players that continually helps mold these
young talents is junior Eric Vasquez. The midfielder from
Miami led the Knights in assists with six. The quick and
gifted passer earned some recognition himself, being
• named to the A-Sun All-Tuurnament Team and tournament MVP. Vasquez also earned first-team All-Atlantic
· Sun honors.
The leadership and skill of these young athletes were
put to the test this past Friday the Knights took on the
University of Tainpa in pre-season exhibition. UCF qut
shot the Trojans 13-4 on the evening as the defense and
I
offenS"e ·both shined; Senior Chris Beaulac scored first
1 and gave the Knights the only goal they would need. Billy
' Ju~o added a second goal in the 69th minute leading
the Knights to a 2-0 victory.
·
The Knights backed up their impressive Friday showing with another fine display Saturday evening against
Flagler College. The knights scored four goals in the first
half of play, routing the Saints 4-0 on the evening. Thanks .
to the exploits of Vasquez and Chris Crissy, the Knights
were able to give the defense all the help it needed. The
comfqrtable lead allowed the defehse to hold Flagler to
' nine shots ori the ev~ning. Mcintosh ~topped the nine
shots to earn his second consecutive shutout. ·
The Knights begin the season 'August 29th at 7 pm
' against LaSalle for the UCF/Adidas Kickoff.

, The Dolphins :figure
to be very staunch com. petitors this year with
first team defensive
players like goalie Greg
Williams and defenseman Nick Comerford'. Fbrward Richard
Blackbum supplies the offense for
Jacksonville. Jacksonvple opens the season August 29th against arch-rival North
Florida. Jacksonville comes to town
October 3rd.

Georgia State:
The Panthers are
banking on a young
defense to carry them
through the season and
· all-freshman defenseman Bryce Bogs and
. Armin Marquez of Venezuela stand poised
for an excellent 2003 season. This team
will also rely on local sensation Stephen
Adams, one of the best midfielders in the
conference that should be poised to
improve on his second team status of a
year ago.
Georgia State opens at
AJ'>palachian State on the 29th. UCF
meets up with Georgia State on
Halloween.

TOLL FREE

888·206•2523
Call today for more i_n formation
on your rights regarding this.
potentially dangerous drug. ·

Campbell:
A winning season
this year for the Camels

may be possible if Steve
Hollinger provides the
same first-team caliber
performance as last year. First team midfielder John Izzo and the rest of the team
h~ve something to prove. Campbell 's first :
test comes the 30th against UNC
Wilmington. UCF goes to Campbell for a
game October 16th that the Knights cannot afford to take as a gimme.
I
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If you or a family member has taken
Acctitane arid is experiencing side
effects or has been diagnosed with any
of the conditions described above, you
may have a claim against the maker
of Accutane.

825 JENKS AVE. • PANAMA 1 CITY
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Gardner-Webb:
Fbr this team, one ,
win would be an
improvement over last
years team. That may
be pqssible with the
introduction of Lipscomb into tlie conference. The long road back to respectability starts September 6th at Citadel. UCF
pays a visit to Gardner-Webb on October
18, show a little mercy Knights.

fl

WHY RENT!

Stetson:

·

The Hatters are
anchored by first team
midfielder
Jason
Osborne out of England, ·
one of the top midfielders in the conference. With freshman
midfielder Alex Minton of England returning after an all-freshman season, Stetson
again seems poised for a winning season.
Stetson kicks off the season against the
Gamecocks September 1st. Stetson
comes· to UCF October 5th.

when you can 1

OWN?·· ·
3 BEDROOM,
2 BATH HOMES

Mercer:·
The Bears are the ASun· regular season cochampion last season;
and figures to be UCF's
main competition this
year lead by A~Sun
coach of the year Tum Melville. Mereer
has two offensive player's of the week
from last season in forwards Mark
Donnelly and 2002 freshman of the·.year
Del Olaoye of England. A-Sun second
teamers Oskar Modin of Sweden anchors
the team on defense: The rivalry kicks off
on November 2nd at Mercer.

.
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Belmont:
First team forward
Fernando Castellanos
and the rest of the team
face an uphill battle as
Belmont
tries
to
rebound from a sub-par
2002 season. All-freshmen forward
Channing Twyner hopes to continue to
have a pig impact on the conference.
Belmont · starts things off against The
Cardinals of Louisville on the 29th.
Belmont comes to town October 23rd. ·

..,,. ~....-..~r; ~

New to the Atlantic
Sun, the Bisons barely
ranked last in the preseason polls, but will be
eager to prove those voter s wrong. Lipscomb is
a welcome addition. Lipscomb starts
their A-Sun history against Western
Kentucky. UCF g}lts a chance to push
around the new~ October 25th. ~
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UCF Students·Receive a FREE Washer &·Dryer
• Down Payment Assistance
• Immediate Occupancy
•Over 25 Homes to Choose From
•Tax Deductions ..

• Clubhouse .
•Two Swimming Pools
•Two Recreation Areas
• Private Home Sites

Models Open P.1onday-Saturday 9:00-6:00
On Colonial (Hwy..50) 2 Miles East Of Alafaya

Lipscomb:

Ryan Mcintosh recorded two shutouts during prese ·son.

The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be
based solely upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask us to send
you free.written information about our qualifications and experience.

.407-281 ~6029 '
r

·1575 Pel Street• Orlando,
· Florida
· I - 32828 • www.fla arks.corn

'.._
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FREE
.Professional
car wash Wilh
Oil Change!
Just off the corner of
University and Goldenrod.
university Blvd

J

·=·
East O:>l alia.1 Drive

~ -~
~

We are the Jif.fy Lube Franchise of the Year! :
.

'

..

.
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Jiffv Lube signature oil change

• Change oil with
• Check & fill transmisPennzoil (up to 5 quarts sion I transaxel fluid
• Install new oil filter
•Check & fill
• Check air filter
differential fluid '
• Check wiper blades
• Check & fill power
• Vacuum interior floors
steering fluid
• Wash exterior
• Check & fill winds,hield
windows
washer fluid
• Check brake
• Check & fill battery
fluid level
as required
• Lubricate chassis
• Inflate tires to
as required
. proper pressure

I

.

'

Free Fluid Refills
Between Semces!

Not valid w ith any other offer. Cash value 1/10oth of a cent. Coupon must be presented
at time of service: Only valid at this location. Offer valid on most vehicles.

··------------------------------~ ·

Got a

First ti-me

TICKET? DRIVER?

Dell OptipleJC"' Desktop. Dell's OptiPlex line is designed to
be the smarfchoice for hard-to-please computer users like you.
Whether you're running complex engineering or design applications
or gaming yourself silly, OptiPle,x computers are up to the challenge.
With power. speed, memory and storage space to spare. it's a
woilder they take UP. so little space on your d~sk.
·

Dell Latitude"' Notebook. Dell Latitude notebooks meet your
wide-ranging needs head-on with performance. portabili ty and
flexibility. From full.featured models that come completely loaded to
thin. light models that are easy to carry following that strengtlT-sapping
al!-nighter, the Dell Latitude family is designed to meet all of your
requirements and keep you on the go.

Course load got you feeling sick? GPA dropping? It's definitely time to go shopping!
Stop by the UCF Computer Store for some· retail therapy. While you're there,
' be sure. to check out some of our great desktop and notebook deals, and a_s k
your sales associate about the best solution to meet your computing needs.

MLL

£..lJCF Computer

•

Store

407-8 23-5603

•

www.cstore.ucf.edu

Od, tho Ol!ll toga, Opt!Ple.x. lotit~ lnspiron, Oirncnsion &nd PowetEdge n~1r&dc.mmb Of Dell Comput«r Corporatioti. 02:001 Dell Compuri:tr Corporation. Atl rights rueNed. Oell c.nn~ be ht!l d f~spansible
(ot error• In typograptiy Of ~rapby,

'
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www.trafficschools.org
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~ .. Questions?

l-800-887~0875

.Relationship Banking At Its Best.
We thank our customers for their kind words!
"Every small business owner that is growing
their business knows the value of a strong
banking rela,tionship. At The Citizens Bank
of Oviedo, you will find that your business
~eeds will be met by a friendly, reliable staff
that is also committed to knowihg their customer on' a pers~nal level Gary.Parker, Vice
President· of The Citizens Bank of Oviedo,
was instru_mental in coordinating our recent
asset purchase of Mahonry Ice Company,
while simultaneously setfing up a checking
account for our college-bound ·daughter. Be
it la,rge or small, your financial affeir~ will
be dealt with professionally and enthusiastically. Thank yo~ once again, Citizens Bank
ofOviedo!"
Mark & Barbara Gembecki
Gembecki Mechanical Services
Mahoney Ice Company
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STUDENTS TAKING
THE EXAM:
Your PID goes here!·

j!

~

0

"'t

3 ·

Don't know your PID?
·Get it from
https: //connect.ucf.edu
or ask your instructor.

· STAFF TAKING
THE EXAM:
"X" plus your EMPLID
goes·here.
Don't know your EMPLID?
Reference the topportion
· of your time sheet or ask
yotir instructor.

INSTRUCTORS
GIVING·THE EXAM:
"Kf/Jf/J00000" goes here
to denote this test form
is the key.
Gary Parker, Mark Gembecki, Barbara Gembecki,
and Rick Smith

• Most decisions within one week
• Most loan closings within two weeks
• Personalized service and a full array of commercial loan options

The word "KEY'' should
be written on the form's
screened blank area.

.
2&@@©®@

SCORE
.AE CORE

SCORE
Member

@

FDIC

IT.'ll'rn

156 Geneva Dr.
407-365~66 1

"AESCORE

www.cboviedo.com
10 Alafaya Woods Blvd.
407-365-2212

Marketplace Mall
407-365-6611

8305 Red Bug Lake Rd.

~

.. -

407r?66-4868
----,------l....:.-...._.--~--=~----·----------.---~

No lines. No hassles.

Center aids in recruitment
of this new building.
As for I\ruczek's outstanding
bers alike are enthused about recruiting, Athletic Director
the new Wayne Densch building, Steve Orsini said, ''I don't know
but many still can't believe it how Mike recruited the quality ·
finally happened.
of stude:r;it-athletes that we have
''When we first started talk- here today with the facilities
ing about this facility five years that we had. If he can do it with
ago, we r~ally never saw any those facilities, the sky is the
light at the end of the tunne~" limit with the facilities that we
UCF head coach Mike Kruczek have now."
said. "But now, to be standing in .
Every potential student-ath- STEVEORSINI
the middle of it, it's really spe- lete, .including local talent
- ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
cial.
Steven Moffett, Kruczek invited
"Fbr years we've been talking was shown the construction site,
about ·trying to get all of the as well as the plans for the part of the plan to keep'growing
pieces of the puzzle in place and Wayne Densch building and the this program to a nationally
this was one of the final ones. It rest of the future additions to the competitive level."
The privately funded $7 milwas critical for us to get a quali- UCF athletics program. 'A s evity I-A facility for our kids to train denced during the inaugural lion facility is only the tip of the
-in and meet in and we've cer- media tour of the new building, iceberg for Orsini's plans.
tainly /gut it now." The Knights' Orsini is very proud of the ath- Throughout the next ten years,
construction will be started on a
recruiting class was ranked 46th letic department's plans.
in the nation this past off-sea"This is all part of the plan to number of projects, including a
son, the highest it has ever been show the commitment that UCF 10-12,000 person convocation
ranked. While · Kruczek has has towards the athletic pro- center and an indoor practice
always been regarded as a gre11t gram," said Orsini. ''.Absolutely, facility for football.
recruiter for this 25-year. old this is a state-of-the-art, nation- , The athletic department's
· program, he. admits that he .ally competitive facility that I plans will spend approximately
couldn't have brought in his best would be proud to show off to $110 millipn over the next ten
class ever withm~t the promise anyone in the nation. It is a key years.
FROM C1

"This is a,l .part.of
the plan ,to show
the commitment
that·UCF has towards the athletic program."

c
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IUSI ooks!
We speiialize in ·used college textbooks .
To place an. order visit our site or .give us a. call at

·1-800-691-8288

Defense looks past losses
Walker had beeq wearing a "no
contact" jersey.
· Bengals defensive end Elton
. Running back Alex Haynes
Patterson and Minnesota Vikings showed his skills against the secquarterback Dahnte Culpepper, ond string defense during a
some NFL teams were beginning scrimmage on Saturday the 16th.
to see something special in the Haynes broke out for a 75-yard
players coming out of UCF. toucpdown en route to a 104-yard
Scouts from the Miami Dolphins, day. Haynes scored the only offen- Minnesota Vikings, Jacksonville si:Ve touchdown in the scrimJaguars, Atlanta Falcons and mage. Schneider finished 10 o~ 16
New Eng1and Patriots attended for 108 yards and one intercepone of the practices. All have play- tion.
ers from UCF except the Jaguars.
"Overall, I thought the kids
Tlie defense and offense came out here and did fairly
both received serious scares dur- well," said Kruczek ''\\e obviousing the ninth practice when ly have a long way to get better
defensive lineman DeMarcus and to get to where we want to get
Johnson went down with an to. I think these kids will come out
ankle injury and Darcy Johnson here and continue to work hard
left with a knee injury. Both · and improve."
Johnsons were Usted as question. The rest of the practices
able for the Va. Tech g-ame and were spent orgmrlzing and learnwere joined two days later when ing the g-ame plan for the season
Walker reinjured his upper body. · opener. Schneider fell into a
Prior to the re-aggravation, groove with all of his receivers as
FROM C1

Defensive coordinator Bill
D'OttaYio and his defense seemed
to get better and better as the
days progressed, despite the
early injuries and all of the players being repeatedly banged up.
''The biggest thing right
now is that this is the point when
they start to get sore," sajd
D'Ottavio. ''They have to learn to
fight through that and practice
hard even when you are banged
up and bruised."
The Knights will cease
practice as classes begin, howev-·
er they will not lose the mental
and phys~ preparation that
Kruczek
and
D'Ottavio
inipressed to them over the past
few weeks:
'

,

LSAT

I'
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' WWWBUNCHESOFBOO~S.COM

year.

I

hi . her
test scores
uaranteed
.

GMAT

GRE
MCAT

I

12000 co11eu1a1e wav

11651 UnlVersttv Boulevard

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

11801 Hl'h Tech Avenue

401-243-6100 ~
1
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• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms
• ·courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily
• Outdoor Heated PoQI
and Jacuzzi

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites
I

• Full Cable with Showtime .

· • Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet·

•Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area , ·

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p

• limited Maid Service

I

• Daily Housekeeping Service

I

,· • Pet Friendly

t

• 2Meeting Rooms for ·
up to 40 People

• Room Service by Pi~~eria ,
Uno's Restaurant

'

• High Speed Internet Access
I)

OAT
PSAT
SAT

or your money back.

ACT~ ·

Per non-criminal ticket
civil infra.c tion only

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, comptete afl schequled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior official test score, you can choose to r~peat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition:* It's that simple.

Limited offer, call for details '

I

LSAT: Classes begin Sunday, September 14, 2003
GMAT: Classes.begin Sunday~ September 28, 2003
GRE:_Clas.ses begin
Wednesday, October
t, 2003 .·
.
.
MCAT: .Classes begin Wednesday, October 8, 2003
.

)

World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

THE TICKET CLINIC
WILL GO lO COURT FOR YOU

AND GUAR.ANTEES
• NO POINTS or your money bQck

(if no tickets in last 2 year~)**
• ·N o COURT ~APPEARANCES - no need for

. yo~ to appear in court (court 'cost, fines or
. driver's school may be imposedr
NOW YOU CAN HANDLE IT ALL ~y PHONE!!

NO OFFICE VISIT REQUIRED!!

•Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

**To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan's
full classroom,·tutoring, or onllne courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials within 90 days.
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he looked like he couldn't miss a
beat. He especially enjoyed
throWingto wide receiver Tavaris
Capers, whose speed will be a
dangerous weapon for UCF this

•

.
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1·BOO·KAP·TEST
kaptest.com

All major credit cards accepted

227 N. Magnolia Ave. #104, Orla~do, · FL 32801
1·800·CITATION • (407) 254~0022
www.TheTicketClinic.com
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10°/0 DISC:OUNT'1
I
I
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for all UCF Students, -, , I
: Faculty and Staff. With I
.
• . I
\
th1s coupon.
I ·

'----------'::

*Plus costs if any
**Non criminal infractions only.

1he hiring of olawyer ~ on irf1Jorlonl decision that s"9ufd not be
based solely on advertisements. Before you decide, aslc us ro send
you free written information about oyr quotifkutions md ex~en<e.
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How smart is .this: All the' textbooks you need for
up to 60%
off .retail pr:ices. And all you ·have .
' .
to do is

go to half.com and fype in the book t·i~les~ or ISBN numbers. Gotta love tQat new math . .
.
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*:Average retail price of a new college textbook: $.73
~ing

,
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'

b~sed ~ 2002 data from Follett Corp., ~sociated Press, 1127/03. Average Half.c~m college textbook price: $26 based on s ite stati~tics, Janue'iy 2003. t first tinie buyers only. Limited time offer; e>c:cludes ship-

and handling; offer subject to change or terminati9n without·prior notice. Copyright 2003 Half.com, Inc. All ri'fhts reserved. Half.com and the Half.com logo

.

are t~ademarks of Half.com, Inc. eBay and the eBay logo are registered trademark~ of eBay, Inc.
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An.othef Great .College Park Community
'

.

I

I
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CHECK OUT OUR AWESOME AMENITIES
• Tennis Courts
•Fully Fu~nished 2, 3 &.4.
, ,. .• Computer Labs ·
, Bedroom Apartments
'· ·,. • Free Tan~ing Bed
• Individual Leases
· · • Private B·aths*. • . ·
• Sand Volleyball Court ·
• Resor~ Style Pool!!
·• BBQ I Picnic Pavilion
• 3HBO's, ESPN ~.. and
• Covered Basketball
Pavilion·&FuH Size .Court · · Disney ·
~ Covered ·Parking ·
. *Restrictions Apply
• Movie Theatre & ,
Conference·Room ·
• Sparkling Spa _·
11841 Jefferson Commons Cir.
• Utilities lncludedJn Rent
· ·: Orlando, FL·32826
•Free Ether~et-in Every
401.382'.4114
Bedroom ·. ·
WWJ.V.collegeparkweb.com
,
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At 5227 E. Colonial Dr.
Great Deals on Scooters
Starting at $745

We've got•..

'

•Futons
• Futon accessories
• (;omputer desks
• Room dividers
• Dinettes, bar st!)ofs,
coffee tables and much morer

STUDENT SPECIAL!!!

$ 50 OFFit you present a student

ID

. No Motorcycle .D l * No Insurance Required
Easy.Parking~lots of Fun
·
'

<l

FREE Layaway• FREE 90 DayJinancing
~~---'-----~t--~--------------:..-----------·----·---

Present student or
teacher ID for

iFREEI
!
Mattress Upgrade or Cover

;

10%
OFF
'-----,.,------'"----------.;-------------------------·-·
;

tel: 407-658~()b~~

.

I
I

with Purchase of any Futon Package
not volid with any other offer.
With coupon . .Expires 12-31-03

I

I
I

()

Purchase a day pass and use our
gear free. Includes: shoes,
harness and belay device.
Valid 'l"ith coupon only.
One per person
0

f)

Do-wn_ -with rot=t:en_ rat=ion_s ..
Instead, how about: so..H.e
g~od tc:,od? _FRE£.
Her~'s the deal. You come to Crispers, we give yo·u .
free food. Simple.

Just bring in the coupons, treat yourself to a garoen fresh '
gourmet salad or hearty stacked sandwich ove~- $4, and ·
we'll give you soup. Or an ice cream dessert. Or a cup of
our incredible Nibblers. You pick. .
We figure you deserve more than the previously mentioned rotten rations . .
After all, proper diet is important wh~ri you're studying, partying, taking exams, partying, going to
class, and partying. So try one of our gourmet-recipe salads, like the newTl1ai Fusion that puts a
. world of sensatio.:.ia1 flavQrs right on your salad fork. Or the Crispers Original sandwich, with
honey smoked turkey, butterkase cheese, apple slices, cranberry hors~radish spread, and red
onions. It's not your average lunch on a bun:·
.

'> .

Then, check out our 12 varieties of soups, chowders and gurr:ibos.
Dessert? You . want dessert? Okay. Creamy ch~esecakes, rich layer cakes, cookies and 'brownies,
plus rich sundaes and real milkshakes made with Publix Premium Ice Cream.
Down with paltry portions. Treat yourself to Crispers ... and get soup or dessert FREE.

...

WE GOTYOUR GOURMET RIGHT H•R•.
Visit our two locations soon ...and watch for new Crispers restaurants
opening all over Central Florida. That: means fresh, delicious gourmet:
lunches and dinners are right: around the corner. Plus, everything on
our menu is available for takeout:, which helps when you're
pulling all those all-nighters.• To see all our menu selections,
click on ~.crispers.com.
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436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN

VVATERFORD LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL

WINT•R PARK

ORLANDO

ph (407) 673-4100

ph (407) 482-4727

MON .-SAT. 10:30AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 6 PM

MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM
4_.

WATERFORD

_,.,

REGAL 20
THEATRES

\_Cr'f.S~ers7
ALA FAYA

i
N

>-

1-

.,,

...""
C>

CIC

w

>

z

:::>
436

•••

\__Cr'f.s~er~7
SEMORAN BLVD.

if:

y L-----------------------:<;.....------------------------------------------------~----~
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FOOD & PHARMACY

..
ii>

Max Cola
12 Pack Cans,
Selected ·

Varieties '

·

.

Lay's·Potato Chips

$

12 oz.,
Sel~ct~d

5 for
~

1

Var~et1es

. Hamburger Helper

SAVE.UP TO $2.99 ON 2

I :{I j'i l(CJ Ji I

,

Varieties

• FREE.I

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

IO

6.4 - 8.25 oz.,
Selected-

'for

•

SAVE UP TO $16.30 ON 10

Zephyrhills Spring Water .van Camp's Pork & Beans .
24/16.9 oz.,
Selected
Varieties ·

·•

~

15 oz.,

~

SAVE UP TO $8.99 ON 2

-:
· FREE!

•

SAVE UP TO $1.37 ON 3
.

I

·Armour
Premi,um ,
.Meat
Franks ·

Snnbeam
Straight~ning Iron

or Lighted Mirror
Mid-Siu Turbo or Travel

Size, #SBPC30/#SBPC35.
#SBPC90C (Straight)
#SBPC90C (Mirror)

Coors Light ·
20 Pack,
Bottles

Seleeted
Varieties·

. Hair Dryers,

$

99

•

SAVE UP TO $2.50 PACK

Men's and
, Women's
Assorted
Socks ·

16 oz. Package

BUY ONE AT $2.99

Sterilite
Storage .
Crates

11 Pair,
Selected Varieties
,

White

Power Bar
or Balance
Bars

Sterilite Storage

GET TWO

FREE

Conair Stylers
Conair Straightener •
#CS15CS

' .

·sav,,;,on
Saline
Solution

~~-

.J,11011 A ,(A,,,
I·

""'

Conair Big Curls
Iron/Brush

Box, Bajer Pop
Open Hamper or
Counter.Top
Ironh;ig board

L.97-2.3 oz., Selected
Varieties

12 oz.

P<:B600CS

Conair 4 .in I Styler .

54 Quart Pop Open Hamper

'

~-~Mi

#CS.9CS

•Rl--

. ",.. ... '"·.

•Sb>!d
•Hut(llloirlnoO
Dl<lllfed!Oll

~

$

IOfor 10

•

SAVE UP TO $3-90ON10

>
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.Model #T2000W

Steam/Dry Iron
Model#3302

YOUR CHOICE

Coffee Grinder· ·
Model#1119
I

Hand Mixer
Model#l778

Mini Food Chopper
Model#ll22

Tall Can O~ener ,

Model #2249

· · -.

1"

·

•
I

ea.

Prlces & Items Effective 8125/03 "9f2/03 At
·1425 Tus~awilla Road, W'mter Springs, 80 W. Mitchell,.Hammock Road, Oviedo,
517 S. Semoran Blvd., W'mter Park, l 0250 Curry Ford Road, Orlando & 11750 East Colonial Drive, Orlando & Locations Only.
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Manress & Box
Twin Set ....$88.88
Full Set · ....$148.88

l'l!

Chest

,,

$39.88

;.

Completely
Assembled
Roller Drawers

Queen Set .$178.88

National Brand

'))

~

Manv Desks to
Choose From

Dresser, Mirror,
Headboard
'

Framed

$88.88 ,

$299.8·8

An
$6.88
Many to Choose From
Glass Fronts

5Piece
Dinette

$88.88
Computer Desk

Room Packages
?pc living ... $699.88
1Ope bedroom$699.88

.
- TV Stands ......$15.88
Canopy Bed ....$49.88
· 3pc Tables .... ..$66.88
Bar Stools (Swivel) $25.88
Bunkbed .. ~ ...$149.88
Sofa ..........$255.88
5'6" Bookcase . ~ .$49.88
3 panel divider ...$44.88
Chair & Ottoman .$39.88
Desk Chair (Swivel) $19.88
Vanity & Bench ..$44.88
Headboard .....$12.88

Chest: $119.88 Nightstand: $99.88

LamPS

$12.88
4 Colors

'

Carsons Furniture and B.e,d ding

.•
- •••
~· .. '_

'

'

'

,,.

r '

·

6013 East Colonial Drive, Near The Intersection of Semoran Blvd. (436) & Colonial Dr. (SO).
Across from Home Depot.
-,....,..,....
·Estamos Fre.nte A Home Depot. Cerca Semoran.
- ......_.,,.,, .
Hours: Mon.-Sat.: 9am-9pm • Sun.: 12 Noon-6pm

(407) 277-0808

u~L · _ ~· '-

i/ll)l

. (I}LW<HJe W YCJ.e
t/125)

,,

&O:f!M
We Specialize·in:
l

. Abdominoplasty • Breast Augmentation
Breast Lift• Breast Reduction
.
Liposuction • Rhinoplasty, and much more..•
.
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· on any surgery with fhiS couPon ·i
I

FREE mini-facial w/ booked procedure
.

'i
I

-----------------------~---------------------·

·www.drtomt.com ·
..
www.celebchoice.com
'

407-740-TOMT
,407-740-8668 ..('.?~ -

I
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OUR STANCE

..

American fl~s· draw
nat,iorutl exposure
to worthy issue
'u
"

)

I'

CF's media exposure has jumped dramat- .
Opponent's of the measure have cited the cost
iaally this summer, thanks to a student. - accusing ROCK of wasting student money on
launched crusade .to put flags in every
something not all st\ldents will benefit from.
classroom. The self.:.described non-parti- . This argument is valid, but wben most of the
, san student group Rebuilding on a Conservative : SGA's expenditures don't benefit every student,
Kornerstone has asked the Student Goveirnment like when they give the outdoors club money for
Association for $3,140 to fund the project.
a campout, the argument loses strength.
Some have claimed that anyone who supOpposition to the project from students and
groups who fear the flag project as too costly or ports flags in the classroom is caving-in to peer
: nationalistic has sparked nation!tl interest, with pressure,·and that fear of appearing un. ROCK president and project founder Heather
American .has driven, much of tbe flags-in-the. Smith fielding calls from radio and television
classrooms initiative.
·
·
To believe that, you have to already believe
, stations across the country. ·
the flag has a concrete symbolic meaning-.in
Interest in this story will likely peak this
Thursday, when the SGA Senate convenes for a
this case, pro-war and pro-Bush propaganda.
final vote on the issue. If the measure passes,
It doesn't have any set meaning. Regardless
flags·will soon start appearing across campus. If of what:issues are driving the flag initiative, five
~ it fails, flags may start appearing anyway years from now those issues won't be hanging
ROCK has made an appeal for donations to fund from the walls - the flags-will.
When the United States flag was created
' the project independent of SGA'.s pockets.
The Future has visited this issue once
more than two centuries ago, it was meant to
· • already, but due to an exceptional volume of letsymbolize one thing- the unification of sepaters about the flag story, we are issuing a follow- rate states into one nation.
up opinion.
Since its birth, the flag has taken on a differFlags in the classrooms are still a good idea,
ent meaning for every cause it's been used to
1 but there is a good deal of controversy over the
promote. Today, it has as varied a meaning f!.S
symbolism of the flag, and its role in the classever, with a common root - unity.
' room environment..
.
When any student, international or
The image of the American flag means many American, views the flag as oppressive, it's
: things to many people. To ROCK, it may be a
unfortunate. Opponents of the flag initiative .
·have said it will stifle. free speech in the classsymbol of support for America's troops over' seas. America has a history of increased flagroom, because it will remind those in its pres_.waving during popular wars, like the original
ence of the g~vernment.
.
The obvious irony i~ that America is founded
Persian Gulf War and World War II; in these
on freedom of expression; if anything, the flag
instances, the flag is used as a symbol of unity.
·Those opposed to war might write on, burn,
should remind students that we live in a country
or otherwise desecrate the flag, symbolically
where speech isn't ·stifled - even if it's speech
in opposition to the government.
distancing themselves froµi the government.
Conversely, those who support the governBecause the flags will hang in halls of k::nowl,_.'m ent might see the flag as a symbol of their
edge, coinmunication and understanding, they
support. Some people directly relate the flag
coul not be more at home. There is hardly a
more perfect environment. The flag initiative,
with the Bush administration - supporting the
flag, to them, means supporting George W
with a·modest request of $3,140, is an inro{periBush.
sive, worthwhile project.
~
,

•

OUR STANCE

SchWarzeqegger's
~: inCxp~rience makes
:him pet(ect candidate
·w

ith the rechll election looming six weeks too long in the problems inherent in traditional
in the future, California's gubernatorial
politics. He presents himself as a strong leader
race is becoming a mammoth political
who isn't afraid to speak his mind. His claim of
·
spectacle. At the center: Arnold
.
being too rich to be corrupted by money doesn't
Schwarzenegger. The bodybuilder turned actor
say much though, as many politicians enter
turned political anomaly.is making his first bid
office a8 already wealthy men and women before
· for public office, ·and looks to be making a strong being swayed by the promise of even more
one. Along with Lt. Gov. Cruz Busta.lnante, the
money.
Terminator is one of the top candidates in a
Despite these concerns, his brief po~tical his-'
freakishly large (even for California) field of 135 . tory speaks well of his devotion to the welfare of
hopefuls. ·
the people. He served on the president's Council
What impresses about Schwarzenegger is
on Fitness, led several after-school programs,
what he doesn't have: any experience as a politi- and helped pass Proposition 49 - an amendcian. That alone would also make another 35
ment that created funding for after-school promillion Californians seem ideal candidates, but
grams for children.
1 Mr. "Total Recall" also lacks something which
His experience in improving the fitness of
•.,most of the candidates have: anonymity. Of the
America's youth, however, doesn't say much
. current candidate field, only a half dozen or so
about his ability to solve California's biggest
. are recognizable outside of Sacramento.
issue right now: the $38 billion deficit the state
• Schwarzenegger, on the other hand, is arguably
has seen·increase yearly during Gray Davis'
ii
-.the most well known actor in the world, thus
tenure as governor.
.
making him arguably the most well known perSch"{arzenegger has so f~ skirted the issue
• son in the world. As we in a :Western culture
of his plans to fix the budget crisis, saying the
know, fame can mean a lot when it comes to get- publi<l doesn't care about details, and he could
ting your way, and Schwarzenegger could use
be right. He says the public wants strong leaderthis to blaze his way into the governor's office.
ship, without worrying about the intricacies of
So why would a political outsider be a good
the leaders-hip role - a wise insight into the
choice to command a state that has the fifthpublic psyche. With strong economic 'advisers
largest economy in the world? Because, due to
like Warren Buffet and former Secretary of State
his lack of experience with the mutual backGeorge Schultz, he looks to have the economic
scratcb.µig of special interest groups and politiaspect of the governorship covered.
cians, he's a much cleaner candidate. As
Among a slew of candidates representing the
Schwarzenegger puts it, "We have a disastrous
old way of thinking in politics, Schwarzenegger
situation. It should be the public's interest first.
represents a fresh start for California. The very
What they have is self-interest and special inter- things his opponents may use against him - his
est first and we have to change all of it around."
lack of experience (coupled with his refreshing
Though he, of course, could be susceptible to
honesty) and unwillingness to detail his plans
the same pressures to which other politicians
for the economy- mak~ him the perfect man to
have succumbed, Schwarzenegger represents a
pump up the governor's office after the total
, fresh start for a state that has beeri mired for
recall.

Got an opinion?
The Future encourages comments from readers. letters to the editor should not exceed

300 words and must include full name and phone number. We may edit for length,
grammar and style. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,.submit them online
at www.UCFnews.com or fax them t?t407-447-4556. Ques~ions? Call 407-447-4555.
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·READER VIEWS

American flag hijacked by political trend
In response to your July
16 issue's preoccupation with
flags in classrooms (being
mentioned on four separate
pages of a 20-page issue), I
· must say: back off. A flag is
not proof of patriotism.
Displaying it has become a
self-indulgent excuse for nar- ·
row-millded people to excuse
their·ignorance, lack of tolerance, and other negative
behavior displayed by our
president and mirrored by
politicians and political neophytes alike in recent

months.
for and who helped us on our
If UCF had flags in every
, journey to becoming a world
classroom before the invasion superpower.
- I mean, war - in Iraq, or
Perhaps the Progressive
perhaps· before the terrible
Council or ROCK should at
least be trend-setters by
events of Sept. 11, I would
have heartily agreed to the
insisting a bald eagie be
proposal. However, the flag
placed in every classroom. Or
lias now become bastardized
.how about this: allow every
student to feel more patriotic
by tWo groups - liberal and
conservative - as a trendy
by distributing some of those
tug-of-war over which politiBenjamins back into our
cal partY is more patriotic.
pockets.
To limit the flag to an
object of a petty fad is to for-HEIDI A. DE ~IES
. get what this coqntry stands
Journalism

International students need reality check
Is this true? Is there actu,ally a debate over the possibility of offending interna- ·
~ional students by flying the ·
Ame:i;ican flag in the classrooms at UCF? Grab your
atlas1 find the United States .
. of America, locate Florida
(lower right corner), find
Orlando (center of the state),
and then find UCF. Unless
aliens have already infiltrated ·and taken the land, UCF
is still a part of the United
States of America, and
hence, it should be OK to fly
the flag of said nation in
your classrooms.
If you're really afraid of
offending international students, you could request the
international admissions
office to remind pro~pective

students prior to their
arrival that they are coming
to America to attend classes.
That realization ,should help
them >a,void the awkwardness
of suddenly discovering that
they are taking1classes in
this big, intimidating foreign
country; where the flag of the
United States will likely be
proniinently displayed in
their classrooms, among
other.places both public and
private. Be sure t<;> explain
other peculiar behaviors like
singing the national anthem,
and citing the pledge of alle- ·
giance. When the brave souls
finally arrive, welcome them
to our fine land. Then, take
the time to teach your new
friends to speak better
English al).d learn· our cul-

ture.
The truth is, international
students from every corner
of the earth embrace the
chance to attend colleges
and universities in this country. They recognize that it is
indeed a great privilege. Why
wouldn't they expect to see
American flags in the class-:.
rooms in the USA? If you
went to their homeland,
wouldn't you expect to see
their flags in those classrooms? If our flag is considered offensive or intimidating to any students, from any
country - including ours perhaps those applications
should be sent elsewhere.
-DIANA CHRISTENSON

Madison, Ala.

Intimidated students picked the wrong country
Are you students who
if you have to feel "intimidatprotest the presence of this
ed" and distressed by the simnation's flag aware of what
ple display 9f national pride
country you're in? It certainly
with something such as our
seems the fact has slipped
flag- and in·a public place,
your minds. I have to conclude by the way: a state university.
that kerica is a great place
. Should we perhaps tone down
for you to belong to as citizens, or hide our July 4th celebraor visit as foreigners, as far as
tions, as well? Our Veteran's
educational opportunities,
Day tributes_? Our Memorial .
careei; opportunities, and our
Day remembrances of our past
various other freedoms,
soldiers? Would this help ·
because you certainly take
lesse~ the terrible "intimidation" you feel is so unfairly levadvantage of all of this. But
eled upon you, because you
obviously the USA is not good
enough for you when it comes
have to be subjected to a view
to acknowledging this nation
of our flag when you are in our
through display of our national state university classrooms?
flag. I
.I f you indeed have such an
Maybe our country isn't .
aversion to the display of our·
really good enough for you,
national flag(and aren't, of
· and groups like you, at all. Not
course, merely trying to gain

par-

attenti9n for yotir group's
ticular slant), I have to wonder
and quite frankly be concerned where your loyalties lie
- and question whether you
really do, and would, support
what this country stands for.
Because if you don't, why are
-you here? Regardless of what
nation you legally claim as
your own, why are you here?
Help me and other concerned
Americans understand how it
is that you want so badly to
renounce our' flag- that you
can honestly say this tri-colored rectangie of material
means violence and fascism to
you.
--BAABARA P. BARKER

Jacksonville

ROCK on!
Y'all are on target. If you
weren't doing the right thing,
no one would be questioning
what y'all are doing.
Stay the course, he polite
about your issue, and you will

.

taste victory. Once your story
hits the airwaves and trueblue Americans hear about it,
they will line up with you.
Getting the American population, especially the miµ.tary;

behind you will give you the
edge. Thank you for standing
up for what you believe in.
-CARL LODRINI

Retired Air Force

Senior breakS barrier as first black Miss Florida
What barrier? Is there
really a bias against black
woman competing in the
Miss Florida Pageant? If so

how come it wasn't discussed? If not then why
choose the word barrier to
describe her remarkable

accompli~hment?

-MICHAEL DEPOUW

Computer science

h insurance, a call for
elp isn't always a good.call
your 4tsurer, and wait for
either to show-up. After a grueling few hours of interviews,
, papers, and statements, it's
time to head back home. ·
A few weeks later, after
·paying your deductible, getting·
"""'-'.,..---------' · the respective repair checks or
JERROD ROCKHILL
reimbursements and fixing
contributing Writer
your rather minor damage, ·an
insurance statement arrives.
It's the end of the month;
With caution, you slowly
slaughter the.envelope and
bills are already lining my
tear out the gored remains to
mailbox. If you're like me,
managing your account as
find out that your premium
has gorie up a few hundred
well as paying all these bills
dollars for one to three years.
on time is a part time job in
· You can't cancel your insuritself. Since my checks are
ance, because·you,can't drive
pretty .J'IlUCh rubber coated,
nioney,;Js the biggerissu~ i:q_ . without lt. ,SitiJchihg_ ccjmpapaying t ms."' ' .
.
nies won't savEl you much .
Uruortunately; insuranGe
,·' .eit)ler if you do.get in an acci. dent, so ·you just take the hit
consumes nearly half my
monthly .ihcome, and if .I were ., and pay more, in 'tbis case far:
to get into a,n accident, Rani.en more in th~ long run than the
Noodles wouldn't even be a
cost of.the accident.
budget cutting idea, as l ·prob·. Halft)lf;l r~ason insurance
is so high is because we're
ably couldn't afford to eat. ,
·Insurance.
.
young-;-- we're statistically
It's.nearly.a requirement to more ~ely to get in accidents
because of combined inexperihave to live, and if you drive a
car:, it is legally.required.
ence behind the wheel and
So put yourself in this
hormones that niak:e us do stu·pid things with cars.
hypothetical situation: Yott're
getting done wit)i a busy day .
This is why our generation
is getting the blame for the
running errands and class.
Start the car,·shift into ~ar,
insm;ance crisis we see today:
a cycle of accidents, lawsuits,
and slowly back up. At the
same time, the person you just and increased,premiums.
crossed paths with in the
Everyone sees that we get. · '
parking lot is doing the same . in more accidents, so we're
exact thing.
why insurance comp~es
Wham! You just hacked into have to charge more, to recoup
each other.
what we're- costing them.- The
trouble is, we're not the ones
How do you han,dle such a
:nµnor accident? You're sup· filing the lawsuits, the part of
posed to notify the authorities, the cycle that costs insurers

the most. The older generations are doing all that suing.
'Col}.ege students can't
afford attorneys, and'we can't
afford to fight insurance companies. We take what they give
us, and pay what they demand
of us.
Aside from being financially
unable to sue an insurance
company; we also statistically
die in a.ccidents more often,
and dead people don't sue
anyone. .
I shouldn't be respop.sible
to pay $200 a month because ·
the people before me thoughtlessly sued each other over
bent fenders, scraped paint,
and caved-in doors.
· Two h~dred dollars a
month to make a few trips to
school, the grocery store, and
the occasional trip to the video
store is blatantly and legally ·
robbing you blind. With the
price of gas and payments on
a $16,000 auto loan to pay; I
don't see how.the.corporate
sector expects us to ever be
fl.nancially independent from
our aging near-retirement parents:
·
·
·
I say the next minor, accident, you skip the phone call
to your insurer. After all, you ,
can buy a moped for the price
of a ·deductible. It'll probably
save you a few hundred dollars in the long run. .
That possibly could be bad
advice, but if money is in the
best interest of everyone, you
should make it yours as well.
Jerrod Rockhill can be reached at·
jerrod@udnews.com
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The Future needs a columnist!
Are you a first semesterfreshman
with a lot on your mind?
Do you want to share your thoughts
on the transition to college life?
E-mail lifestyles@UCFnews.com
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Open-minded
Friendly
Diplomatic.

Are You?·oo

Cb:, Do, You Like?
.

.

Lead ,_ Conversation.Houri
o Facilitate small group discussions
with UCF Jntemational Students
o One~hour vo~unteering sessions
o.Wednesdays and Thursdays from
12:00 - 1:OO or 1:00 - 2:00
o Starts .September 10 & 11

(407) '8~3.5515

talk to Lucja .

cmms@mai,.ucf.edu
\.

~ Center for Mu~ilingual

'

M-

The Ce11/ra/ flJJrldo F11/ure is a free independent C2lllp!IS newspaper sening the Unil'e!'Sity of Centr.d Bodda Opinions in tbeFt1h1re are those of the lndMdual columnlsl and not nea:.\sarlly those of
the erlitntttl stiff or the University Admiiustration. All oorueru is propeny of tbe Ce11lrol Rorido Future and may not be iwctnted in pan ot in whole wjtbotrt pennlsslon frOm the

Multicultural Studies

•

. UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
OFFICE . OF STUDENT CONDUCT

Interested?

.

,

Are you interested in helping educat~ students .on their
rights and responsibilities as University community members,
fa~ilitating 'an understanding of the balance ~etween individual
and community rights, and promoting a safe and inclusive .
atmosph.e re conducive to student'success? The Office:'.·ot, ~
Student Conduct
is looking ' for UCF community members who
.
are dedica~ed to these prjnciples to serve on the 2003-2004 .
Student Conduct Review Board .. Board members serve annual
.te.rrns beginning and ending iff August;
/

A&

'

'

~~~

'
''

t

I

.

,

'
Qualifications

•

.

Any undergraduate, graduat~
stud~ht,
faculty
or staff .
4
.
.
·m ember in good standing with the .University is eligible to . . ·
·appl_y. Applicants must uphbld all University policies. Other
requirements include the ability to work ~ell w'ith oth~rs,- /
sensitivity and respect for others, openness ·to differen.ces,
willingness to take part in ass~ssment projects, and ttie
ability to mainta.in' strict confidentiality of aH student conduct
·
·
·
information.
·~.~

.

More information ·
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+

. Check out our website, stop by our office in the Stutjent
Resource Center, room. 154, or call us at 407-823-2581 . .

Applications are due

by 5 p.m. on August 28, 2003.
J

Apply Online:

www.osc.sdes.ucf.edu

I CARD SERVICES

PRINTING SERVICES

OFFICE PLUS

I

OfAce Plus

Card Services

.Services/Products:

UCF Student ID Card

Prlntln Services
Student Copy Center
3 ¢ black & white copies

Color copving
Fa>£ services
Transparencies
Laminating
GBC ~inding

Posters
Newsletters
.Brochures
Invitations·
Busines$ cards
Graphic design

LOCATED IN THE JOHN T. WASMltlGTON CENTER

University of Central Florida

12. Student Grievance Procedure

}

1. Golden Rule Review Comittee
• Extensive revisions to how the GRRC is
composed and to the proposal process.

3. S:tudent Conduct Review Process
• Selection ot'the Conduct Board be
done by the Office of' Student Rights and ·
Responsibilities-anti not the Vice President
of Student Devcl'opn1cnt and Enrollment
Services as that person is the final person in
the Appeals Process

11. Student Academic Behavior
• B.4.b: An assistant or associate dean in the
college appropriate to the case will hear tha.
appeal and render the' opinion in t 0 clays or
provide a reason why the dea~tline could not

I lhcit 'D rugs and the Abuse of Alcohol

Change the word nrnrijuana to cannabis.
• Insert the state1nent "This inf"ormation was
inserted in order to comply with the Federal
Drug-Free Workplace Act" at beginning of
section C

· organization. "

16. Event M .anagement
•New ru es for posting signage.

New Section:
18. Student Communication Responsibility Policy

15. Student Activities and
Organizations
• Changed words "'An incident of rnisconduct·
occurs on pren1·ises" to "A violation occurs on
prc1n iscs."
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
• Added sentence t9 end of paragraph "The
OFFICE OF STUDENT RIGHTS
Office of Student Activities will have copies
AND RESPONSIBILITIES
of the Golden Rule available for student
www. osrr.sdes. ucf. edu

for load, fashion and films, Ovieilo Marketplace is your 'destination for lunJ
After Hours Formalweor
American Eagle ·
Amy's Hallmark
Ann Taylor Loft
Aun~e Anne's ,
Barbaro Nolan Market Research
Barnes & Noble Booksellers
Barnie's Coffee &Tea Co.
Bath &Body Works
Bed Bath & Beyond
Ben &Jerry's
Bobby Allison Wireless
Bor-lom Oriental
Bourbon Street Candy Co.
Brookstone
Burdines
Burdines Salon
Carhon Cards
' Casual Corn~r/Petite Sophisticate
Cha Cho Coconuts
Chamberlin's Market & Cafe
Champs Sporting Goods
Cha~otte Russe
Chick Al-A

- Otizen'~ B~nk of Oviedo
Oaire's Accessories
Dillard's
Dollar Tree
. Bectronics Boutique
Express
Footlocker
Footlocker · KIDS
Foo~ocker -IADIES
For Your Entertainm_ent (FYE)
. Gadzooks
Gap/Gap Kids
General Nutrition Center (GNC) .
•Godiva Chocolatier ·
Gordon's Jewelers
Gymboree
Heaven~ Perfumes
Icing by Oaire's
Jos. A. Bank
Journeys
K*B Toys
Kay's Jewelers
Kel~'s Cajun Grill
Kirkland's

NOW OPEN!

· (reoffng ~des ~qc ;book 5toro
·nmP,m:cf$ ltalir.m Cafe
~tels

Phorogmphy
ff Vs "liow Sou1h tRestaurpnf & Bar
Jeorr.s enter

Lo Maison Diamonds

Limtted Too
Marks & Morgan Jewelers
Master Cuts
Master Wok
Merle Norman Cosmetics
• Nail Eltte
· ·Optical Outlet
' Oxford Jewelers
f
Pacific Sunwear
Payless ShoeSource
Pearle V'rsion
Piercing Pagoda
Pizzeria Regina
Planet X
Primal Accents
Radio Shock
Rave
Regal Gnemas 22
Regis Salon
Ritz Camero
Santiago's Mexican Express
Sari<u Japan
Sears

Sears Auto Center
Select Comfort
, Smoothy Bee
Spencer Gifts
Sports Fan Attic
. Subway
Sunglass Hut
The Children's Place
The Shoe Dept.
. Tinder ~ox
T-Mobile
Trade Secret
USS Extreme
Victoria's Secret
V'rtamin World
Wet Seal
Zales

•
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CLASSIFICATIONS
100 HelpWanted:General
125 Help Wanted: Sales/Maiketing
150 Help Wanted: Part·T1111e
175 Help Wanted: Full-Time
200 For Rent: Homes
225 ForRent:Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 ForSale:General
325 For Sale: AutomotiYe
350 ForSale:Homes

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential. Looking for
exciting and outgoing people.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800·965-6520 ext 107.
ATTENTION CRAFT LOVERS:
Assemble Nifty Craft Products - FT/PT
Earn $50 to $300 per week. Call today,
start tomorrow. Se Habla Espanol.
Call 813-681-7837 today!..
8 am - 6 pm & a;:;k for Connie.

Part-time assistant wanted.
Pay negotiable either by piece work or
commensurate with experience. Access
to word processing facility needed.
Transportation expenses may be
included. Please telephone Gary Deeb
407-896-6757 to set an appointment.
Start your own Fraternity!
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for men to start
a new Chapter. If you are interested in
academic success, a chance to network
and an opportunity to.make friends in a
non-pledging Brotherhooq, e-mail:
zbt@zbtnational.org or call 800-431 -9674.
Longterm F tutor tor 2nd grader.
Reading/Math/Spelling.
Mon - Thur. p.m. Speech/lang.
background" Rollins area. Wages neg.
Call evenings 407-898-3833.
Freelance Writer Wanted for new ethnic
home publication. Write feature articles
and section articles. Start immediately.
Neg. rate per story. Call 407-247-6152

ACTIVISTS WANTED
For campaing to increase Florida's min.
· wage. Earn $250-400/wk and improve
the lives of working families in Florida.
Call Joey @ 407-254-5912 for interview.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are availabjp for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841 -7275
, Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

$19.95/Mo. Returns $37k/Mo.
All you need is computer access.
Work part-time or full-time!·
No selling! No phone calls!
E-mail Greg gcs699@yahoo.com
FEMALE MODEL SEARCH
Magazine • Print - Calendars
Newcomers welcome
(407) 884-0340
.
phot og@appleisp.nef

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Pliom~: (407) 4474555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556 .
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court1.Suite 115

5.p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
• 5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

400 Services
450 Retal
500 Ewnts:Campus
525 Events: Greek Life
550 Ewnts: Of'H'ampus
600 Travel
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 lost&Found

OFFICE ADDRESS

3361 Rouse Rd.,
Suite 115
Orlando, FL 32817

Babysitter Wanted
for 2 girls ages 6 and 2. Ideally edu.
major, refs, and own transportation.
2-3 evngslmo. Must be responsible,
loving, wholesome, ·a nd non-smoker.
$81hr; 4·5 hrs. ea. time. Near UCF,
Call Treva at 407·568·8547 or email
tabel@mailsouth.com.
SALES PROFESSIONAL
·our client list features some of the most
progressive campaigns in the world, ar\d
our gowth is averaging more than 30°io
each year. We are THE EVENT
SOURCE, one of the country's premier
corporate special events companies. We
need key sales talent to create more
opportunities. This high-profile role will
est. new partnership and develop existing
relationships through persistent sales
skills. Creativity, exceptional drive and a
proven sales ability will offer the select
candidate the opportunity for outstanding
compensation. Fax your reply, incl. sales
tiistory, to 407-857-7666 or e-mail
asmith@theeventsource.net

Busy Nature's Table Cafe in UCF area
hiring friendly, clean cut employees able
to work well under pressure. Positive
Attitude a must! Need 20'+ hrs per week.
No Sundays. Call after 2 pm for Camille
, or Kathy @407-514-6999.
Independent Sales Rep for new ethnic
home publications. Worl< your own hours
and start immediately! Commission
salary. Call 407-247-&152.
Females who smoke socially needed for
confidential phone interview. Selected
callers earn $40> Leave name and .
number, your call will be returned.
1-888-355-0322 Toll Free.
PIT Nanny needed. Child care exp. a
must, N/S, and CPR cert. pref. 3 days/
wk, $6.50/hr, care for 1 yr. old in my
home in .Altamonte. Call 407-290-5672
before 7:30 p.m.
PART TIME WEB DEVELOPER
NEEDED
We are looking for a part time web
developer to assist 9n a per project
basis. Must have excellent php, mysql 1
and flash experience. Please email
resume to sales@clienttech.com.

WAREHOUSE/EVENT LEAD
Quickly pull and stage advance orders for
rapidly growing Special Event Co in
Orlando. Exceptional organizational and
leadership skills a plus. Must be hard working, hands-on professional. Clean driving
record req. Potential for travel and growth.
Attitude more important than exp. If you
want to get in with a company - be recognized, work hard and make a difference,
don't wait to call. 407-855-0229 one-mail
asmith@theeventsource.net

Seeking Experienced Sitter
Sitter needetl to care for 16 mth. old son
on Tues/Thurs afternoons in Sanford
home. Ref. required. Call 407-323-9647
for interview.
GET PAID FOR INTER~ET
·
RESEARCH!!
Part lime, Mornjngs or afternoons
duties inclu: internet data research &
capture. Private Otfice .$8/hr M-F, located
in Winter Park. Call 407-647-9200

PITA PIT IS HERE!
For great PT employment, please call
407-380-2333 or apply within across
from UCF next to Smoothie King in
Collegiate Village.

,.

Now Hiring All Positions! $12/Hour!
Visit us and Begin Work Today!
Excellent Pay, Easy Work!
www.studentworknow.homestead.com

·FREE WEIGHT TRAINING
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
fem~le volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
examine.how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.
P~rticipants

Babysitter for up to 2 kids, 6 mo. & 5 yrs.
F Preferred 20-30. Ref. needed. UCF
area. Contact 407-381-217~ .

E3artending Training Provided.
/, 1-800-293-3985 ext. 602

Customer Service Reps PIT
No exp. necessary but always a plus. ·
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type @
ample 5peed. Located near Orlando 'int
Airport. Flexible Schedule + great pay.
AM/PM positions available. Call Brandon
@ 407-243-6150 •EXT 2118
or email @ bbrady@gosafco.com

•
•

24 supervised training sessions
MRI scans of the upper arms

•

$125

Min. 20 hrlwk. Type wo~d/
wordperfect. Word processingllegal
doc. $8/hr. Raises avail. Flex. sched. .
ChuluotalOvledo area.
1
Call Dr. Miiller 407-366-6413.

·I

Winter Spring~/Oviedo - Mothers
Helper/Nanny - 8 mo. old twins (boy/girt),
light laundry, dishes, prep baby meals.
Avail. Tues & Thurs. ·
E-m.ail resume to: sam@plannedbiz.com.

Christian pabysitter to watch an adorable
18 mo. old in my home near Winter· Pk.
Village. Must be avail. Thur. AM.
Approx. 20 hrs./wkly. $7/hr.
Contact Maralee McKee 407-868-5392.
I

. Baby Sitter, M-F, 3:30-6:00 ·
Car and references a must
Near UCF, Big 1-jouse, Pool
Free Rm.Bd Avail. Debra
dflorence@icaadjusters.com
or 407-497-8461.
Need extra cash?
$500 - $1500 PfT.
Free information.
www.everything2gain.com

F. 18-27 yr. old. 3 bedroom/ 2 bath home.
Oviedo area/5 mins. from UCF.
Safe, quiet neighborhood.
Inexpensive/negotiable Rent. New appl.
W/D. 2 car gar. Call 407-977-5951.
Cheap Living!!! $415/mo. incl. util.,
wireless Internet, cable, and W/D. Clean,
laid back, resp.-student preferred.
Call Eric @ (407) 482-0864.

4/2, 2000 sq. ft. house,
· 2c gar, Cassell!Jerry, lwn/pest control incl,
.spa, FP, W/D, AC, C fa,ns, semi-tile, scr
patio, REDUCED $1350/m, move-in
special. Prudential 407-628-5458.

Female roommate needed to share
condominium 12 min. from UCF.
Furnished for fall seme,ter.
$4751mo Incl elec. Call Marisa at
954·240-7140 or 954·581-5981

'
Master Bedroom
($450)
or standard bedroom ($400) for rent
includes all in' spacious HOME with
pool. 5 mlns from UCF. Security
$100. Call 407·673-0715 and leave
a message with the best time to call
you back.
1bed/bath avail. Goldenrod area. Female
pref. N7S and no pets,please.
Call 407- 719-7562.
2· Rooms for rent in 3/2 house located 3
miles from campus @ University Blvd.
and Dean Rd. Pool table room, and
basketball court in backyard. $375/
month Call .,Julia 407-679-6445

LOOK
3 rooms avail. In a large' house close
to UCF. Incl. in ground pool;. W/D,
full kitchen. Female Only.
$350/mnth. + split util.
Call 407-380-8772.

2 rooms avail. in 312 house behind
UCF, 1O min from UCF. M or F.
$500lmth. All util. incl., plus cable
modem. Call Lee 772-528-6347

Nanny needed now. FT- $4501wk, 5
days, 2 chlldren, live In or out.
Apopka area. Info at 352-376-5008
Noah's Ark Nanny Placement Agency.

Family has newly furnished private. studio
apartm'ent near UCF on wooded estate.
Quiet.. Perfect for visiting faculty.
$700/mo. includes utilities.
Rentapart2001@yahoo.com.

M/F to share ~eautiful clean 2 story
house w/ grad. stud. 3/bed/2.5 bath. W/D
Private 2nd floor room. 1/2 m from UCF.
$50'0 rent inc: util. cable, internet.
Call 407-359-8399.
Female looking for F~male Roommate in
.212, Pine Harbour Apartments off of
Rouse Rd, near 408. only $350/mo + util.
Racquetball,.volleyball, pool, gym. No
dep required. Call Tanya 407-925-2307.
M/F for 2 bed/2.5 bath townhouse.
Cambridge Cir. $4Y5/month. All util. incl.
W/D. Call 407-658-1856..
UCF AREA. Prof. F to share w/ sr. coll,
grad. student or prof. F. New' 4/2 furn.
pool home. Full priv. & comm. amen.
N/S. Drug-free & soc. drinker only.
$675/mo. & 112 mo. dep., util incl.! Pref.
long-term. Ref. req. 407-649-4012 ·
M looking for a M/F roommate. 1
mile from UCF. $3501mo. No
I deposit. Incl. EVERYTHING.
U?furnished. Just remod,led every
room in house. Access to pool. Tony
407-484-6744.

RENT:
[~FOR
~Sublease
Short-term. 8/15/03 thru 5/5/04.
4/2 apt. Pegasus Pointe. UCF area.
Vaulted Ceilings. Furn. Util. incl.
Internet. W/D. F only. $455/mo.
Call 321-453-4920 or 321-508-3520
Room for rent. 1 mile fr~m UCF
campus. W/D. Fully furnished. .
$479/mo. incl. util. First month free.
I Call Emily 407-484-1525.

I ~Roommates

I

~ FOR RENT:

F only. 3/2 house. 10.min. from UCF,
N/S. No pets. Furnished. $550 reni incl.
util. phone. DSL. qable. W/D, alarm
system, garage parking.
Call 407-282-6250.
'DINING ROOM-SET
New, compl~te withJable, chairs, lit ' .
hutch and buffett, $795.
•·
407-383-0585.

Looking for intelligent, attractive P UGF ·
student for marketing position. Start
'
immediatly. Also looking for UCF
students who are lisc. massage
therapists. 407·2~7-7147.

Beige sofa and love seat. Brand ,new and
in perfect condi,tion. $350 each or $600
for both. Also multi-c0lor Futon - $50 or
better offer. Must see! Call 407-443-4323.

PfT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
VeUKennel Exp. a plus!

EARN GREAT PAY

Call 407-628·3844.

Call Today
407-823-5163

$9perwk
$8perwk
$lperwk
$1 perwk

Winter Spg. area. Mins. from UCF/
downtown. 4/3 built 2002. 2375 sq. ft. i=r,
· place, wd/flrs, scr. 'porch, 2 carlgarage,
gated. Rent incl. lawn. $1750/mon:
Call Courtney 407-493·8329.

Babysitter wanted for 2 girls 6 &10.
Afterschool pickup (3 pm) to my Maitland
home. Reliable car, non-smoker, ref.
required. Education majors a plus.
Competitive wages. Call 407-339-0775.

Roommate/ PT Caregiver. 4/2 house.
Room/board & $55/weekly. Help
bedtime. Alt. weekends. 52hr/mo. Ind.
educ. 48 yr. olct male w/ nar.row muscular
cond. Serious inq. only. Ref. N/S. N/D.
Quiet. Sanford area. 497-323-7508.

$10~wk

Charges listed above include an'ad
of up to five lfues, 35 character~ per line. $1/Wk for each addi~onal line.

East Orlando - Brand Ne.w! 4/2, 2-car
gar., LR, DR, FR, eat-in kitchen, every
upgrade and most options. All appl. incl!
$1490/mo. Very Nice! 407·833-0063.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Association Management Company
located within UCF Research Park
seeks a part-time administrative
assistant to ,s upport two small trade
associations. Candidates should ·be
proficient in all MS Office
applications and should have a
working knowledge of mall merges.
Other duties Include website
updates, meeting registrations,
membership data entry, order
fulfillment, and general office
assistant responsibilities (ordering
supplies, filing, etc.). Must have
dependable transportation and be
willing to work in a fast-paced
environment. 20 hours per week,
flexible to meet your class schedule.
Email cover letter and resume to
cindy@mfsa.org.

•••www.dogdayafternoo~.net***

will receive:

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

(407)'447-iSSS • dassifjeds@UCfn~.com

$250 a day potential

· Meet mark.
AVON'S NEW Sales Opportunity
Products created for women ages 16-24
Order Online, Easy 'commision plan. Call
407-654-9756 or go to
www.avonbeautyadvisor.com.

PAYMENT METHODS

2 'issues (1 week):
.8 Issues(~ weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):
Bolding:
,Large H~ine:

AND BENBllS

.·

I

Soloflex w/ leg extension.butterfly, bench
press attachment, and all bands. Excel.
condition, $300. Close to campus.
· Please call 407-366-7035.
Computer Monitors - Name Brands,
. · refurbished, 15" - $25, 17" - $45,
19~ -$65. Color printers, $25. Accesorie's
avail. 30 day warranty. 407-221-8240.
www.davesbargainoutlet.com
'
BEDROOM SET
6 pieces, new in boxes, $450.
407-275-0612.
.Oak King/Queen Platform Bed w/wall
unit. Mirror, overhead light bridge,
headboard, cabinets w/pull-out drawers
ani:rnight stands. 12·drawer base. '
Mattress not Incl. Exe. cond. $850.
Call 407-466-6442.
BED - Queen Pillow-top set. New, in
plastic, sacrifice $145, can deliver.
407-383-0585.

To ·Q ualify:
• .1 8 ·- 65 years of age . .
• At least·4 (or more) ou~breaks
wi'l:hin the past year.
• Willing to make all study
appointments and telephone
contact visits.
Benefits:
• Study related medical care
and st~dy medication are
provided.
• · Qualified Part'i cipants receive
compensation for time and
travel. ·

Call (407) 896-0124 ext•.2961
or apply.at 615A Herndon .Ave., Orlando, FL 32803."

HOT DOG CART 4 SALE $3,300
· Operational & ready to make money.
. New parts, towable, hoVcold running
water; ice bin. 407-443-7454

Excellent income potential!

Are you jnterested in·an exciting career?

••••••••••
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?
f

· ·Auto mobile detail· trailers. lnclosed, fullequiped, well-designed. Can also be
used for pressure washing. Great buy!
L~ave msg. at 407-496-8617,,

\.J
....

BED
Full size mattress set, new, w/warranty,
$95. 407-275-0935.

•

•••••••••

U.S.AIR FORCE

100 you know what you want

t!) Clo after graduation?

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in
Air Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.
'

lnceRtives
include:

.

•Up to $15 1000 tuition per year
· ·$510 in textbooks reimbursement
•Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses
• One year,scholarships 'for qualified Seniors
and Graduate Students
For more information, call us at
407-823-1247 (UCF-1AIR)
or visit us at our wep site:
http://airforce.ucf.edu

Couch. Pinkish/Mauve.
Full-sizelFormal sofa.
Almost r;iew. $100.
Leave msg. at 407-763·5155.

, Electronics/Household
251!"· RCA TV $100, 100w Sony
receiver $45, 5 disc Sony CD player
$45, pair of Cerwin-Vega speakers
·$85. Coffee table wl matching end
tables, black, metal frame wl glass
tops $65.

~ fORSALE:
I~
Automotive
'84 Ford Tempo only 84k, good
condition; $900 with student ID, new
tires. ·c all 321-356-5532.

~.

98' Ford Expedition XLT. Auto. A/C.
Cruise control. AM/FM. Cass/CD.
Leather Int. PWR everything. 77k miles.
Alloy wheels . Running boards.
$1.1,500. Call 407-380-9832
98 Ford Mu~tang
Red , 91k mi., clean ; non-smoking,
prjvate owner. $4,995 neg.
Call 407-977-8539.

!! DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES!!
Atten~ ion all UCF Acura, Honda, Import '
and domestic owners! Need quality auto
repair/maintenance , e,tc? Don't delay,
call THE AUTO GENERAL
.
407-399-?514. ASE certified* and beats
most independent shop rates!

Ai~port Shuttle

•

'98 Red Mustang. $5,000 or neg. 91 k
miles. Orig. owner and very clean .
Please call 407-977-8539.

I
Tutoring Available
Fina ncial Accounting , Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harel (407) 362-2726.

SERVICES

F

~ J~

Board Certified Gyne·c ology ·
PreventivefYVellness Care• Family Planning •_Teen l~sues
Depo • PMS/Menopau.se Counseling • Menstrual Disorders
Abnormal Pap,Treatments • In/Out Pa.tient GYN Surgery

· · Ask about our disco\,lnts
with valid UCF ID.

1

"Don't drink and drive!"

Florida International Guest Services, Inc.
For reseri>atlons .call:

( 407) '522-0100
Reasonable rates,
by the job or by the hour.
Reports? Resumes?, Letters?
Whatever! I can help you
make a winning impression.
.
407-327-1539
"407-325-5781 (cell)
judeklin @bellsoutlv;iet
*Member UCF Alumni Association•

$4 per week!.
407-447-4555

Mens $15 Special!!!"
Highlights for short-hair(w/ad)
Barber avail. @$9.95 cuts/fades
Joy Hair & All. 407-671-8884
10012 Univ. Dr. Behind Circle K

CUSTOM TEE SHIRTS
BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE
clubs , groups; organizations,
departments and busines~es
For yo~r quote today call Victoria
Kerensky at 407.313.0822.

500
Free F.alun Gong Classes at- UCF.
Five gentle and easy to lear11 exercises.
Relieve stress, ,improve health, and
elevate' mind. 8 a .m . every day on grass
near reflecting pond. Call 407-415-8384
·
or·visit www.falunorlando .org.

***RESUMES**~

$49.95 student special.
FREE cover letter included.
Call 407-268-4734 or email:
". resumeservices@cfl. rr.c;:om

Cro$swo.r d .
ACROSS 1 Buttresses
6 , Equal trade
1O little snakes
1!
14 Di"ive off
15. Mah-jongg
20
piece
1
16 Canyonlands
. state
17 Drop in one's
two cenls
18 Oodles
19 Part to play
20 Getting off
. 23 Have a hero
· 24 Holy smokes!
25 Arrow's path · '
26 Racetrack stop
29 French poet
Mallarme
32 All smudged
34 Drinking aids
36 Non-believer
37 Pound of poetry
40 Audible kiss
42 Actress Ti.e rney
43 Dominion
45 Infuriate
47 Batterer
49 Over.soak
; 53 Still and . .
54 Notes of scales
8 Hawaiian hi
56 Finish first
9 Lorre and
57 Courteney ol
O'Toole
"Friends"
10 Mystique
58 Proceed with
11 Halt
caution
12 Friend
62 Metric unit o1
13 Thar_ blows!
mass
21 Drawscloser ·
64 Navajo 's
22 B.C. cops
neighbor
27 Land of Isfahan
. 65 Best of the best 28 Newcastle's
66 Spinning toy
river
67 HOMES part
30 One of David's
68 Burton ot
· "Roots"
3 1 ~~~gor and
69 Disorderly state
Bremner
70 Sly glance
33 Champing at the
71 Pushed a broom
bit
35 More gaunt and
DOWN
bony
1 Investigations
37 Ms. Bambeck
48
2 Say a~ain
38 Enthusiasm
· 3 Addictive 'drug
39 British train
50
4 Closely confined
!Ines
5 _ of hand
51
41 Courie of TV
·
(dexterity)
44 Thaw
6 Actor's alias
52
46 Hoodlums with
· 55
7 Droop
heaters

CATHOtlC
CAMPUS
MINISTRY

Mass, Sundays,
8:30pm as of Augus~ 24
Student Union··316CD

Fr. David Scotchie

NEED A LAWYER?
0ALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service
· 24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DU.I,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death, '
· Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/ Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.
.

Established rock band. BassisWocalist
to complete 4 piece. M/F: 18-28 yrs old.
Rehe'r sal space provided with show
schedule .. Contact Darren 321-438-8511.

AN UNCOMMON.DENOMINATION
Univ~rsity Unitarian Univetsalist Church
11648 McCulloch Rd.

ACADEMIC TUTORING
In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GAE, etc. In home services avail. Call
Dr. Greer@ 407-366-2650 or e-mail
lbgtutor@yahoo.com . .

I

classifieds as low as

classifieds@UCFnews.com

***FRENCH TUTOR***
Experience a Frerich born teacher,
All levels, Reasonable rates.
Adults and kids. 5 miles from UCF
Call 407-482-2343 or leave message .

·- - -t-

Student rate

Appointments: 407-539-2099 • Se Habla Espanol
~ 925 Mi.zell Ave., ~t~ I OO_.;~inter Park, F~ .3279~

Laundry and housekeeping.
Pic k-up & delivery. Good rates.
· Call ~07-489-2249 or 407-382-5898.

WRITING TUTOR.

·-

Jt.95. ·~.

Party vans availa~le for
nighttime entertai"ment!

' Improve your Writing. Help
w/basics or specific projects.
Professional ·Writer-Author.
Reasonable Rates 407-?5<!-5009.

~I

SERVICES

UCF Area to Airport- $251 person

*Versatile Writer-Editor*
.•
1 ~95 Blue Ford Contour.
,: , 115k hwy miles. Garage kept. V-6. A/C . ·
Blue-grey/fabric inter.
Price negiotable.
. •.
Leave msg. at 407-763-5155

lll!I!J

lll!!D

1

Advanced fitness science.
Nutritional supplement based on nobleprize researc;lil . Increased starj1ina,
performance, & recovery experienced.
For info. or free samples. 407-247-5184. ,

An Uncommon Speaker
Shiela T. Harty.'. Author/Activist
"Confessions of a Nader Raider"
Sunday, August 31, 10,:30 a.m.
. . . . ._.
. . (407) 64?-18~2 .
web site: www.umvers1tyuuus.org

407-273-2606
Jacob's favorite
wife ·
Busy
Impatience
indicalion
Well-practiced
Seaside

Please see solutions on Page 02

Loc~l and Long Distance Telephone Service Provider

lull Time Benefits:
-alidays, 'l!ersanal Days
Campany Matching 4B1K
Business casual attire •Paid Vacation

Right around the·
corne~ rro.m UCf

• Orlando, Fl 328211'

EOE/DFWP

59 Book before .
Obadiah
60 Mayberry lad
61 Large, indefinite
amoun1
62 Training room
63 Shad delicacy

August 25, 2003 • entra

/
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Add

Un im_
i te
.Nl ts
1000 We.e e

u

Anyti"1e Mi~utes

.

/

to your school supply ·list.

IM JED Ni.ghts and Weekends

all when calling throughout .Florida. ,

1000 Mobile .to Mobile Minutes

on our mobile to mobile network. Mobile to mobile network
not available in parts of Florida.

plus -:--

Nationwide Long Distance f~om Florida.
' . All on the Florida DigitalChoitesm Pla.n
I

Network not available in parts of Florida. Select CDMA phone required.
Calls placed outside of home airtime rate area are 69C/min.

119
6t

' -. $ . . 99
for ;

only

I

.

. .

monthly access with
annual agreement.

.

•
VERIZON -WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS STORES
Open Sundays

" .

® ALTAMONTE SPRINGS

440 E. Altamonte Dr.

Across from Mall

407-831-4664
Drive responsibly.
Call with care.,

1

DR. PHILLIPS ·S ·,
7560 W. Sandlake Rd.
407-351-9650

.

'

· , MERRITT ISLAND
· Merritt Island Square Mall
Next to Sears
321-.454-3211

any of our stores

ORLANDO .
2914 E. Colonial Dr.
407-894-5770 4550 S. Kirkman Rd.
407-294-2515
7720 S. Orange Blossom Trail
407-851-9040

OVIEDO
8155 Red Bug Lake Rd.
407-365-4949
SANFORD
Seminole Towne ·center ·
Kiosk Second Floor
.407-320-1949

· Night & Weekend hours: Mon-Fri. 9:01pm-5:59am Sat. 12am-Sun. 11:59pm.
,
Important Consumer l11format~on: Subject to C~mer Agreement and Calling ~Ian. $175 early tennit;ition fee applies per line. Requires credit.approval. c.an~t be combined with any other o~e~s. Not availatf'l in all m.arke~s. _Allow 10-12 weeks f{? re.bate check. Must ~
be a customer for 30 consecutive days for rebate. Usage rounded to next full minute. Unused allowances lost. Geographic and other restrictions apply. Subject to taxes, charges, and other restrictions. See store for details.. Limited time offers. ~2003 Venzon Wireless. ·
·-
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